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INTRODUCTION
Before you lay the Proceedings of the .1 6-th Intematiönal HISWA Symposium on
Yacht Design and Construction
Once again this Symposium has been organized under the auspices of the Dutch
HIS WA national Association of Watersport Industries, the: METS Marine Equipement

Trade Show and the Deift University of Technology, the Department of Maritime
Technology This tune however it is supported by the RINA, the Royal Institute of
Naval Architects from the United Kingdom, to broaden the public we hope to reach.

The Organizing Committee tries each time to collect an interesting selection of papers
presented by experts in the field of Yacht Design and Construction who are willing to
share theft knowledge with those working or interested in the yachting world, She
aims in particular at designers and the people from the yards as well as at researchers.
Besides these professionals the Symposium aims at studènts who. are interested in
yachts and who may constitute the professionals of the future.

This time the main focus is on very large yachts and some particular problems
encountered in their design and construction The Organizing Committee is very
grateful to .those who have been willing to prepare a paper and the present it at. the
Symposium. It is a tedious and very time consuming exercise and those who have
ever done know .to appreciate it! I would also like to express my gratitude to the
members of the Paper Committee, i.e. Arie Kraayenveld, Jelle Gerritsma, Gerard
Dijkstra, Richard Birmingham, Frans Maas and Michale Steenhoff They perform

their contribution somewhat outside the spotlights, but theft input and efforts
contribute significantly to the success of theSymposium!
Fihally i would like to mention that from December 2002 the papers presented will be
'availäble from our own HIS WA Symposium website, www.hiswasymposium.com. or
the website of:the RINA, www.riha.uk.com On these sides they will be available in
full color,, if applicable.
I hope you enjoy the HIS WA Symposium and i hope to meet you there. And the next
time!

Dr.ir. Jan Alexander Keuning
Chairman Symposium Organizing Committee
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SAILBOAT RIGGING AND FITTINGS DESIGN OPTIMIZATION:AN EXPERIMENTAL
APPROACH
FABIO FOSSATI (*), DOMENICO VITALONE()
(*) Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering-University of Catania, ITALY
(**) Harken Italy

ABSTRACT
Aim of this paper is to provide a scientific methodology for rigging and fittings optimisation: in particular the interest
has been focused in evaluating deck equipment behaviour with particular attention to winches system efficiency This
allows fittmgs and rigging designers to perform a design optimisation of such boat components
Using the proposed methodology it is also possible to define the "crew engine mechanical characteristics": in particular
it is shown how is possible to define the characteristic curves in terms of power and torque developed by grinders
during tack manoeuvres.
New sensors based on radio data transmission technique have been developed in order to perform loads measurements
in moving parts of rigging equipment and an innovative transducer equipped with an onboard analog to digital converter
has beendesigned in order to provide loads measureavailable to standard NMEA. 183 bus.
Some results are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Loads evaluation of rigging equipment in a sailing yacht represents a very important task for boat desigiïers; in fact
performance and safety of a sailing yacht depend in a very sensitive way on the dimensioning of the mast and rigging
system [4.
Lots of difficulties arise especially due to the dynamic actions (i.e. wind turbulence, wake effects, waves induced
motions)actingon the boat in realistic operating conditions
For the most part the theoretical prediction of this response is not feasible and full-size investigation using experimental
techniques represent a suitable and attractive approach to accomplish a reliable evaluation of actual forces
In a previous paper [ i ] a complete procedure developed by the authors, which provides a rapid and low cost method for
load evaluation in each rigging element like stays in the fore and aft direction, shrouds m the athwartship, sheets,
halyards, and running back stays, was pointed out.
In broad terms the method is based on the idea to transform each of the various components m a dynamometer able to
measure the force applied to it; in particular this can be accomplished by means of strain gages placed in an appropriate
way.

Different situations must be taken into account depending on whether fixed or moving parts of the rigging are
considered: with reference to standing rigging, iLe. forestays and shrouds in the athwartship, strain gages can be applied
directly to the relevant screw or to the terminal devis pinS such as those developed by the authors and described in [1].
Beside the fixed riggmg components, running rigging play a very important role in order to evaluate external loads
affecting a sailing yacht under operating conditions.
Essentially this running rigging in.a modern sailing yacht are mainsail and foresail sheets, halyards, and, especially for
racing yachts, running back stays. Lots of difficulties arise trying to place strain gages directly to these elements due to
the fact they are not fixed; on the otherhand all of these rigging elements are generally handled by means of a winch.
Sothe basic idea has been to investigate if an ordinary winch could be used as a dynamometric balance itself.
Different tests have been performed at the Departinentof Mechanical Engineering of the Politecnico di Milano with the
support of Harken Italy S.p.A [2]. Aim of these activities was the development of a conventional winch able to measure
the tensile force acting in the sheet, using strain gages methodology.
Due to the complexity of the winch structure design, that leads to statically indeterminable system, several tests have
been performed in order to approach this problem and to understand how to obtain a linear relationship between applied
load in the sheet and strain measurement output. Tests performed have shown that placing strain gages on the winch

housing allows to obtain good results from both sensitivity and linearity point of view. Moreover, the relationship
between sheet tensile force and Wheatstone bridge circuit output is independent from the sheet angle and from the
winch mounting procedures. Using a simple calibration procedure an explicit relationship between tensile force in the
hauletrope andWheabtuiiebridgeiinbalance-can be obtaincd [lJ.

The proposed methodology reveals a very useful tool in order to collect meaningful data base for boat and fittings
designers; on the other hand, from a safety standpoint, crew of both pleasure and racing yachts have a useful guide to
properly tune their rigging system.
In this paper some improvements of the proposed method will be outlined.
In particular the attention has been focused in order to perform the measure of the most important quantities during a
tack manoeuvre allowing to define the "crew mechanical characteristics" in the same way as it was an "human engine".
in the following it will be shown how to define the characteristic curves in terms of power and torque developed by
grinders during tack manoeuvres.
New sensors based on radio data transmission technique have been developed in order to perform loads measurements
in moving parts of rigging equipment and an innovative transducer equipped with an onboard analog to digital converter
has been designed in order to provide loads measure available to standard NMEA 183 bus.
A detailed description of these equipment will be given in the following.
Some results are presented and discussed: it will be shown that using the proposed method it is possible to optimise boat
deck fittings choice and design, and the overall "boat + crew" system performance can be optimised.

MEASUREMENT SET-UP
Figure 1 shows the typical deck layout of a IACC sailing boat.

Fig. 1: Deck layout of a modern IACC

An object oriented and completely portable measuring system has been developed so that the measurements can be
performed directly on the boat in real sailing conditions.
The measurement set-up allows to measure and record the following quantities:

The input driving torque supplied by the grinders to telescopic shaft
The shaft angular speed
The sheet tension

All these measurements can be performed without changing the normal crew sailing conditions; moreover the
measurement system has been upgraded in such a way that typical navigation data can be collected too; in particular
wind velocity and direction, boat speed and other interesting data can be stored and correlated to the previously
mentioned data.

GRINDER SUPPLIED TORQUE MEASURE

Let us consider the "coffee" line shafting system of fig.2: pedestal handles are connected with a belt drive to the
countershaft, which is connected by means of amiter gear with the input shaft to the winch.
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Countershaft

Fig. 2

The countershaft has been equipped with strain gages: figure 3 shows two of the four strain gages with the measure grid
at 45° with respect to the shaft axis [3], i.e. aligned with the principal stress directions (fig.4)

Fig. 3: telescopic shaft stain gage positioning

Strain gages are bonded to the roughened and cleaned shaft surface which has been previously degreased with acetone.
A rapid cold-curing adhesive has been used (i.e. Z 70 Adhesive). The complete measuring point has been carefully
covered by means of a polyurethane varnish to protect it from mechanical damage and from humidity.
In order to achieve the maximum sensitivity a full Wheatstone bridge has been used [3J.

Mt

Mt

Fig. 4
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A calibration procedure must be adopted in order to obtain an explicit relationship between torque applied to the drive

telescopic shaft and Wheatstone bridge unbalance. This can be accomplished by means of simple tests using a
calibrated load cell placed in series with the measuring element itself. More in detail the calibration procedure purpose
is to simultaneously measure the stress resultants in the measuring element by means of Wheatstone bridge unbalance
and the calibrated load cell output.
Figure 5 shows an example of the calibration curve obtained with the above mentioned procedure.
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Fig. 5: torsiometer calibration curve
Before measurements, an offset of 2.5EV] has been induced by means of a trimmer potentiometer order to have a O-5[VJ
output signal corresponding to 1000 [Nm] + 1000 [Nm] torque input range. This allows to optimize the A/D converter
resolution.

Due to the motion of the shaft the bridge unbalance signal could be transmitted by means of wiping contacts but this
solution reveals critical due to bad characteristics of marine environment.
The signal transmission has been managed by means of the radio data transmission technique.
A dedicated sensor has been developed in order to perform the bridge power supply, the signal amplification and
filtering and in order to transmit the output signal to the data acquisition system using frequency modulation (fig.6).

Radio transmitter
Strain gauges

Fig.6: the countershaft with the radio transmitter equipment
Essentially the radio equipment is composed of:

A transmission data circuit
A receiver data circuit

4

The transmission data circuit (figure 7), once the signal has been treated by means of several amplification stages,
includes a National Semiconductor frequency-to-voltage converter which provides a 1000 [Hz] output frequency every
1[V] input voltage.
In our cases typicálly 1Hz up to 4KHz output frequency range is expected with 2KHz corresponding to "zero load"
situation.

The output signal is frequency modulation transmitted (FKS modulation) by means of an hybrid circuit with a power
output of 10 [mW] at 433 [MHz].
OLa

nQSSQ

12V

16

Transmission data circuit

Figure 7: radio transmitter

Due to limited current drain, power supply is:demanded toalkaline cells (see fig.6).
Thereceiver data circuit (fig.8) is basically composedof a synchronous detectorand of a frequency-to voltageconverter
with O-5 [V] output voltage. This allows to optimizethe A/D converter resolution.
This system is:directly suppliedby means of the on board electricalequipment.

G

20

Receiver data circuit

Fig & radio receiver

SHAFTREVOLUTION VELOCITY MEASURE

hi order to perform the measure of the shaft speed a direct-current tachometer has been used: so the voltage sign is
relatedto the shaft rotation direction.
Figure.9shotvs ca1ibrationdata cheetLoftheequipment used
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Fig. 9: direct-current tachometer calibration data-sheet
The mechanical connection to the shaft has been obtained using a standard tachometric cable (see fig. 10).

.1

Fig. 10

SHEET TENSILE FORCE MEASURE

In order to measure sheet tensile force, according to [lJ strain gages placed on the winch housing allow to obtain good
results from both sensitivity and linearity point of view. Moreover, the relationship between sheet tensile force and
Wheatstone bridge circuit output is independent from the sheet angle and from the winch mounting procedures.

t

t' z'

Figures lI(a) 11(b)
Also in this case a calibration procedure must be adopted in order to obtain an explicit relationship between tensile force
in the hauled rope and Wheatstone bridge unbalance.
Figures 11 show an example of a winch equipped with strain gages and relevant calibration data sheet (fig. 12).
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NMEA DIGITAL STRAIN GAGE CONDITIONING SYSTEM
As previously said an innovative transducer equipped with an onboard analog to digital converter has been designed in
order to provide loads measure available to standard NMEA 183 bus.
As well known, NMEA are the initial of an American trade association; the National Marine Electronics Association,
who have produced a number of standard specifications for the interconnection of marine electronic instruments. These
standards speci1' the electrical signals and the format of data to be transferred, therefore allowing devices like position
fixers, auto-pilots, track plotters and radars, from different manufactures to be interconnected.
This innovative transducer allows to gather loads information using standard navigation data display and eventually
acquire them from the boat instruments NMEA 183 interface by means of a standard PC RS232 serial port.
The system is based on both analog and digital sections.
The analog section is composed of the following items:
Wheatstone bridge feed with a voltage regulator that allows 2.5, 5 or 7.5 vdc voltage feed
A low noise signal amplifier with a fixed gain (xl 00).
A low-pass filter with a user selected cutoff frequency
A second signal amplifier with a user selected gain
A bridge balancer available for accidental initial strong unbalance (up to ±2 mV before amplifier stage).

The digital section provides to the 14 bit conversion of the analog signal coming from the analog section with 100 Hz;
then the character string according to NMEA 183 standard is composed at 1Hz and it enables the user to access this data
from RS232 serial port.
The character string format is according to NMEA "GENERAL DEVICE" string format (i.e. $Y)O(DR,.........): in
particular each string contain the sheet tensile load numerical field and relevant EU alphanumerical field.
Figure 14 shows an example of serial data collected from NMEA bus, including load information too.
In conclusion the available output from the pins of the logic card are:
An analog signal ±5 vdc with a user selected passband
A digital string according to NMEA 183 standard available to the RS232 serial line with 1Hz output frequency.
The electrical impedance of the serial line is maintained enough low in order to drive the NMEA 183 optoisolator
allowing the connection with NMEA 183 standard instrument displays.
The board shape and dimensions (fig. 13) allow to place it in the winch interior directly.

Fig.13: NMEA strain gage digital conditioning system
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Fig. 14: sample of NMEA data collection

1f more than one winch have to be acquired a microprocessor line concentrator has been designed (fig. 15) in order to
collect the different information; then a data chaining is performed and a single character string is produced according
to the communication standard statement.

Fig. 15: Mini-hub

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

As previously described, an object oriented and completely portable measuring system has been developed so that the
measurements can be performed directly on the boat ¡n real sailing conditions. Then an object oriented software has
been developed in Labview programming environment in order to perform a real-time data acquisition of both analog
channels and serial data.
The data acquisition system performs data logging and on line analysis of both analog signals from strain gages and
digital data coming from on board navigation instruments and from winch digital equipment. In particular the computer
program enables the user to access from RS232 serial port all data available in NMEA 0183 standard.
The system acquires strain gages bridges signal coming from the conditioner, their voltage excitation, and eventually,
some more analog signals (up to sixteen channels). Moreover, all navigation data may be real-time acquired; in
particular, boat speed, velocity and direction of both true and apparent wind are very useful in order to better understand
rigging load dynamics.
The analog channels are supplied to a NATIONAL INTRUMENTS DAQ-CARD A116E4 data acquisition board
(National Instruments). This PC laptop board is equipped with a 12 bit analog-to-digital converter with 250 kS/s sample
rate maximum.

8

Voltage signals from each strain gage are collected by means of buffered acquisition with IO kHz hardware timed
sampling rate and digitally filtered down to 40 Hz. Signal sampling rate is chosen much higher than twice analog
conditioning frequency band in order to avoid aliasing.
Readings from each strain gage are saved to a file with the absolute time, excitation voltage and bridge configuration.
In the meanwhile digital data are gathered from NMEA system and saved to another file, hi order to avoid oversized
files, each datum from NTvIEA is recorded only if it's changed from previous reading. This way it's possible to have a

complete track of boat parameters time history with small files. No time delay is preset between two consecutive
buffered acquisitions, to have a machine independent, asynchronous system.
The developed software has simple utilities (flg.16) which allow to plot analog channels time histories against absolute
time, together with a choice of any NMEA parameters (typically boat speed and wind data).

5
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a

Figure 16: PC sowfware display

SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the following some numerical results will be reported where the primary winches and primary pedestals have been
instrumented as explained previously (fig.!).
In figs. 17-19 the time histories of the drive telescopic shaft speed, of the deflecting torque and of the genoa sheet
tension are reported.
These data are relevant to a tacking maneuver (mainsail + genoa) in close hauled sailing condition performed by "four
grinders" acting to the handles of the primary pedestals.
Each winch has three gears available and vertical markers appearing in these figures are relevant to winches velocity
ratio changes. Shaft angular speed and deflecting torque reversal can be noted in coffespondence to each gear change.

In addition (fig. 20) the following information were recorded from the boat navigation instruments under each
measurements:
boat speed
apparent wind speed
apparent wind angle
boat heel angle
Tarque
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Several measures have been performed in terms of the time histories of the same quantities relevant to different number
of grinders employed during a close hauled tacking maneuvers.
Figure 21 summarises the results in terms of mean and RMS deflecting torque values.
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Figure 21: Torque mean and RMS values

As can be seen each grinder develops a mean torque value of approximately 80 [Nm] (i.e. a force of 350[N] at a 10"
pedestal handle).
On the basis of the above mentioned measures, it is then possible to evaluate the instantaneous power supplied by
grinders.
Fig. 22 is relevant to the four grinders manoeuvre above mentioned.
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Fig.22: power input of four grinders tack manoeuvre time history

Analogously figure 23 summarises the results in terms of mean and RMS input power values with reference to the
different number of grinders employed in similar tack manoeuvres.
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Fig.23: power input mean and RMS values
As can be seen each grinder supp1iesa mean power contribution of approximately 0.75 [KW]
Moreover it is possible to define the "crew engine performance" as a "human engine performance": in particular the
grinder torque-speed and power characteristic curves can be defined considering the quasi steady-state portion of shaft
speed during tacking manoeuvre
As an example flgs.24-25 show thesecurvesfor a single grinder case.
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HANDLES PHASE SHIFT OPTIMISATION
As well known, during match race starting phases the tacking manoeuvre velocity reveals very important.
On the other hand (flg.26) it is known that handles force applied by grinders are depending on the angular position

,xinun f'orc

mihiriun force

Fig 26
II

Several tests have been carried out using the above mentioned measuring system in order to understand how pedestal
handles phase shifting may influence the tacking performance.
In order to change the handles phase shift a synchronising joint (fig.27) has been designed.

Fig.27: synchronisation joint
As an example ligures 28-29 show tacking time histories of the shaft speed and of the driving torque with two grinders
with 0° and 900 handles phase shift respectively: the manoeuvres are performed in very similar conditions and it can be
seen that the 90° phase shift allows to reduce the tacking time of about 24%.
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Fig. 29

In order to compare the results obtained in different tacking conditions (i.e. different wind speed and direction, different
sail-set and so on) we have decided to calculate the ratio between the tacking time and the mechanical work produced
during tack manoeuvre.
In particular tacking manoeuvre work (L) can be evaluated by means of the definite Riemann integral of the power time
history available from the previously described measurements (fig.30).
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As an example fig. 31 shows the comparison of tacking time per unit of tacking work measured with 2 grinders between
00 and 90°handles phase shift configuration. Different contributions relevant to different velocity ratio put in evidence
that 900 configuration appear to be better.
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Fig. 31

All the measurements performed by the authors have revealed that the 900 handles phase shift is statistically better than
the 00 phase shift.

WINCHES EFFICIENCY MEASURE
From a mechanical point of view, a sailboat winch system allows to transfer the driving torque developed by grinders
during tack manoeuvres to the sails sheets changing velocity parameters.
Due to shearing stress effects, only a fraction of the available energy is transferred to the sheets and a sheeting system
efficiency can be defined.
Considering the input power Pm introduced by the grinders in the system and considering the effective available power
P it is possible to define the mechanical efficiency i as follows:

OUI

in

where the input and output powers are given by:

= M, X 0-Ou1

ln

= Me,, x

In eqn.(2) M, is the driving torque applied by the grinders and M0, is the torque available to the winch drum; ut,, and
0rnt are the relevant angular velocities.
Taking into account the velocity ratio:

(3)

and considering that the output torque can be expresses as a function of the sheet tension T and of the winch drum
diameter q$ it is possible to define the mechanical efficiency

as follows:
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So the winch efficiency can be evaluated by means of the basis of the sheet tension T, the driving torque applied by the
grinders and the winch geometrical characteristics.

On the basis of the above mentioned measuring system, a winch efficiency testing machine has been designed and
realized (fig.32).

-JI

Fig.32: winch efficiency test machine

The driving torque on the winch is applied by means of a motoreducer with 2.2 [KW] power rating. It is constrained by
means of a step bearing and the torque measure is allowed by the motor control system.
The sheet is connected to a prony break which supplies a suitable resisting moment allowing to reach different motion
regimes and its tensile load level can be measured too. (fig.33).

Fig.33

So the winch efficiency can be evaluated according to eqn.(4).
Fig.34 shows an example of winch efficiency values obtained for different sheet tension loads.
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Fig.34
As can be seen the efficiency value is rather sensitive to applied load level.
Winch efficiency measures performed by the authors have also shown that there is a strong efficiency dependence on
the pinion position with respect to the sheet entry point: in fact this change the mesh conditions between internal gear
and pinion.
Moreover by means of winch efficiency measures some useful diagnostic indications can be obtained. Some work on
this topic is in progress.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an experimental approach which allows to have a tack manoeuvre monitoring system has been outlined.
New sensors based on radio data transmission technique have been developed in order to perform loads measurements
in moving parts of rigging equipment and an innovative transducer equipped with an onboard analog to digital converter
has been designed in order to provide loads measure available to standard NMEA 183 bus.

Using the proposed method some interesting considerations can be carried out with reference to the tacking boat
equipment behaviour including "crew mechanical characteristics".
Some results have been presented showing that using the proposed method it is possible to optimise boat deck fittings
choice and design, and the overall "boat + crew" system performance.
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Abstract
A computational fluid dynamics(CFD) basedopthnization procedure is used tostudy the rig of the modem
clipper ship the Maltese Falcon We optimize the sheeting angle and camber of the yards of twodimensional cross sections of the ng A gradient-based cost function minimization algorithm and an
optimizationalgorithm based on Evolutionary Strategies (ES) are combined with a RANS CFD modelto
perform the optimization. Results for optimizing the sheeting angles of 12 percent camber circular sections
are presented as well as results foroptiìnizing:both thesheeting angle andthecamber.

i Introduction
Sail shape optimization is challenging because ofthe complex coupling between theaerodynami forces
produced by a sailboat's rigand the hydrodynamic forces produced by its hull and underwater appendages
[2] Yacht designers generally assume a steady-state sailmg condition setting ng forces in equilibnum with
hull forces for the purpose of estimating performance This assumption forms the basis ofithe widely used
Velocity Prediction Programs or VPPs. Accurate numerical modeling ofthecomplete boat(sails, hulls and
appendices) is extremely expensive from a computational point ofview and not practical ifmany different
configurations and flow conditions haveto be investigated In our sail optimization research, we therefore
rely onsimplified modeistohandle the hull forces and the interaction between hull and sail forces. We use
CFD toaccuratnly compute the flow past the sails and the aerodynamic forces on the rig.
The typical goal of sail shape optimization is to produce a configuration that optimizes the velocity made
good (VMG) for agiven apparent wind speed and direction. In manyrespects, a sail resembles an airplane
wing and similarly it generates a lifting force, L, perpendicular to the free stream fiow,and a drag force, D,
in the direction of the free stream flow. Atdifferent apparent wind anglesthe optimal force configuration
will be different. The essential requirementof:a sail is to generate a large driving force Cx along the
centerline of the boat. But, except when sailing dead down wind, this is not possible without producing a
heeling force Cy perpendicular to the centerlineatthe same time. The heelingforce must be balánced the
stability of the hull anda side force produced by the underwater appendages. The stability of the hull and
the efficièncy of the underwater appendages therefore puta liiniton the driving power that can be extracted
from the wind. The relation between lift and drag, anddriving and heeling force is determined by the
sheeting anglea sail is set at relative to the centerline of the boat. In upwind conditions a sail issetata
smallsheeting.angle. Most of the lift produced is directed perpendicular to the centerline producing a large
heeling force and small driving force. The optimization criterion istherefore generally to maximize the
driving force to heeling force ratio. When a boat bears away to a reach, the sheets are eased which results in
the lift contributing more to the driving force and less to the heeling force. Because the hull now needs to
balance a smaller heeling force, more lift can be tolerated. Whensaiing on a beam reach most ofthe force
producedby the rig acts along the centerline and thus a high lift coefficient is needed. On downwind
courses, the onlycriterion forsail efficiency is maximum drag of the rig.
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Presently most sail shape optimization is performed using parametric studies where design variables such
as camber, draft and twist are adjusted in a trial-and-error fashion to maximize a certain performance
measure. The performance of a given sail configuration can be evaluated using full scale testing, wind
tunnel testing or numerical simulation (CFD). Full scale testing is of course most accurate but also most
expensive and time-consuming. Wind tunnel measurements are also expensive and in addition it is difficult
to accurately scale down to the model size. Computational fluid dynamics has the potential to evaluate the
performance of a given sail shape accurately, and with a shorter turn-around time. CFD calculations also
provide a more detailed description of the flow field than both wind tunnel testing and full scale testing,
and can therefore contribute to a better understanding of the optimization problem. CFD techniques have
been successfully applied to shape optimization problems in the aerospace industry for a number of years.
A major advantage of using CFD to evaluate the forces produced by a sail is that CFD solvers can be easily
integrated with optimization procedures to automatically search for optimized sail shapes.

The goal of our current work is to explore the possibility of using automated optimization algorithms
coupled to CFD for sail shape optimization. There are two major categories of shape optimization
techniques; adjoint and iterative methods. Adjoint methods calculate the optimal shape via the solution of
an adjoint problem obtained from the governing equations describing the fluid flow. It is effective because
the cost of an adjoint solution is typically equivalent to that of the original problem, and most importantly,
independent from the number of design variables [2]. The adjoint method has become a popular choice for
design problems involving inviscid fluid flow, and has been successfully used for the aerodynamic design

of aircraft configurations [5].

The major difficulty in using this approach is the definition of the

appropriate adjoint equations for viscous flows.

in this work we explore the use of iterative methods. We have chosen two approaches: a classical gradient
based cost function minimization algorithm and an evolutionary strategy (ES). Both have been successfully
applied to shape optimization problems at the Center for Turbulence Research at Stanford. In the first
approach, a cost function characteristic of the performance of the sail is minimized with respect to one or
more control parameters. The iterative procedure requires the calculation of the derivatives of the cost
function with respect to each of the control parameters in every iteration step. The second optimization
approach uses evolutionary algorithms (EAs). EAs are biologically inspired optimization algorithms,

imitating the process of natural evolution. EAs do not require gradient evaluations, but use a set of
solutions (population) to find the optimal designs. The population-based search allows parallelization, and
may avoid premature convergence to local minima. However, the population normally must be large, thus
requiring many flow calculations.
Coupling optimization algorithms with CFD calculations requires the integration of various subsystems,
such as the grid generation tool, the flow solver, and the optimization algorithm. Initially, we consider a
simplified two-dimensional model to facilitate the development of the optimization procedure. We design
the procedure so that it can be directly extended to the 3D case. In addition, it is possible that the twodimensional model will be able to guide the three-dimensional optimization. Once both models have been
implemented we will compare the 2D optimization results to the 3D results to evaluate the need for the
more expensive 3D calculations.

1.1 Application and Development
Because of the complexities involved with developing a general sail shape optimization method we start
with a relatively simple application that however still yields insight into the general problem. We optimize
the yard-camber and sheeting angles of the rig of a modem clipper ship the Maltese Falcon for upwind
performance in moderate winds. As shown in figure 1 three masts resembling airplane wings constructed of
yards with circular arc cross-section will rig this future mega-yacht. The Maltese Falcon will be 87 meters
length overall, have a mast height of 53 meters off the water and have a maximum yard length of 22
meters. The rig is based on an original design by W. Proells, which was further developed at Hamburg
University in the early 1960's [7] and is currently being developed by designers from Gerard Dijkstra &
Partners and Doyle Sailmakers. Experimental wind-tunnel data are available and eventually real-world
measurements will be produced. This will allow a direct assessment of the numerical code.
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Figure 1. Initial Geometry.

From a computational modeling point of view this rig is attractive because the flying shape of the sails will
be very close to the shape of the yards. This is due to the construction of The rig, which consists of yards.
with sails stretched between them We therefore do not have to cakulate the true flying shape of the sáils,
(which typically requires the coupling of the fluid model with a structural model to evaluate defòrmations
under aerodynamics loads) Although the sails will slightly dóflect in reality, it is. believed that the
deformation will notsignificantly influence the forces on the rig. In addition the span-wise variâtion of the

sail cross section is very limited and wind tunnel tests conducted with a model of the rig showed
streamlines(visualized using smoke) thatare mainly two-dimensional exceptnearthe topand bottom of the
rig.
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Evolutionary Strategies and Gradient-based Shape Optimization

Thegeneral objective is the minimiiatiOnof a properly constructedcost function Thefunction is
characteristic of the performance, and depends ona setof control variables. Two optimization algorithms
are being developed both originatingfrom algorithms that have been successfully applied in past CFD
shape optimization Studies t the Center For Turbulence Research.4 One optimizationmethod is basedon
a classical gradient-based optimization algorithm and the other on the concept of Evolutionary Strategies.

21 GradientBased Optimization
The gradient-based optimization procedure requires the evalUation ofthe derivatives of the cost functión
with respect to the control parameters m each iteration step A simple finite difference method is used to
calculatethe derivatives numerically as:
The Center for Turbulence Research (CTR) is aresearchconsortium for fundamental study of turbulent
flows it is jomtly operated by Stanford University and NASA Aines Research Center

df
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(1)

These derivatives determine the direction of improvement. On the following iteration a step is taken in this
direction and the procedure is repeated until convergence [li].
=

- g-,dfi = 1,2,3

(2)

The weighting parameter g is used to weight the gradient information and changes with cost function and
control variables.
It is important to note that during each iteration the number of flow calculations needed equals ¡ +N where
N is defined to be the number of control variables. Present simulations include 6 control variables and only
take a few minutes to complete one iteration. But, three-dimensional simulations, or an increase in the
number of control parameters, will make the current procedure computationally expensive.
In our studies, we determined an appropriate g by trial-and-error. A comprehensive sensitivity study will be
performed in the future.

2.2 Optimization using Evolutionary Strategies
An evolutionary algorithm tries to mimic natural selection to determine the optimal shape. At each step
random mutations (changes) to the control variables are attempted and only those solutions that are better
than their predecessors are selected in a method that resembles the survival-of-the-fittest natural selection.
Again a cost function representing performance is defmed to compare one solution to another.
Our initial implementation ¡s based on a very simple evolutionary strategy called a One + One ES [6J. In
this implementation an initial solution
is first calculated, then each control variable is perturbed
(using a random Gaussian distribution with standard deviation S), and a new solution .fIth ¡s evaluated.
The new solution is compared with the old solution, and if J
< J,,, the child becomes the new parent
for the next iteration. The standard deviation is adjusted using Rechenberg's 1/5 rule: every N*L iterations
(where N equals the number of control variables and L is a constant) increase the standard deviation if the
success rate is higher than ¡/5 and if not decrease the standard deviation. As the iterations proceed and the
optimal solution is approached, the standard deviation continues to drop. In this work, we use L=1O. Again,
further analysis is necessary to determine the optimal choice.
3

Sail Shape Optimization

When applied to sail shape optimization the control variables are the parameters that define the sail
configuration. In our case the relevant control parameters are the camber of the yards and the sheeting
angle. Initially we will apply the optimization method to a 2D model of a horizontal cross-section of the
rig (taken mid mast).
In this study we aïe interested in optimizing the upwind performance of the Maltese Falcon in moderate
winds. As mentioned earlier, defining the cost function is a difficult task in upwind conditions. Ideally the
cost function would be the VMG predicted with the use of a VPP, to take into account the hull/sail
interaction. Presently we do not have access to hull performance data so in order to develop our procedure
we consider simplified cost functions. Possible simplified cost functions are driving force, driving force to
heeling force ratio, liii produced or ratio of lift to drag. Initial sheeting angle and camber optimization have
been conducted and results are presented in section 4.
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3.1 Simplified Two Dimensional Model
Oursimplified model has nine control parameters comprised of the three sheeting angles (Oi, i = 1,2,3), the
three cambers (Ci, i 1' 2,3), and the three chord lengths (CHi i 1,2,3) as shown m figure 3 The total
force on the ng can be divided 'into components of'lift(Cl) 'and drag (Cd):oralternatively 'heelingforce(Cy)
and driving force (Cx). The other variables in 'our two-dimensional model are the apparentwind direction
and velocity. 'Initially weconsiderthe chords to be defined1 by the chord lengths approximately half way up

the mast taken from the profile of the original design, but eventually the chord lengths may 'also be
optimized. Because the chord lengths' 'vary 'in the span-wise direction the spacing between sections at
different heights also changes. Todatethe effect of:the spacing (the distance between the 2D sectiòns) has
not been investigated but is believed to be an important parameter, and'will be the subject of further study.

Apparent
Wind
Angle

Figure 2. Simplified 2D model.

3.2 Flow Solution

The flow past the sails is calculated using FLUENT 6O. We use Fluent's incompressiblé Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver on non-conformal unstructured' grids, hi general, unstructured
grids (as opposed to structured grids) 'are more flexible in terms of being able to handle complex and
dynamic geometry Because of the high Reynolds number of the sail flows (of the order of one million),
turbulence modeling is required The turbulence model used m the present calculations is the SpalartAllmaras turbulence model, which is sufficiently accurate for upwind and close reachmg conditions and
computationally efficient [I]. More sophisticated turbulence models must be used for larger angles of
incidence because of flow separation We note that in all our cases, the angles of mcidence are sufficiently
small to use the Spalart-Alhuaras model We investigated the realizable k-epsilon model as well, but the
differences in results were too small to influence the optimization results
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In order to couple FLUENT with our optimization procedure it is necessary to automate the solution
process. The automation is accomplished using FLUENT's scripting capability. A central program serves
as the interface between the flow solution and the optimization algorithms The flow solution interface
takes as input the sheeting angles, cambers and chord lengths of each of the sections together with a
description of where each section is placed relative to the center of each mast. A grid is automatically
created from the. input geometiy and then the flow solution is calculated. The entire process takes around 1

minute to produce a solution on an Athlon computer with a Pentium IV 1.2 GHz processor using a
relatively coarsegrid ofaround 7500 elements. Figure4 shows a system diagram of the automated solution
procedure.

Optimization
Implementation

Geometry Definition
Span-wise chord variation
Section height

(Evolutionary Strategies
or alternatively gradientbased optimization)

V
Grid Generation

Flow Solution

(Gambit)

Interface

Flow Solution
(Fluent)

Figure 3. System diagram

3.3 Automatic Grid Generation

The most challenging aspect of automating the flow solution procedure is the robust and efficient
generation of grids to discretize the domam of mterest Here, robust refers to the ability to successfully
generate meshes for any possible valüe Of the control parameters. The mesh generation is efficient if it
clusters grid points in areas where large gradients of flow variables are expected (such as in the boundary
layers) so that a minimal number of grid elements are required to obtain accurate predictions.
The grid generation process starts with defining the thróe. sectional shapes. Once the sections have been
defined the region immediately surrounding the sail is clustered densely with grid points in order to
properly resolvethe boundary layer. Because the gradients are smaller in the stream wise direction than the
wall normal direction we use quadrilateral elements with large aspect ratio The Spallart-Ailmaras
turbulence model requires the distance between the first grid point away from the wall to be placed at a
non-dimensional distance known as y+ on the order of 1. After meshing theregion immediately adjacent to
the sail the remaining domain is discretized using triangular elements. The use of non-conformal grids
allows a mismatch between the grid points on the boundary of the inner and outer regions. Flùent uses
interpolation to communicate the flow variables from the inner to outer regions.
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Figure 4. Automatic grid generatiolL.

Triangular elements are used because the algorithm used by Fluent's grid generator Gambit to produce
triangular elements is robust, and can handle the varying geometry created by adjusting the camber and
sheeting angle of the sections. Quadrilateral elements require fewer elements to discretize the same volume
but the cunent algorithm available in Gambit is not reliable in handling this geometry. Weextended the far
field region to roughly 20 chord lengths in all directions and discretized it with quadrilateral elements. The
entire process is shown in figure 4.
In the three-dimensional model we intendto build the grid by first defining the crosssectionsat each yard
and then connectmg the points vertically to define the volume surrounding the sail The masts will be
included in the .three-dimensional'model.

4 Results

4J Initial Tests
Initial tests were performed on circular arc cross sections to verify our numerical solution method andto
gain a betterunderstandüig oftheaerodynamic:propertiesofsuch foils. The first testcompares valuesof
Cl and Cd produced by 2D sections of 8 10 12 and 14 percent camber for angles of mcidence in the range
of 0-11 degrees; The 1.2 percent camber section is seen to have the highest lift/drag ratio; For all the
sections the maximum lift/drag ratio is achieved at the correct:angle of incidence.
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Figure 5. Plots of Cl,Cd and Cl/Cd for circular arc sections of various camber.
The forces presented in Figure 5 are plotted as functions of the angle of incidence defined from the chord.
As mentioned previously, one of the challenging aspects of sail shape design is that as the sheeting angle
(or apparent wind angle) changes, the contributions of the lift and drag forces to the driving force and
heeling force change. Figure 6 shows the driving force (Cx) and heeling force (Cy) as functions of the
apparent wind angle.
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Figure 6. Projection of Cd and Cl onto Cx and Cy for various apparent wind angles.
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We note that we have performed several tests to validate the flow results, including grid convergence
studies, and comparisons between various turbulence models and gridding strategies. We are confident that
the methods and models we use are sufficiently accurate for our purposes.

4.2 Sheeting Angle Optimization
The first step in developing an automated sail shape optimization procedure is to ensure that for a given
apparent wind angle the sails are set in the optimal configuration. This is straightforward for a single
section. Once lift and drag are determined as functions of the angle of attack, the sheeting angle can be set
to produce the angle of incidence that optimizes the performance for the given apparent wind direction.
With three interacting sections, however, the flow field is dependent on all three sheeting angles and there
is no easy way to predict the optimal sheeting angles.
Initially, we consider two simple cost functions JI (max Cx) and f2 (max Cx/Cy). Optimization runs are

performed for both cost functions for apparent wind angles ranging from 30 to 90 degrees. Both
optimization strategies were used and lead to identical results with comparable runtimes.

We present results for apparent wind angles of 30, 60 and 80 degrees in table i and figure 7. Table 1
displays the driving force and heeling force coefficients for each apparent wind angle for both cost
functions. The optimal sheeting angles are also given. Figures 7 shows plots of static pressure around the
sail as well as the pressure distribution on each section.
30 degrees apparent wind angle

J,

Force coefficient
Driving Heeling
0.9304 1.9038

J2

0.7988

Cost
firnction

Sheeting angle
Mid Fore
-19.3 -31.6

Aft
-6.5

-16.0

-26.6

1.0116

-42.6

-49.9

-55.8

0.6888

-56.0

-57.3

-60.9

1.4754

-36.1

60 degrees apparent wind angle

J,
J2

1.4943
1.1327

80 degrees apparent wind angle
-68.45 -70.90 -73.12
1.6193 0.3893
J,

J,

1.2571

-77.17 -78.34 -79.60

0.2499

Table 1. Force coefficients and sheeting angles for optimal sail configurations.

For all apparent wind angles tested, cost function .12 results in more open (larger angle) sheeting

Figure 7. Top: Static pressure contour plots corresponding to JI ; Mid: Static pressure contour
plot corresponding to J2 Bottom: Pressure distribution along the sail chord.
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arrangements with a more even pressure coefficient distribution along the length of the sail cross sections.
It is interesting to note that if telltales are imagined to be placed on the leading edge of the sails as shown in

figure 8, cost function Ji results in an over-trimmed sail with the leeward telltale lifting, while cost
function f2 results in a well trimmed sail with both telltales streaming back.

Figure 8. Telltales imagined to be on the leading edge of the sail are shown to lift for Ji
indicating an over-trimmed sail and stream back for f2 indicating a properly trimmed sail.

4.3 Sheeting angle and Camber Optimization
Initial camber optimization runs have been performed to investigate the influence of section camber on rig
performance. All runs started with 12 percent camber sections and the optimal sheeting angles presented in
sections 4.2. In these rims, we maximized the sheeting angles at the same time as the section camber. A
summary of the results is presented in table 2. Results are presented only for maximizing the driving force
as problems with convergence prevented conclusive results for optimizing the driving force to heeling force
ratio. A problem with the evaluation of the gradient with respect to the camber is believed to be preventing
convergence.
30 degrees apparent wind angle
Cost
Force coefficient
Sheeting angle
Mid Fore
function
Driving Heeling
Aft

J,

1.14

2.35

-0.5

-15.3

% Ji increase over

Camber % of chord
Aft
Mid Fore
22.8
14.2 16.8

-33.5

12% camber
18

60 degrees apparent wind angle

j,

-42.0
11.96 1.29
80 degrees apparent wind angle

-48.6 -58.8

J,

-71.9 -75.5

2.39
J

-68.2

0.57

19.4

18.7

26.8

J

23
J

30.9

24.4

21.0

32

J

J

Table 2. Force coefficients, sheeting angles and camber for optimal sail configurations

Streamlines are shown in figure 9 for the optimal configurations calculated for maximum driving force.
The cambers selected to optimize the driving force are seen to be greater than the original 12% sections in
all cases. For apparent wind angles of 60 degrees and 80 degrees maximizing the driving force can be
considered a reasonable cost function but for an apparent wind angle of 30 degrees the heeling force needs
to be accounted for. The results for maximizing driving force at 30 degrees are presented as reference to
compare with the results found in the previous subsection for optimizing the driving force at 30 degrees
with only the sheeting angles as control parameters. It is interesting that the optimal sheeting angles found
here are not much different from the initial angles chosen, even though the optimized cambers are.
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Figure 9. Streamlines for maximum driving force for apparent wind angles of 30 deg (top
left), 60 deg (top right) and 80 deg (bottom).
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Figure 10. An example of the optimization procedure is reported; for each iteration the cost
function and the parameters (cambera and sheeting angles) are represented. The optimization
is considered complete when the cost function reaches a plateau.

5 Discussion and Future Work
A CFD-based optimization procedure for sail configuration has been developed and applied to twodimensional sections of a three-mast clipper ship, the Maltese Falcon.
Optimization runs were conducted using both the gradient-based optimization method and the method
based on evolutionary strategies. Both methods converge to the same solution in about the same amount of
time. Both algorithms should be investigated further to try to optimize their performance.

H

The major burden in the gradient-based methods is the calculation of the derivative of the cost functions
with respect to the parameters. It is likely not necessary to compute the gradients exactly and we will
explore the use of cheaper approximations.
The value of the parameter g greatly influences the convergence rate of the gradient-based algorithm. The
value we used in this work was found by trial-and-error. A more thorough sensitivity analysis is required.
Within the One + One ES the selection of the initial standard deviation and the constant L should be
investigated. In addition, the One + One ES is the simplest possible ES and there are other strategies that
use larger sets of populations to arrive at the optimal configuration.
In this paper we presented the design of our optimization method, and the development of the basic
optimization tools. We are currently working on:
Further validation of the various components of the two-dimensional optimization strategy
Development of a more realistic performance evaluation model that takes both hull and sail forces
Refinement of our optimization goals to more accurately reflect the optimal aerodynamic
characteristics of the rig.

A more realistic model of the actual performance of the rig necessitates the development of a threedimensional optimization strategy. Once the three-dimensional model has been implemented, 2D and 3D
results will be compared.. In contrast to 3D flow simulations, 2D simulations cannot compute the induced
drag of the sails, which is a large component of total drag in upwind conditions. We are interested in
assessing how much induced drag influences the optimization results. We plan to develop a procedure for
estimating the induced drag based on two-dimensional sail flow simulations. Similar strategies have been
successfully applied to airfoil simulations for many years. We will also investigate the validity of the steady
state assumption we make. We want to determine whether optimizations conducted in steady state can
accurately optimize the actual dynamic performance of the ship, and if not how to best take into account
unsteadiness.
To develop more realistic optimization criteria we plan to work directly with the Maltese Falcon designers
to gain a better understanding of what is needed from the rig to produce optimal performance. We will
determine if integration with a VPP is necessary, orif smart and simple modifications to the cost functions
can be made to take into account the interaction with the hull forces.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE CARBON FIBER SPAR MANUFACTURING
Eric Hall, Hall Sparsi USA

Abstract:
This paper describes Hall Spars and Rigging's process of producing carbon fiber spars for high
performance sailingyachts. It discusses a complex process that starts with information gathering from
clients that begins prior to order and continues throughout the project. It then focuses on Hall's multi-tiered
engineering process: Mast Analysis, Finite Element Analysis, Solid Modeling and detail design. Tube
laminate, sub assembly anddetail structural designs are discussed. It describes-the company's
manufcturing process. Hall's mandrel molded tube lày-up techniques will be reviewed, as will details of
autoclave curing mast length tubes. Also described will be the various methods Hall uses to produce
subassemblies and individual parts. Hall's Pre-Paint Assembly stage is then explained followed by a
description of the post-paint, Final Assembly stage. Final operation prior to shipping, thechecking of
standing rigging on the finished mast is described. The vatious methods challenges,and adventures of
shipping spars is briefly described. Finally, activities at the launch sitewill are-described. These include
final assembly ofelectronics andstandingrigging, stepping of mast, dock tune, and finally tuning the mast
on sea trials. At the end of the papera brief description of Halls' testing activities ispresçnted along with
an example of product using-all of Hall's engineering processe&

The FirstStep
The processof building a carbon spar begins with an inquny for a new rig-from a boat manufacturer or
private client. To quote-a mast, a fair amount of information aboUt the boat is required. Typically, we need
accurate deck-and sai1plans the maximum (or i degree) righting moments and a general brief on the use of
the boat. Usually the mast will fit one of three general categories: Racing, Cruiser Racer, -HighPerformance Cruiser. Once we have the information, a preliminary engineering study is made to determine
mast stiffness requirement, E x I (Laminate Modulus of Elasticity [E] x Mast Shape Moment of Inertia [I]).
From this information, preliminary tube weightsare calculatedto determine amount of carbon required and
therefore material and labor costs

Engineering the Carbon Spar
Englñeering Tools
Once the-project is ordered, the engineering process begins. The frststage ofthe engineering process, like
every process that follows, is establishinga schedule. There can be a number of elements included in the
engineering process that may be handled by more than one individual, necessitating-careful allocation of
effort so that the process flows in a systematic way. At Hall we have a number of engineering tools that we
regularly apply to our projects, namely our mast analysis program (we call it the "RC Sheet"), Finite
Element Analysis (FEA), and Solid Modeling Software (we use SOLIDWorks).
Mast Analysis Program (RC sheet)
Our oldest and most continuously evolving piece-of software is-the RC Sheet. It is the backbone of our
engineering process. As stated above, a preliminary RC Sheet is-done at the quote stage. As we move into
the project it is refined a number of times as we optimize bending stiffliess, laminates, spreader heights and
lengths, rigging sizes, etc. Also, as the-project-evolves, things like chainplate positions, sailplan
dimensions, or righting moments may, at some point, change. This multi-page program has the ability to
respond to a dimensional change that will affect every page-of the program It tells us immediately how
critical factors such as local crippling strength are affected by changes in specifications.
Local crippling has been amajor problem in carbon masts and we were not unqffected. But our problem
came early on andforced a painful, but ultimately very educational recall of twenty-odd-Corel 45 masts.
We were forced to get to the root of the problem and adjust our design tools to prevent recurrence. Before
we embarked on the Corel 45 recall, which would be expensive for us, we had to know that the problem
was solved once andfor all. Yet our solution could not compromise the performance of this racing class.
First we did compression tests on simple tubes, varying fiber orientations From these test results, we
created new local cripplingformulas based on formulas for metal analysis. Finally we tested laminates on
actual mast shapes. Fortunately, this experience gave-us a-real understanding ofathorny problem before it
became a regular flaw -in our design process.
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The RC Sheet includes formulas that check for local crippling factors of safety and aid greatly in
creating high performance yet safe, tough laminates. We have been singularly fortunate to have been forced
to do thesestudies early and our success in the racing field,.which demands bothhigh performance and
reliability, could not have come without it.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
FEA has become an increasingly significant part of Our engineering toolbox. We began to use it in earnest
in the latter part of the '90s leading up to the 2000 America's Cup. The America's Cup always accelerates
technology, and in the case of FEA, it allowed us tobecome intimately fämiliar with its benefits. Weuse
FEA now to augment analysis on very special, high-stakes mast projects where every kilocounts (e.g.
America'sCup projects), where new mast configurations or sail inventories are required (such as the
emergence of Code Zero headsails) or just plain brand new ideas.
Solid Modeling Software
Our newest design tool, SOLIDWorks, is used more and more in our design work. The beauty of solid
engineering modeling is that right away the engineer designs in a 3D pictorial format. This format allows
him tomatch fits with other designs more intuitively and quickly. Of course, a good engineer can do such a
thing without SOLID Works but he must do so with much more care and tüne expended. Using 3-view
drawings, it can take quite awhile to ensure proper fits between the kind of complex assemblies found in
certain areas of spar design. All sparmakers know the problem: We have all had our moments when booms
didn't fit masts or toggle pins didn't fit mastheads. Using solid modeling you know practically in an instant
because you see all surfaces at once. SOLIDWorks has a bonus too: It can be married to FEA software so
that theoretical loads can be applied todetail parts to flndcritical stress or buckling points. We used this to
great advantage whileoptimizing some specialty styled mast-mounted turning blocks for Wally Yachts.
SOLIDWorks has made a huge difference in designingnew products such a halyard locks for Code Zeros
andspecial booms (see below), as well as vastly iniprovingqüality assurance of everyday fits between
parts.

Tube Design
Using the RC Sheet, we first design the basic tube laminate. The RC sheet has a page upon which it is
possible to iterate a preliminary laminate schedule. If we are concerned about local crippling with a new
type of structure or, say, a high-stakes racingrig where shaving every ounce, FEA studies will be made to
augment laminate studies. Once we are happy with our basic laminate, we make:a detailed laminate map
for the shop. This detailed map provides the shop not only with exact dimensional information but also
defines the specific application sequence of the layers, which have various.orientations from O to 90
degrees. Reinforcement detailsare also defined on this map. Finally, it provides a very accurate (+1- 1 kg)
check on our tube weight.

Layout and Detall Design
Once basic laminate design is finished, we begin detailing the mast. First we create the basic layout
showing such information as shroud tang and spreader poaitions, spreader lengths, gooseneck position etc.
By this time we'll know how ambitious the rig is and how many new design details will be needed. We are
always pushing the engineers to use whateverstandardpartswe have, but they continue to remind us of our
motto: "Make it the best way" and of course no "old" way is as good as a "new" way. Most of the time our
library of standard fittings 'actually providethe bestsolutions, but inevitably each project has a number of
new design details, and the more ambitious oneshavequite a few. Traditionally, we have used CAD
software (the latest AutoCADversion in our case) in our new design details. Like the old drafting board
methods, AutoCAD requires 3-view drawings and most of our parts are designed in such a way. But within
the last year, more and more parts are being designed in SOLIDWorks. We anticipate that sometime soon
all our work will be in SOLIDWorksbecause of multiple advantages.

Carbon TubeManufacture
Equipment: Autoclave Curing
The heart of a Hall carbon mast is obviously the carbon tube. When we embarked on making carbon masts
in 1990, we sought to find, then perfect, the best way (remember our motto!) to mold carbon masts. We
already knew the best cure process was that which the aerospace and racecar industries use: High pressure
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(6 bar), elevated temperature (either 120C or 170 C.) autoclave curing. Yearsago, theaerospace industry
concludedthat this was thebest way to curecomposite structures because it minimized voids, the little
"bubbles" that act as stress raisers in the laminate1 compromising strength in much the same way an
inclusion does in a metal casting. Sonic testing has repeatedly confirmed that the void contents of 6-bar
autoclave-cured laminates are far less than thoseinade in "half autoclave" (2-3 bar) and vacuum curing
processes. For a given factor of safety and strength, the lower theprocess pressure, the more material is
required.
Materials: Prepreg Carbon
From my early-career experience in aerospace, the choice of material was always obvious: Unidirectional
carbon pre-inipregnated with heat cure resins. Basically, prepreg materials are carefully manufactured with
emphasis on fiber'straightness (in composite structures, the straighter the fiber, the stronger and stiffer the
laminate). Because of the emphasis aerospace and other industries place on the development of prepreg
structures, prepreg resins have become the Strongest and' toughest available We use 'a large number of
different materials differentiated by modulus (standard. intermediate [America's Cup], and high modulus),
weight (usuallyl5o, 200 and 300 gm/rn2), and resin 'content (29-35%)
Mold Process: Male Mandrel Tooling
The molding process was less obvious. The answer was given us by the America Cubed syndicate in 1991.
Their extensive research concluded that male mandrel tooling, where the mast tube is carefully 'laid up over
a custom fabricated, shape-optimized aluminum male mandrel, was best. Mandrel molding produces a
homogeneous, seamless carbon tube with optimum weight, strength, stifThess, and torsional characteristics
With mandrel molding thereare no mast-length lap jOints, sometimes furtherweight-burdened with screws
and extra glue.
We use aluminum as mandrel material to take advantage of its elevated thermal expansion properties As

the autoclave temperatures increase tocuring levelsand the aluminum mandrel expands andelongates, the
fibers are pulled in both hoop and axial directions, ensuring maximum fiber straightness, a key element in
laminate performance.
After each layer is applied, it iscarefully "debulked" (compressed against previous layers) to remove air
pockets and prevent wrinkling later under the high autoclave pressures. Debulking is accomplished by
compressing the applied layerwith Mylar tape, using a proprietary applicationdevice designed to
accurately control tape tension. Once the debulking process for a layer is completed, the tape is removed
and discarded and thenext layer is applied. Though.obviously labor- and cost-intensive, this careful
debuilcing process produces tubes smooth enough to apply a clearcoat without fairing, even though the
outer surface is not the mold,surface.
But most important, it insures high quality, void-free laminates. Overthe years, our laminates have been
evaluated by different'testing organizations. In the mid '90s DLR, the German Air and Space Research
Establishment, stated that a mast of ours "exceeded aerospace standards," regardlCss of where testing
instruments were applied. Similar tests, including one made just last week on our huge new rig for the
Reichel-Pugh designed Baltic 147, have given our laminates consistently high marks, justif'ing our process
and the care taken executing it. We found out a long time ago that in high performance composite
structures, there are no shortcuts.
At Hall, masts, spreaders, booms, and spinnaker poles are all produced in this manner.
Lay-up
Unidirectional layers (varying in weight between 150-, 200-, and 300g/m2 as required for optimum
laminate) are laid up in arrays of 0, +/- 45 and 90 degrees. As described above, all layers applied tO the
mandrel are individually "debulked." In addition to unidirectional carbon, certain weaves of carbon and
glass are used to provide clean, splinter-free holedrilhing and cutting as well as to insulate dissimilar
materials.

Extracting Tubes from Mandrels
Oiie of the bonuses of aluminum mandrels is that they shrink more than the carbon tubes when cooled,
easing the jóbof extracting mandrels from the mast tubes. Still, extracting mandrels is sometimes difficult,
requiring application ofhuge loads (sometimes inexcessof 10 tons!.) in the extraction process. More than
once, when tubes resisted all extraction efforts, we wondered why we ever chose this route.. But somehow
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almost every tube has eventually come off and our masts' enviable reliability record has justified all the
effort

Other Processes
Although the vast majority of laminate tonnage at Hall is mandrel molded, there are some parts and spars
which by nature of their design require female molding (goosenecks and Park Avenue booms, for
example). Also subassemblies such as mastheads and sail tracks are bonded to parent tubes with highstrength ambient temperature cure glues.

Assemblina Parts to Carbon Tubes
Carbon spar assembly is similar to aluminum spar assembly in that holes stifi must be cut and a number of
non-composite parts need to be attached with fasteners. The difference is that a whole new array of cutting
media is required. Normal drills become dull very quickly in carbon, necessitating an investment in highquality carbide-tipped bits. Normal toothed saw blades work poorly in carbon. To work efficiently, cutting
blades for composite fabrication have surfaces similar to rough sandpaper rather than teeth.
Another issue is dust Making carbon masts produces a fine black dust that can be harmful if ingested in
large amounts. To keep dust to a minimum, strong vacuum systems similar to those found in boat building
are required.
Carbon is dissimilar to both aluminum and stainless steel, so added precautions must be taken with these
parts. For instance, where aluminum parts are positioned, we add a layer of relatively inert prepreg
fiberglass to the tube laminate. Each aluminum fitting is hardcoat anodized, and, for further insulation, thin
plastic or tape is applied to separate the part when it is installed. Still, the screws that attach these fittings
make an electrolytic "connection" between the metal part and the carbon. So even with good insulation
pastes, these screws can create corrosion issues. Since our goal is to eliminate dissimilar material problems,
we are constantly looking for composite designs to replace metal designs.

Coating
Coating is another area where carbon is a superior material. If tubes are carefully sanded after curing, the
surface pmvides an excellent adhesion surface for today's paints. Opaque (color) paints adhere indefmitely
to carbon tubes as opposed to aluminum where adhesion, even with the best paint jobs, can still be
problematic over time. On the other hand, paint's adhesion to carbon spars far outlasts its gloss, which in
polyurethane paints is particularly long-lived.
We also clearcoat our masts and, as we said above, evón though the outside of our tubes is not a tooled
surface, the finish is very attractive indeed and the majority of our clients choose the interesting look of
clear coating. But most clear paint materials have much less resistance to ultraviolet rays than opaque
alternatives and lose adhesion after awhile. The problem is that ultra violet rays attack epoxy directly,
"vaporizing" excess surface resin over time. Many carbon spinnaker poles are delivered uncoated.
Although smooth when delivered, after a year or so in the sun, the surfaces roughen as the excess resin is
slowly attacked by the UV rays. UV does not seem to penetrate surface carbon and multi-year tests have
shown us that the laminate itself loses no strength. With clearcoat, UV rays penetrate the coating and attack
the surface epoxy underneath. With nothing more to hold it, the paint peels. All that is needed is a light
sanding and recoat. Understandably, the second coating, now applied to a rougher, more consistently
carbon surface, adheres longer.

Final Assembly
As with prepaint assembly of tubes, final assembly resembles assembly of aluminum masts. With most
holes and threaded connections prepared before paint, final assembling carbon masts really is very little
different. One exception is mounting of aluminum boltrope and slider tracks where a special (and
obnoxious smelling!) glue is used in lieu of rivets and screws.
After final assembly, the same processes used with aluminum masts apply to carbon masts. Still, it is an
interesting and involved process the extent of which few outside of mast making fully realize.

RIeing Test
One of the things we always do is check standing rigging on a mast before it leaves. This usually takes a
morning and makes a good impression to anyone looking on. "Boy, look how these guys check
everything," one hears from time to time. Well it is important and laudable, but the real reason is we would
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rather deal witha fit or length issue at the factory than farafield Sometimes, therig check produces no
surprises, but more often than we admit, small changes and fixes are made as a result of this process. By the
time the ng gets to the field, rarely do we have "issues;" And naturally, it is a great source of satisfaction to
us to have a complicated ng go togetherseamlessly.

Transport
Masts are long and unwieldy in the best of circumstances and shipping them is complicated. They require
truckingpennits, special deck space on ships, special flights if by air and careful handling every bit of the
way. Before it leaves the factory, a mast must be well protected in case of bad handling, (fork truck
collisions, etc.). Most of our masts are therefore shipped :i closed, expensive plywood crates. Inside, the
masts are held in place by blocks of Styrofòam, heat cut to match the spar contours. Packing is a big job,
but at thereceiving end the spars arrive clean and ready to assemble. And the customer is happy his new
expensive merchandise has reached him unblemished.

Delivery
Assembay On-Site

Assembly on-site repeats the rigging assembly. Usually one or two halyards are led to help later after the
mast is stepped. Final electronics are connected and cleaned upandall riggingpins are secured with cotter
pins and siliconed. Once the mast is assembled, allrigging iscarefullytied up to the spar in anticipationof
stepping.

Inspection
At thiS point fliasts are inspected against layout drawings to makesureeverything ordered hasbeen
attached properly. All tangs and mast fittings arechecked one last time for fit and function.

Stepping and Dock Tune
The mast isusuallystepped bya teamofyardexperts working closely a representative from Hall.

Once the mast is: in and shrouds and: stays are checked for alignment, dock tuning begins. Today, most of
our mastsare fitted with hydraulic steps;
Inthepast, final shroud tension wasachieved byadjusting shroud turnbuckles on the lee side of the boat
under sail. Once these turnbuckles were fullyand properly tensioned to take the stretch out of shrouds, they
weresotigiit that they could not be adjusted 'withoutsails raised. This couldcausea problém if thçre werea
lack of wind onde-commissioning day;
The hydraulic step, which hydraulically pushes the mast upward to tension shrouds at the dock, completely
solves this problem. When the mast is first stepped into the boat, it is dropped down onto the hull-mounted
step plate. Themast is then centered inthe boat and the shroud turnbuckles are adjusted justpast "hand
tight." The hydraulic step isthen pumped up toapre-calculated pressure andthickmetal "bricks" are
inserted between the step plateand the mast butt. If the bricks have space enough to go in before target
tthe rigging has not yet achieved proper theoretical pretension. The
pressures are reached, it means
hydraulic step is pumped up slightly, the bricks removed, and the mast is dropped back down onto the step
plate. The turnbuckles;are tighteneda bit and the mast is pumped up again. If the target pressure is reached
before the bricks can go under the mastbutt, turnbuckles are backedoff a bit. This trial and error process is
usually completed in a few short hours without ever having to:sail. After another inspection the mast is
ready to sail;

Tuning Under Sail
Tuning under sail is usually relatively simple. With the engineering tools we have today, masts present far
fewer tuning issues than their aluminum oldersisterscreated in previous years. Usually, only small
amounts of final tuning are required before the mast reaches its baseline-tuned condition. A Cruiser Racer
maÑtmaywell see very little flitting afierthis; a complex racing mast may very likely be tuned beforeevery
race depending on wind and sea conditions.
Affect of Temperature on the Tune of a CarbonMasi
Carbon exhibits a phenomenon rarely noticed with alüminum masts. Because aluminum expands more than
steel with an increase: in temperature, rigging on aluminummasts tends to tighten when the temperature
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goes up and loosens when it goes down - a very useful characteristic when masts are left in the boat over
the winter.
Since carbon expands less than steel with temperature increase, the opposite happens. We have seen this
when a rig is tuned in Finland at the Swan factory in early spring. By the time it reaches warmer climes
such as in Mediterranean waters, it will appear to have "loosened up." Actually the steel shrouds lengthen
more than the mast, necessitating further tensioning either by tightening turnbuckles or adding a shim to the
mast step bricks. A Swan 80, for example, might add a 5mm brick to maintain equal tension between
tuning in Finland and sailing in Sardinia.
After one last inspection of mast and deck attachment points and assembly of parts, the mast is ready to
hand over to the client.

Maintenance
One of the great advantages with carbon is that rarely does it appear to wear out. Recently, Italian
composite experts ultrasonically checked two rigs for the Italian Brava Q8IMS 50-footer team. Even
though one has been used for five years and the spare has never been used at all, both had identical test
results, indicating no comparative wear or fatigue at all. In comparison,, aluminum rigs - especially racing
rigs - wear out, as any sailor knows. Not only is there the ultimate corrosion but also fatigue and cracking
of parts over time.
All this is not to say that carbon rigs shouldn't be maintained. Certainly the dissimilar metal worries are
real and wherever metallic parts are attached, careful and regular inspections must be made. Also, carbon
can crack. Careful visual checks, especially on painted masts, will reveal cracks, if there are any. Most
cracks appear in filler, which is as brittle as it is hard and does not stay intact where there Is structural
movement. We especially see filler cracks under high load areas such as upper shroud tangs.

Research and Develonment
Testing
The first thing to say about testing is you can never do enough of it. At Hall we would certainly love to do
much more. Having said that, testing is part of our culture and probably because we - like little kids - love
busting things. When we are confronted with something we do not understand, we test. Certainly one of
most important programs was our testing program which led to a very intimate understanding of the elastic
instability that leads to local crippling of composite structures. We also regularly do simple, mundane tests
of such things as glued-on mainsail luff tracks.
Full Scale Testing
At the other end of the spectrum, we test on the water, full scale. New spar concepts such as our Blackwing
freestanding mast project, which began its initial configuration just before the METS show in November
1998, is a good example. This project began as ajib headed sloop rig with running backstays. Over the
winter in 1999-2000, inspired by the aesthetic simplicity of the una-rigged A-Class catamaran, we decided
to simplif' it substantially by eliminating the jib and all the rigging. The result is the present cat rig that
first sailed in the summer of 2000. (We do use asymmetrical spinnakers off the wind.)
With Blackwing, our goal has been to create a system that competes equally or favorably with conventional
rigs. We knew that without continuous and accurate side-by-side evaluations, we could never really
quantif' our ideas' strong and weak points. We knew that sailing alone or against "similar" boats one can
be - and usually is - misled by impressions.
The only satisfactory answer for us was to test our designs using a strict one-design hull against identical
sister ships with conventional rigs. We found the perfect boat in J-Boats' 30-foot sportboat, the J-90. The J90 has no accommodation or systems and minimal interior structure, allowing equalization of hulls with a
minimum of effort.
Because of the boat's size we can test major design changes relatively quickly and inexpensively.
So when we go out testing against designer Rod Johnstone in bis J-90, we know that the differences can be
carefully quantified. Without systematic side-by-side testing in identical boats, we would only be guessing
at (or fooled by) the effect of our ideas.
For such a new system to perform optimally for customers, not only performance, but also function must be
tested carefully. Again, nothing beats on-water testing as a valuable tool. This summer, Blackwing 's
sailplan was held constant while we tested a number of different ideas to simpli1i and improve functional
aspects of the system. As usual, some improvements were dramatic; others were discarded as too complex
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a price to,pay for marginal performance gains. But until one gives every idea athoroughairing, one never
finds out.
Our J-90 test bed is not only used to develop freestanding:mast systems butotherdesigns as well. For
instance, our latest ideas on big boat halyard locks forCode Zero headsails are now being tested on
Blackwing.

On other fronts, three in our company race 18 foot A-Class catamarans and new mast laminates and fittings
are being tried all the time with immediate trickle down intoourengineering and manufacturing process
databases. (Blackwing 's latest mast rotation device was inspired by an A-Class invéntion.) Others in the
company own and race more conventional craft They are continually evaluating new nggmg matenals and
trying out new go-fast ideas, a lot of which end up as products on our website.
Theoretical Testing
Supplementing Blackwing project development this fall are computational flow (CFD) studies to evaluate
mast and mainsail shapes, as well as other aerodynamic enhancements. We also dream of doing some wind
tunnel work.

Model Tests
This fall wealso built two 1.5 m sailing models to test and qualitatively evaluate ideas that areeither too
expensive or too time consuming.to evaluate in full scale.

One cannot stress enough the value of testing and atHall we not only lean a lot, we obviously enjoy itas
well.

The V Boom: How a New Concent Used All Our Resources
Recently, a new project challenged all our engineering tools. We were asked to develop a V-shaped boom
(i.e. a Park Avenue boom with no'deck) for a 56-footer. The idea is that instead of stowing the;sail on the
boom (Park Avenue boom) the V concept allows the sail to be stowed in the boom
One's instinctscorrectly visualize such booms asstructurally unstable. Onepicturessucha boom flattening
out ¡fit bends - and that's exactly what happens Conventional flextiral beam theorycannot clearly predict

thistype ofstructure'selastic iîistability(and just guessing would have ledto a veiyoverweight boom).

Enter FEA
Since FEA goes a long way to predictinglocal and global failure of such complex and elasticaliy instable
parts, we applied it to this structure. In this case, FEA predicted twomodesof failure for this structure: The
opening upofthe"V" (the "flattening" referred to above) and the instability of the upper edges in
compression. When we analyzed minimum-weight boom laminates, it was difficult to pinpoint which
failure occurred first and how each failure affected the other.

Structural Test
To solve the riddle, we builta half scale, minimum scantling Vboom model and slowly loaded it to
destruction. As the failure load was approached, the flrstmodeof failure becameclearer and clearer. In
hindsight, the FEA studies were substantiated (and really looked a lot more obvious)afterour test.
Applying SolidModeling
Once we designed our laminate based on our FEA studies and tests, detail design began. From global
structural integrity, the focus shifted to detail design and local structural integrity. All attachments
(mainsheet, outhaul, reef blocks, yang, gooseneck) required new creations. Since the boom was on an
ambitious, very tight schedule, each part had:to be designed with the knowledge that it would be right the
first time it was installed - no exceptions! With SOLID Works we were able to "prefit" each part with
confidencebefore they wereever made. Without solid engineering modeling, a barely on-time delivery
could well have been weeks late.

(7)

SOLID Works rendering of the Wally 60 mast-mounted turning block.
[Page 2 at the end of the "Solid Modeling Software" section]
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Our 40m aerospace-grade autoclave in Holland cures our masts 6 bar and 120 C.
[Page 3 at end of "Equipment: Autoclave Curing" section]
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Applying unidirectional prepreg carbon to a metal mandrel.
[Page 3 at end of Mold Process: Male Mandrel Tooling" section]

Each layer of carbon is carefully "debulked" (compressed against previous layers) with tensioned Mylar
tape to prevent air pockets and wrinkling during cure cycle.
[Page 3 at end of "Lay-up" section]
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Freshoff the mandrel: a 73-foot mast section. (Mandrel is in background)
[Page 3 at end of "Extracting Tubes from Mandrels"]

A typical carbon mast showing attachment of carbon, aluminum and stainless components.
[Page 4 at end of "Assembling Parts to Carbon Tubes" section]

o

Final assembly of carbon masts involves most of the same processes as with aluminum masts.
[Page 4 atend of "Final Assembly" section]

Even though the outside of our tubes is not a tooled surface, it is very smooth requiring no filler to achieve
the attractive lookof clear coating.
[Page 4 at the end of the "Coating" section]
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Masts are long and unwieldy in the best of circumstances and shipping them is complicated.
JPage 5 at the end of "Transport' section

r

inserting bricks under hydraulically pumped up mast.
[Page 5 at end of "Stepping and Dock Tune" section]
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Blackwing, Hall's J-90 test bed with freestanding cat rig (shown here with offwind asymmetrical spinnaker
in 2001).
[Page 7 after "Full Scale Testhg" section]

FEA study of a V-shaped boom.
[Page 7 at end of "The V-boom: How a New Concept..." section]
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Destructive test of the half scale, minimum-scantling V boom model.
[Page 7 at end of "The Vboom: Howa New Concept..." section]

SOLIDWorks assembly drawing of the V-boom for a 56-footer.
[Page 7 at end of "The V-boom: How a New Concept..." section]
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Two views of V-Boom with sailed stowed inside.
[Page 7 at end of "The V-boom: How a New Concept..." section]
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INVESTIGATION OF SLAMMING LOADS USING SLAM PATCHES ON A
SCALE MODEL OF AN OPEN6O' CLASS YACHT.
P. Manganelli, School of Engineeriflg Sciences, Ship Science, University of Southampton
B Wagemakers, School of Engineering Sciences, Ship Science, University of Southampton
P. A. Wilson, School of Engineermg Sciences, ShipScience, University of Southampton

ABSTRACT

A model of an Open6O' class boat has been instrumented with slam patches in order to measure
hydiodynamic forces acting on the bottom of the hull as a result of slamming. Drop tests and seakeeping
tests have been performed to investigate the relative influence of different variables on the magnitude of
slamming loads. Results are presented together with a discussion of the issues involved with this particular
measurement technique.

INTRODUCTION
The past twenty years have witnessed a formidable progress of the performance of racing yachts. Advances

can be ascribed in l&ge part to the new possibilities opened up by the use of polymeric composite
materials. The science of structural design has moved forward in parallel Better understanding of the
mechanical phenomena together with wider availability of powerful tools like finite element analysis and
fast computers have contributed to this development. At present, many agree that the problem is not so
müch "how to design and build a structure to resist a given load", but rather "what loads should the
strutture be designed for?". As performance is continuously increased. new problems appear, need to be
understood and then solvecL A typical example of this was the extensive delamination of the front
crossbeaxns experienced by three maxi catamarans competing in "the Race 2001": this problem, previously
known to designers of fast ferry catamarans, was induced by the considerable loads associated with
"wetdeck" slamming. It was only when yachts were built that could regularly sustain average speeds in
excess of 3Okts, thatthe problem became known in theworid of sailing.

One of the challenges currently faced by designers is the difficulty of obtaining accurate predictions of
dynamic loads and response. in this respect, the phenomenon of slamming and its effects on the structure
present one of the areas of greatest interest. The problem has been known now for quite some time and the
"solutions" found so far have often been the result oía successful empirical approach. This was due more
to the tremendous complexity of the engineering problem to be solved than to a lack of technical
knowledge. In the recent years, two problems have appeared which have made the need for scientific
advances more strongly felt: firstly, it is believed that minor structural failures iiiitiated by slamming loads
are common. However, due to the lack of well-established structural monitoring procedures such as those
commonly found in the field of aeronautics, these may go unnoticed for long periods and, when eventually
discovered, be associated with the wrong cause. Besides financial considerations may induce builders,
designersand even owners to keep these failures more or less secret, thus hindering the basic mechanism of
empirical progress. Secondly, the constant demand for increasing performance, more and more often leads
designers into "untrodden territories", where no previous experience can help.

With the aim of promoting the knowledge of the dynamic loads initiated by slamming on offshore sailing
monohulls, a research project was started in 1998 in collaboration between the Department of Ship Science
of the University of Southampton and Groupe Finot Naval Architects. As a result, a large amount of
experimental data was collected through measurements performed on yachts engaged in long transoceanic
passages [13]. In parallel, an experimental investigation of bottom slamming pressures based on model test
was started in Southampton. The details of this particular study are presented in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
For the investigation of slamming loads a 1/7' scale model of an Open 60' (see table I for details) was
outfitted with "slam patches". The use of a similar method has already been reported by Kapsenberg et al.
[101 and by Purcell et al. [141. The principle of slam patches for the measurement of hydrodynamic bottom
pressures is straightforward. A panel of a size representative of a full-scale hull panel (i.e. typically the
portion of the hull delimited longitudinally by two bulkheads or ring frames and transversally by two
girders or stringers) is cut out of the bottom of the model and replaced by a panel with a high specific
stiffness, which does not touch the cutout sides. A load cell is fitted on top of this panel and supported by a
rigid stud, which, in turn, is connected to the reinforced internal structure of the model (figure 1). By this
arrangement, the external pressure loads acting on the panel are transmitted through and measured by the
load cell.

Effectively, slam patches may be considered as pressure transducers with a very large diaphragm. By
dividing the force measured by the load cell by the known surface of the scaled panel, the average pressure
acting on the panel can be directly obtained.

Several authors have reported on experiments involving the measurement of slamming loads through the
use of arrays of pressure transducers fitted on the hull of model and full-scale vessels [15][l4][81[1][91. lt is
generally observed that the pressure distribution following a slam is highly non-uniform. Hence, with
diaphragm sizes typically in the order of l-2 mm2, pressure transducers provide a very local measurement
and several sensors must be used if an estimate of the pressure distribution over a hull panel is sought.

Conversely, slam patches allow the average pressure to be measured over a set area with only one
transducer, while local peak pressures may only be inferred. Among the authors who have studied the
problem, there is a rather wide agreement on the fact that the average pressure values offer a better starting
point for understanding the structural behaviour of the hull panels exposed to slamming. Allen and Jones

[I], for example, stated that the "average uniformly distributed pressures should correlate much more
closely with measured structural responses In plating, s1ffeners and frames, than would the peak pressures
as measured on individual gauges. "Two main considerations support this statement: firstly, measurements
of local pressures performed on vessels in a seaway, tend to show considerable scatter as small variations
of the impact angle and of the water surfuce state can produce very large differences. it is thus extremely
difficult to repeat two identical slams even in a controlled laboratory environment. Secondly, the local
pressure peaks tend to act for a very short time, (often smaller than the first natural period of the panel) and
over a very limited area. The response of the first natural modes of deformation of the structure is then only
marginally affected by these values and correlates more closely with the relatively slower variation of the
average pressure.

Several aspects influenced the design and construction of the slam patches. The size was chosen to
correspond to a full-scale panel of the Open 60' yacht represented by the model, while a square shape was
adopted in order to minimise the moments acting on the load cell. This produced a panel size of 8Ox8Omm
at model scale. Preliminary seakeeping tests [5] indicated the main slamming area to be comprised between
25% and 45% of the waterline length aft of the forward perpendicular. Six slam patches were then fitted in
this portion of the hull, respectively three along the centreline and three on the starboard side, placed along
the centreline of the wetted area corresponding to a 20 degrees heel angle. in order to ensure sufficient

stiffness and strength of the model and to provide a firm point of attachment for the support stud
connecting the panel to the model, additional stiffening members were laminated into the model, as shown
by figure 1. All six panels were made of glass fibre and polyester resin, laminated in a female mould of the
model. The thickness of the panels varied between 2.5 and 3 mm. A small GRP bridge structure was then

laminated on the upper side to allow an accelerometer to be mounted at the centre of the panel while
providing an attachment point for the load cell. A 1.5mm gap was left between the panels and the hull cutout: the reduced length of the support studs together with the stiff general construction ensured that the
panel would never come in contact with the surrounding structure and that all the loads would be carried by
the load cell.
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Watertight integrity was guaranteed by a thin film of latex applied over the exterior side of the panels and
attached only to the surrounding part of the hull. This method had been validated previously by Kapsenberg
et al. [10] and offered the smallest interference with the panel movements under the applied loads.

Three piezoelectric load cells with a range of +/-500 N and a natural frequency of 70kHz were used,
allowing the force to be measured only on three of the six panels at each slam. Several different
arrangements were adopted in order to investigate the evolution of the pressure, both in the longitudinal and

transverse direction It was initially planned to fit four pressure lransdùcers at the corners of the aftmost
centreline panel to provide an element for comparison with the slam patch measurements. However, at the
time of performing the tests, only four sensors with a range of 13.SkPa could be sourced. Although not
suitable for measuring the peak pressures, these transducers were used anyway to provide an indication of
the evolutionof the pressure frontover the adjacent panel.
Two accelerometers with a range of +/-10G were fitted on the bow and at the LCG of the model, while
piezo-electric accelerometers with a range of +/-1000G were placed on the instrumented panels to measure
their inertial response.
Furthermore, during the rotational drop tests, a linear potentiometer attached between a fixed overhead
point and the bow was used to obtain the vertical velocity of the model at the time of impact. During tests
in waves with forward speed, this. velocity was deduced from measurements of heave and pitch available
from the transducers fitted on the towing post. All tests were filmed by using two video cameras (one under
wateran one just above the surface) to provide further visual information. The layoút and numbering of the
sensors is shown in figure 2.
The experiments were performed with the model held: stationaryand also attached to a towing tank carriage
in the following series: rotational drop tests with zero forward speed, rotational drop tests with forward
speed and towing tests in waves. Rotational drop tests were performed by supporting the model from the
transom with a purpose built rig and by letting the bow fall freely into the water from variable heights. To
ensure repeatability, a release mechanism based on an electromagnet was implemented. The point of first
contact with the water and the trim angle at impact could be varied by adjusting the transom height. For
drop tests with forward speed, the support rig was attached to the underside of the towing tank carriage and
the model was released onto the calm water when the set speed was reached. Forward speed tests were
performed in a way similar to standard seakeeping tests, by towing the model in regular waves: the model

was allowed to heave and pitch freely and was restrained in sway, surge, roll and yaw. The tests were
performed in regular waves rather than in a set of irregular waves because this would guarantee better
repeatability of the measurements and allow a larger number ofslamsto be recorded at each run.
Where possible, a number of parameters were varied in isolation within each test series to investigate their
influence. Thus1 for the drop tests, impact velocity, forward velocity, displacement, longitudinal radius of
gyration, point of initial impact/trim angle at impact and heel angle were varied. For the forward speed
tests1 displacement, forward velocity and wave height and slope were varied. A summary of the main test
parameterscan be found in table 2.

All signals from the sensors were collected through two 8-channel A/D converters and logged with a
desktop PC. Sampling rates ranging between 2KHz and 10kHz were used, depending on the length of the
acquisition and on the number of logged signals. Calibration of the pressure transducers was performed
with a i.2m tube filled with a column of water ofkìiown height, placed over the sensors with the hull
turned upside down. Readings from the load cells were checked by forcing vertical oscillations of the
model in water and by comparing measurements with the pressure transducérs. The differeñce was
generally smaller than 2%.

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF A SLAM PATCH
Before proceeding to analyse the results of the measurements, some aspects of the dynamics of slamming
loads and of the ensuing structural response should be carefully considered.

The behaviour of a slam patch is more easily understood through the analysis of a mechanical analogue.
Thus, to a first approximation, the slain patch assembly may be described as the one-degree-of-freedom
system shown in figure 3. The force measured by the load cell is equivalent to the force exerted by the
spring onto the mass element (i.e. the panel) m3and is then proportional to its displacement relative to the
support structure mmc,,. It can be demonstrated that, depending on the time history of the external load,, the
phase and relative amplitude of the response may vary, or in other words, that the measured force may
differ from the externally applied one [17]. On this point, Kapsenberg [10] commented that the slain patch
behaves as a "mechanical filter", responding: linearly to the slow variations' of the pressure load and hardly
reacting to the faster ones The slamming load acting on the panel may then be known by measuring jointly
the force applied to the load cell and the acceleration of the panel itself. In the present investigation, this
was done by fitting high frequency accelerometers onto the panels that were 'supported by the load cells.

Preliminary tests performed with an impact hammer, proved that it was thus possible to measure the
external transient load with accuracy greater than 5%. However; when the same method was applied during
the drop tests, the results were unreliable: while the forces measured by the load cells showed very good
repeatability, the acceleration data were totally uncorrelated. It is believed that this was due to water impact
producing a larger response of the vibrational modes of the panel itself. Hence, the measured accelerations
were not representative of the "rigid-body" motion of the panel. This fundamental problem is difficult to
overcome as most solutions (e.g. fitting additional accelerometers on the panel, using a stiffer panel) would
increase the weight of the panel and, thus, reduce the natural frequency of the slam patch. TI erefore, when

an exact measure of the external slamming load is sought, a dense array of conventional pressure
transducers may offer a better solution than slain patches On the other hand, it can be argued that, in view
of structural design, the force measured by the load cell of a slam patch may represent a more useful piece
of information than the external load. In fact, similarly to the slam patch, the structure of the full-scale boat
does not respond linearly to the transient slamming load. For the purpose of structural design, it is then
customary to refer to equivalent static pressures as the load which, if applied statically to the structure, will
result in the same amount of deformation and stress as the ones produced by the actual dynamic loading

[8]. Provided the slam patch replicates the dynamic behaviour of the full-scale structure, the force it
measuresshould correspond exactly to the equivalent static load on the hull panel.

The natural frequencies of all the slam patches were measured in the dry condition by impact hammer tests
and found to lie in the range between 425Hz and 610 Hz, equivalent to a full-scale range of 160-230 Hz.
Table 3 reports the first bending mode natural frequency obtained by using analytical formulas [19] for the

corresponding full-scale panel with different boundary conditions and different material properties.
Similarly, finite element analysis carried out by Manganelli [13] indicates the first natural frequency of a
typical rectangular panel of a modern Open 60' (made of a monolithic carbon fibre-epoxy laminate) to be
in the range of 185 to 300 Hz, again depending on the boundary conditions. It was then concluded that the
frequency response of the slam patches was representative of that of an actual full-scale hull panel.

HYDROELASTIC EFFECTS AND SCALING OF TRE LOADS.
It is arguable that hydroelasticity plays an important role in the determination of slamming loads. Both
Faltinsen [7] and Bereznitski [2] agree on the point that hydroelastic effects reduce the amplitude of the
response of the structure subject to slamming loads. Simply put, this may be explained by the fàct that the
deflection of the structure produced' by the initial slamming force induces a drop of the velocity of the
structure itself relative to the water: this drop, in turn, brings a reduction of the pressure exerted by the fluid
on the impacting body and, hence, a lower maxiinuni deformation. It appears then that, in order for the
structurûl bèháviour of the model to be representative, full-scale hydroelastic effects should be replicated
correctly at model scale. This raises two main issues.

Firstly, it may be observed that the behaviour of the slam patches used in the present investigation does not
reproduce exactly that of an actual hull panel. The first mode of deformation of the slam patch involves a

nearly uniform vertical displacement of the panel as the load cell contracts and expands like a spring.
Conversely, a hull panel has the vertical motion of its edges constrained by the surrounding structure and
its first bending mode can involve a very different amount of deflection between the edges and the centre,
depending on the boundary conditions. If then the first natural frequency of the slam patch and its stifThess
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are equivalent to those of the hull panel, the overall reduction of relative velocity following impact is
expected to be more important for the slam patch panel (asthe whole panel deflects. upwards instead ofjust
the central portion). Hence, larger hydroelastic effects and consequently lower response may be observed

for the slam patch. When scaling measurements from model to full-scale, this would lead to an
underestimation of the actual response or, in other words, to a non conservative prediction of the equivalent
loads

Secondly, it can be demonstrated that, if the behaviour of the slain patch is to replicate that of a hull panel
m terms of the bending stiffness (defined as the ratio of the force umformly applied over the panel to the
deflection at its centre), the stifThessk of the patch should be equal to:
(1)

where R is the scale factor (7 in the present study), k, is the equivalent bending stiffness of the full-scale
panel and Ep, tp, and lip, are respectively the modulus of elasticity, thickness and length of the full-scale
panel, a is. a coefficient whose value depends on the boundary conditions and on the length/width ratio of
the. panel and, in the present case, is comprised between 0.0138 (for all edges fully clamped) and 0.0444
(for all edges simply supported).
It,has been suggested by Sellais that.hydroelasticeffects should be scaled on the basis of a constant Cauchy
number [.16], which is an expression of the relative magnitude of inertial forces to elastic forces, and can be
expressed as:

p.V2
E

p.V2 .
k

(2)
with p being the density of the water, .Vthe impactvelocity and /a typical linear dimension of the structure.
If the density of water is the same for model and full-scale conditions, equation (1) is compatible with a
constant Cauchy number when velocities are scaled on the basis of constant Froude number.

Considering the slam patches used in the present study, table 3 shows that the ratio of the stiffness k, to the
bending stiffness of a fall-scale panel was of the order of 1fR and therefore too high. In relative, terms, the
attenuation of the structural responsedue to .hydroelastic effects may then be expected to be lower at model
scale.
It is important to note that, from a practical point of view, correcting this problem would be very difficult.
Indeed, the stiffness k,,,, of the slam patch is strictly dependent on the rigidity of the load cell, which,
typically, is determined by manufacturing characteristics and cannot be easily altered. Besides, in the
present case, the requirement for the natural frequency of the slam patch to be correctly scaled would also
call for an extremely lowpanel weight, hardly achievable if sufficient stiffness is tobe guaranteed.

Based: on the conclusions drawn .by Bereznitski [2], it appears that the effects of hydroelasticity depend
maiiilyón the ratio' of the impulse dúration to the fist natural period of the structure, and that they are not
very sensitive to changes in stiffness. It seems preferable then to privilege a correct scaling of the natural
frequencies than of the stiffness. Furthermore, a quantitative estimate of the error introduced by the
incorrect scaling of hydroelastic effects may be obtained from the data presented' by Bereznitski for a two
dimensional beam These mdicate that an augmentation of the bendmg stiffness by a factor of 7 9 (i e close
to the present case) would produce an increase of the structural response by approximately 35%. An error
of the same magnitude may then be considered to affect the estimate of the fall-scale equivalent slamming
loads obtained from the measurements performed in the present study.
Finally, it has been noted: by Sellars that the. effects of air entrapment do not scale due to the velocity of
sound in air being the same at model: and full-scale. As a result, the attenuation of the slamming pressures
mduced by this phenomenon is expected to be more sigmflcant at fall-scale This may again contribute to

render the load predictions obtained from model tests conservative [16]. However, drawing from a
comparison between experimental data and analytical model predictions, Wraith [18] suggests that the
cushioning, effect of air entrapment is negligible for bodies with the curvature radii typically found in

sailing yacht hulls. Hence, it may be concluded that the error iniroduced by the incorrect scaling of air
entrapment effects in the present study was marginal.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The most relevant results obtained from all test series are discussed below. A more comprehensive
description of all the acquired data may be found in [5] and [13]. All data are presented for the full-scale
yacht. In conformity with the considerations on scaling set out in the previous section, Froude scaling has
been applied. Pressures are reported as measured by the load cells and no correction from the acceleration

of the panel has been included. As mentioned previously, the loads thus obtained correspond to the
equivalent static loads normally referred to for design purposes.

The relation between impact velocity and maximum equivalent average pressure on the panels is shown in
figures 4 and 5. In particular, figure 4 presents the pressures obtained from rotational drop tests with zero
heel angle. Experimental data have been fitted by a least squares method with trend lines of the form:

. V°, with P representing the maximum equivalent average pressure on panel "n" and Vfl the
=
velocity recorded at the centre of the panel at the time of impact (although the accelerometers gave
evidence of a small amplitude longitudinal bending vibration prior to impact, this effect was neglected and

the model was considered to move like a rigid body for all the time preceding impact; a more
comprehensive description of this phenomenon together with a justification of the rigid body assumption
can be found in [13]). The parameters b and g are given for all six panels in table 4. Normalised uns

errors between experimental values and the theoretical fitting line are equally presented in table 4.
Considering the large scatter that often affects experimental measurements of slamming pressures, the
repeatability of these results was very satisfactory. Despite the tests being performed with a limited set of
drop heights, it was extremely difficult to repeat impact velocities accurately: this was explained by the fact
that differences in drop height of a few tenths of a millimetre would be sufficient to produce appreciable
variations of the impact velocity. The data reported in figure 4 correspond to a series of drops carried out in
the standard condition, i.e. with the standard displacement and mass moment of inertia (as indicated in table
2) and with the transom height set for a point of first contact between the hull and the water placed at
34.5% of the waterline length aft of the forward perpendicular. In this condition, panel 2 hit the water
slightly before panel I and 3 in the upright tests, and similarly panel 5 preceded panel 4 and 6 in the heeled
tests.

It can be noted that the values of the exponents are very consistent, possibly with the exception of panels 4
and 5, which also feature the smallest mean curvature radius. A qualitative justification for the observed
values of g may be presented as follows: on the basis of theoretical considerations founded on the principle
of conservation of momentum, and in the absence of all factors that may limit the pressures acting on the
panels (e.g. effects of the compressibility of water, cushioning by entrapped air, etc.), pressures would be
expected to be proportional to the impact velocity squared. However, as the velocity increases, the pressure
pulse duration and rise-time decrease proportionally: as the pressure rise and decay times become shorter
than the first natural period of the panel, the ratio of the maximum response to the maximum excitation will
equally decrease. Furthermore, hydroelastic effects and air entrapment are both expected to reduce the
maximum load with increasing impact velocities. In this respect, it may be noticed from figure 4 that the
pressures recorded at the highest impact velocities tend to lie below the trend line: this may be an indication
of the fact that, at higher velocities, attenuating factors become even more important.
The effect of panel curvature may be observed by comparing the results for panel 2 and 5: as the curvature

radius decreases from 6.2m to 1 .94m, b shows a 52% reduction. On the contrary of what would be
expected, in the same case, g increases. This, however, may be explained by the fact that a lower number of
data points was used for the calculation of g.

The effect of the trim angle of the panel at the time of impact was investigated by performing rotational
drop tests with different transom heights: as a result, the point of first contact with water was shifted fore
and aft of the area where the slam patches were fitted. A summary of the results of these tests is presented
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in figure 6. It was noted that small changes in trim (i.e. of the order of ¡ deg) did not have a significant
effect on the values of g while they altered b by as much as 50%.
Figure 7 gives evidence of the decay of maximum pressures along the girth: the indicated pressures were
recorded by instrumenting both panel 2 and panel 5 during the same test. Rotational thops were carried out
at zero heel angle and the maximum pressures have been plotted with respect to the impact velocity of

panel 2. It may be noted that the values measured for panel 5 could be ascribed almost entirely to
hydrostatic pressure. This was certainly the combined result the high average deadrise angle of the side
panel (37deg) and of the considerable deceleration happening between the time of impact of panel 2 and
the first contact of panel 5.
The detailed analysis of panel response times and of vertical displacementtime histories obtained from the

linear potentiometer, indicated that no sensible change in the vertical velocity of the model happens
between the time of impact and the instant when the maximum force is measured by the load cells. This
was further investigated by performing tests with increasing mass moments of inertia (the equivalent of
increasing displacement for standard: translational drop tests) and constant impact velocity. Figure 8 shows
that no consistent variation of the maximum pressure on panel 2 could be observed for an increase of the
inertia of up to 80%. This supports the thesis that, for relatively small hull panels, maximum pressures
depend mainly on the impact velocity and are notaffected by displacement.

Results obtained with the model towed in waves are shown in figures 9 to 11. All tests were perfOrmed in
regular waves in the towing tank of the Southampton Institute for Higher Education. The standard testing
condition included the same displacement D0 adopted for the drop tests and a boat speed of 8.8kts (F"O.35
is considered to be representative of arrOpen 60' sailing upwind in rough seas). Due to the size limits of the
towing tank, tests were only performed in bow waves (m= l8odeg). In order to maximise the occurrence of
slamming, the wavelength was adjusted to produce the encounter frequency corresponding to the maximum
value of the pitchRAO [5]. A wave height variation of 0.075m to0.18m at model scale (Le. 0.5251.26 m
at full-scale) was initially planned. It was later found that heights lower than 0.09m would not produce any
slamming while waves higher than 0.1 6m would cause the bow of the model to hit the underside of the
towing carriage. Between four and eight slamming events could be recorder at each run. In spite of all
efforts made to guarantee good repeatability, impact velocities, and consequently impact loads, were still
affected by noticeable scatter. Typically a normalised rms scatter of 5% could be observed for impact
velocities and of up to 35% for impact pressures1 within the same run. Nevertheless, some clear trends
could be identified inthe acquired data.

Figure 9 shows the pressure-velocity relation obtained for panels I to 3 from tests in the upright condition
with standard boat speed and increasing wave height. The mean values and standard deviations of impact
speed and impact pressure were calculated for all slams in each run. This resulted in the data points and the
error bars represented in figure 9. It will be noticed that, for the same impact velocities, the equivalent
average pressures generated by impacts in waves were almost always lower than those observed in the drop
tests. Several fuctors were responsible fOr this reduction: first of all, the average trim angle of the panels at
the time of impact ranged from 2 to +6 degrees; results from the drop tests series proved that smaller
variations of the trim angle were sufficient to substantially decrease the maximum pressures. Also, footage
obtained from both the underwater andabove-water camera, confirmed that a considerable amount of water

remained attached to the bottom of the hull in the phase between emersion and re-entry, and that the
associated dripping altered the state of the freesurface prior to each slam. Theeffects of these irregularities
were not covered by drop test investigations, however results published in [3] and [4] for cylinders with
circular section indicate that, specially at small trim angles, they may reduce the maximum amplitude of
response by up to 20%. More importantly, figure 10 illustrates that, while average pressures are generally
lowerfor the tests in waves occasionally some slams could produce loads equal or even marginally higher
than those measured in the drop tests. It seems then reasonable to conclude that the drop tests results may
be retained as à close indication of the maximum equivalent slamming loads experienced by the hull of a
yacht in a seaway.
Finally, the effects of displacement variation were analysed as shown in figure 11. In particular, tests were
performed with three different displacements, by adding weights at the LCG of the model (thus leaving the

moment of inertia virtually unchanged), equivalent to the mass of the water ballast taken onboard by some
Open 60s'. The wave encounter frequency was always kept the saine as in the standard test conditions.
Hence, the relative amplitude and phase of the motion would be expected to change for different
displacements. The common perception that increased displacement makes a boat more sea kindly, was
confirmed by the measurements: indeed, in the higher ballast configurations, slamming was not observed
on panel 2 and 3 for wave heights lower than 1 metre. A comparison of the loads on panel 1 showed that
these remained approximately constant in the intermediâte ballast condition and eventually decreased at the
highest displacement. This latterphenomenon was most probably produced by the boat slamming "earlier"
on the back of the wave and, consequently, with higher trimangles.
Although an investigatiOn of the effects of forward speed variation was planned, due to a failure of the data
acquisition system, a representativequantity of data could not be obtained
Rotational drop tests with forward speed in the upright and heeled condition, reproduced closely the results
observed for the zero speed homologues, to the only exception of the pressures measured on panel 4. This
showed a marginal increase of the loads at the highest speeds. It was then concluded that slamming loads
were only dependent on the component of flow velocity perpendicular to the panel surfäce, and that the
increase shown bypanel 4 was due to its normal vectorbeing oriented slightly towards the bow.

CONCLUSIONS

A simple and reliable method for the measurement of equivalent "static" slamming loads has been

established. The importance of scaling issues has been underlined. It is the authors' belief that some of the
discrepancies observed in the published data about slamming pressures1 may be due to such issues being
overlooked.
The results of rotational drop tests in calm water and with no forward speed have confirmed the strong
dependency of the structural response on the impact velocity. Formulas that describe this relation have been

outlined. Due to a lack of experimental validation, their scope cannot be extended to hull forms and
structures different from those examined in the present study. They may however offer a valid reference for
qualitative considerations applied to similar yachts.

Maximum panel loads were found to be insensitiveto the inertia of the model. However, displacement may
play a significant role in the decay of pressures away from the point of first impact. For the presently
examined yachts, the low length-volume ratio certainly contributes to a very fast decay.
Measurements of equivalent slamming loads performed in waves with forward speed showed considerable
scatter. Small changes of the trim angle at impact and the variable effects of the disturbance produced by
the motion of the hull on the free surface were considered as the main causes for this dispersion. While
loads originated by slams in waves were generally lower than those observed in the drop tests, equal impact
velocities could occasionally induce similar pressures. For the purpose of design, reference should therefore
be made to the resultsobtained from drop tests.

No comparison of the measured loads has been carried out with the design pressures recommended by
classification societies and other design standards. For this to be possible, a criterion for the definition of
impact velocities should first be established. In this respect, measurements performed by Manganelli on
full-scale Open'60 suggest that impact velocities greater than 2.5 m/s may be observed regularly in heavy
slamming conditions [I 3][12]. Even allowing for the pressures indicated by the drop tests data to be
somewhat conservative, the resulting loads would stili seem to be dangerously close to the design limits
currently adopted for these structures. It may then be conclúded that, through different ways, the structural
designers of the boats examined here have come to reduce safety margins to very low levels and that any
step towards further structural optimisation should be taken with the greatest caution.
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Table 1 -

naracivr.aiics

Length overall (LOA)

Full scale

Model scale (1/7 )

18.28m

2.611m

Maximum Beam (B)
Waterline Length (L)
Waterline Beam (B)

5.77m

0.824m

17.25m

2.450m

3.89m

0.556m

Draft (T)

0.405m

0.058m

Displacement (D0)

11020kg

32.13kg

Longitudinal radius of gyration

O 219 LO

Length-volume ratio (Ljv")

7.625

O.219LOA

7.625

threacid MG stud
support beon
I8 x 18nr)

acceLeroieter

Figure ¡ - Top left: schematic representation of the slam patch assembly. Top right: picture of panel 2 with load
cell fitted. Bottom left: picture of cutouts in the bottom of the model; additional reinforcement structure can be
noticed (transversal support beams notin place). Bottom right panel 6 supported-by a stud with no load cell,
only three panels at a time could be instrumented.
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J

Acc'r- position in seakeeping tests

Pressre Transducers

.Acc'r position in drop. tests

5

4:

3

2

1

0

S TAT IDOS

Figure 2 Layoutof the sensors in the scale model

indicates the massof the model excluding one slam patch, m
Figure 3 Mechanical analogue of a slampatch:
represents the mass ofthe, panel plus accelerometer, fastening parts (nut, screw and washer)! and half the mass of the
load cell, k5,, indicates the rigidity of the slam patch and r., describes the total structural damping. F,,, indicates the

integrated pressure over the slam patch panel. Typical values found in the present study were: m5,,0 053 kg; k,,,
392180+807950 Nm;r 0.005 r ( r: critical damping ratio)
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- Table 2-

-

Jp

m..,

-"-" ---

(full-scale equivalent)

Drop Height:

10+70mm

(70490mm)

Vertical velocity at impact:

04l.3 mis (measured atthe centreofpanel2)

('43.5 mIs)

(lit)

Displacement (Standard condition): (D032.i3kg)
0.8'D0

Displacement variations:

, Do, l.i9D0 , i.4Do

(9t, lit, 13.5t, 15.9t)
(1090657 kgm2)

Mass moment of inertia about pivot point (Standardcondition): L=64.893 kgm2

, 0.9i, 10 ,

l.27'lo , 1.45i

Mass moment of inertia variations:

0.821e

Point of first contact with water:

i34 34.5 , 572 % of

Trim angleat time-of impact:

-0.775 deg -0.4 deg , -0.125 deg

Heel angles:

O deg , 10 deg 20 deg

1.13 Ia,,

i

aft of FP

Dron Tests Parameters (with forward:
(fullscale equivalent)
Drop Height:

1060mm

(70+420mm)

Vertical velocity at impact:

0.41.2 rn/s (measured atthe centreofpaneL2)

(4+3.2 mis)

Forward.speed:

0.97+3.5 m/s

Displacement:

D32. 13kg

Mass moment of inertia:

10-64.893 kgm2 (about pivot point)

Pointof first contact with water:

34.5 % of LWL aft:ofFP

Trim angle at time of ìmpact

-0.4:deg

Heel angle:

O deg

-- -- - --

(2.57+9.26mis i.e. 5+l8kts)
(l'i .02t)

(1090657 kgm2)

-

-

(full-scalè equivalent)
Displacement:

D , i.18D , 1.33D D=32.13kg)

Mass moment of:inertia (about LCG):

L,o, 1.23 L.o, 1.85 'cg,O (Ig,ô=l2.67 kgm2')

Wave encounter frequency:

6.787 radIs

Forward speed:

1.711 mis (F=O.35)

Wave Height(11):

0.075+0.16 m

Wave Slope(H/1)

2.19% + 4.67%

Heel: angle:

O deg, 20 deg

(lit, l3t, i4.7t)
(Icg,o2l2945 kg-m2)

(2365 rad/s)
(4.53 m/si.e. 8.8kts)

(0.525+I.26m)
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-Table 3Weight /
unit aréa,

ail edges simpiy supported
l' natural
Bending
stiffness
frequency
lIIzI
IN/mi
1134
2472072
2472072
1379
2472072
152.0
2472072
1.94.4

Flexural
rigidity
1Nm]

aU edges fixed
Bending
frequency stiffness
IN/mi
[Hzl
7953624
2072,
7953624
252 0
7953624
277.8'
7953624
355.3

natural

1

Material
1kW2J
22.769
2917.7
E-Glass/Epoxy
15440
2925 7
Kevlar/Epoxy
12.479
2874.2
Carbon/Epoxy
8.075
3042.0
CarbOn/PVC/Epoxy
Sandwich
Natural frequencies are calculated as follows:
(D:. flexural rigidity; ni2 weight perunit area; b:. lengthof thepanel)
K i D
all edges simplysupported':'K1= 19.7
f= i I'

2it -v m2 f b

ali edges fixed: K1= 36.0 (ref. 1191)

Bending stiffness is defined as:
(E: equivalent elastIc modulus; t: overall thickness. of laminate; b: panel
length)
E t3'
ail edges.slrnply supported: a= 0.0444
= a .b2
alledges fixCd a 0.0138 (ref. 1191)
All data are calculated for a 560x560mm paneL Thicknesses vary for different materials ni order to
achieve a constant bendmg stiffness equivalent to that of a typical hull bottom laminate found in the
Open 60' yacht .under study.
Foi comparison:
Slam patch nat. frequencies:
(full-scale equivalent: 161Hz 231Hz)
425Hz -610 Hz
Slam patch stiffness (l):
392180 Nm + 807950 Nm

-Table 4.mean curvature radius

n.re. %

g,,

Panel #

1.651.1

2

52631
81397

.3

..66796

L625

1

1.5920

.

.

10.1

8.3
10.3

trim @
impact [degi
-0.27

.1ml

3.541
6.208
8.201
1.785

0
0.37
-2.07
0
2.48

1.7173
21584
53
1.7867
1.941
3.0
39199
1.6534
4.7
2.207
'
45591
6
The panel mean curvature has been defined here as:
r1 and r2 arethe curvature radii of the arcs passing through thecentreofthe
r2
panel and the midpoints of respectively thelongitudinal and transversal edges of
rm =
r1 + r2
the panel
4
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Figure6 Effect of the change of longitudinal positionof firstcontact with water. The reported lines are thetrend
lines fitting the standard condition data (intermediate transom height, point, of first contact on panel 2): they are
plotted here for the sake of comparison. In the "high transom" condition, relative to the standard condition, Pl
loads increased by an average of 19.3%, P2 'loadsdecreased by an 'average of 13.2% and P3 loads decreased by an
average of l9%. In the "low transom" conditián, relative to the standard condition, Pl loads decreased by an
averageof8.6%, P2 loadsdecreased by anaverage of 1O.5%:andP3 loads increased by an average of 28.5%.
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Structural design and loads on large
yachts
Frans Verbaas and Tjepko van der Werff
Senior Surveyors to Lloyd's Register

Paper presented for the 17th International Hiswa Symposium on Yacht Design and Yacht
construction, held at the Amsterdam Rai international Congress Centre, on 18 and 19 November
2002.

The design of a yacht, inthe broad sense, invotvesthe'entire process from the initial design concept to
the final approved design ready for fabrication/manufacture An important;part ofthisprocess is the
design control, or structural analysis stageto ensure reliability against structurál failure. Design control,
therefore, consists of a number of steps
evaluation of environmentalconditions,
analysis of loads,
analysis of response,
evaluation of strength, and
control of safety.
The analysis methods used may be based on theory, experience, or on experiments. Full scale
measurements' could be used, when a (near) sister vessel is available, or when there reliable methods
to correlate the resUlts to thedesign at handareavailable.

Conventional mono-hullsteelship structural designhas, as its' basis, abouta hundred years of
combined data and experience. This background allows the structuraldesignof the hulito be pursued
by relatively well-proven design methods Within limits a hull form will be similar to previous hull forms
and the design is relatively forgiving to undér oroverestimation of the loads. Any radicaldepartire from
the normal hull forms wouldiseverely de-valUe the usefulness of accumulated expertise, as knowledge
of the loads and structural behavior is essential for design of the hUll structure. These traditional
approaches, as.embodied manyof the existing Classification Rules, are not necessarily theonlyway to
provide the appropriate level of safety The diversity of structural arrangements applied in yachts calls
for arnoredirect approach to betaken in the assessment of yachthull:scantiings

Ciassificatiön of loads
Any Classification Rules for yachts have to cover craft operating in a wide speed range - small planing
craft to large fast displacement craft and moderately fast displacement craft In addition these craft can
have different hull forms, see Figure 2. different modesof operation, andcan be constructed indifferent
materials, namely steel aluminuflìialloys and composite. For the smaller craft pararnetricformulae,
based on extensive service and theoretical experience coupledwith'model'test resUlts have beenused
for a longtime and they provide the sound basisin which the Rules areformulated. For larger fast craft,
there is very little service experience and the design is mainly based on direct calculations venfiediby
model experiments. Forthe typical displacement yacht, we candrawagain on avast basis of
experience. Whatever theapproach adopted, one should always verifythe range of validity of the
vanous formulae and direct calculation methods They should reflect a unified philosophy leading to a
consistent level of safety.

A demand capability and criteria approach to hull structural requirements
One key element in the development of design procedures is the prediction of the loads achng on the
hull structure. These loads can :be classified in:
Loads associated with the support in vertical direction
Sea loads
Loads associated with propulsion, course keeping and maneuvering
LOads associated with items oractivities on board
Thevertical support loadsare stron9ly interconnected with the sea loads Therefore we will discuss
them together first, and then the two other will be discussed shortly.
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Figure 1 Different hull shapes
Vertical support toads
In operation a craft can be suppòrtedi by three possiblemodes:

Buoyancyforce,
Dynamiclift. and
Air pressure.

Where thé lastsuppo type is extremely interesting frofliatechnicalpoifltOfVÎeW. it has little application
in the design of large yachts.
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A craft can experience a combination ofall the above loads acting on the hull and their prediction is
extremely complex. Théréfore the Rúles adopt the following approach:

Environment 4 Demand 4 Capability

Criteria

This decoupling of load, strength and acceptance criteria provides the opportunity to base the design
approval on direct calculations usinga similar approach as illustrated in Figure 2 From a Class point of
view this is important as while the Classification Rules should be as simple as possible to apply the
direct calculation approach should provide the same uniform technical standard for all kinds of craft
whileallowing for optimization by, moredetailedanalysis. Whilst thestrength assessment techniques
(finite element analysis, for example) can beapplieddirectly to all designs of the same material type, it
is more difficult to establish design load formulations that are equally well adapted to all craft types
speed ranges and craft sizes. Equally, the acceptance criteria for metallic and composite constructions
are quite different For largeand high speed craft the mainconcem would be the determination of loads.

Forhigh speed craft, theclassification Rülesintroduce the keyconcept of an operational envelope. This
is an outline of the limiting environmental and other conditions the yacht was designed for The
parameters controlling an operational envelope can include:
range to refuge,
limiting, speed
limiting wave height, and

lmjtingmotion
Such an operational envelopewill form an appendix to the classification certificate, and should be
placedin the operationaimanual. In general, displacement yachts have no operational envelope
assigned They are considered suitable for world wide service with the exception of ice infested areas

The overall load on a craftconsists of three components, narnelyprimary, secondary and tertiary'loads.
The classification of loads as primary loads which affect the hull as whole secondary 'loads which
affect large components ofthe hull such as bulkheads, and'tertiary or local loads, which have alocal
effect only has been made for convenience in relation to structural considerations This has resulted
from the needs of the naval architect/structuralengineer for a-simplified approach to structuralanalysis

problems. All loads, with the exception of thermal loads, originate from forces or pressures applied over
small areas and whether they are subsequently treated in a local or an integrated form is largely a
matter of analytical convenience. However, such a classification has been found to be usefulin
identifying the dominating forces for rule formulation and direct calculation purposes.

Primary loads
The primary load conditions which must be considered for the design of largeryachts are:
Wave induced bending moment, dynamic bending moment and still water bending, moment.
For relatively slow mono-hull motor yachts, the longitudinal wave induced bending moments are the
most important loading, being most severe in head seas. For largefast yachts, the question of whether
dynamic bending moments dominate the dimensioning of thestructures remains open and has to be
addressed for each case.
For conventional motor yachts with a steel hull, we have found that longitudinal strength consideratjofls
begin to dominate the structural design at a Rule length of about 50 meters, depending on the framing
system, themethodof construction and the presence of openings in the deck. At greater length, we
generally see elastic failure modes ("buckling") take precedence and limit the allowable total sagging
moment. In general, longitudinal stiffening of the decks is preferred when the length of the yacht is in
excess of 50 meters

The vertical bending moment loadcomponents do not, in general, dominate the structural design
procedure multi-húli craft, where wave induced side force, transverse bending moment, and torsion
loads are more dominant.
Motor yachts generally shcw distinct hogging bending moments in still water. The low prismatic
coefficient calls for a narrow sectional area curve with mostbuoyancy located around mid-length. With
the normally considerable overhang at the bow, andwidestorage spaces at the stem, the deck is under
permanent stretch, and this provides a certain margin against compression in the deck. lt must be noted
that for most large motor yachts there must be a hogging still water bending moment in all seagoing
conditions. Consequently when appraising loading conditions we need to look also at the condition with
theLEAST hogging bending moment. This is contrary tocommon intuition, which would suggest that the
maximum value is the dominant one.
Fatigue loading
Because the majority of the loads imposed on craft are cyclic in nature, the possibility of failure by
fatigue must not be overlooked, indeed most structuralfailures that have occurred during the service life
of existing craft have resultedfrom fatigue. While there is a largebody of knowledge on the fatigue
performance of steel ships, very little research has been carried out and there is very little information
available in relation to craft constructed of aluminum alloy or marine composites. The most important
task in respect to fatigue life performance of the structures of high speed craft:is the determination of the
fatigue loading spectrum. The fatigue loading spectrum depends, of course,on the use of the craft. High
speedi service craft are normally :intendedto operate In a certain fixed service schedule, and this
schedule, combined with thewave scatter data of the intended operation area, willgive at least a
reliable prediction of the fatigue loading Most yacht owners like to operate their yachts as they like and
therefore itis verydifficult to predictfatigúe loads.on a yacht. Thereforethe onlyrecommended solution
is to stick toproven design details as given in classification Rules.

Torsion load
For multi-hull craft consideration oftorsion loads is equallyimportant as that of the transverse loads,
especially for the strength assessment of the cross-deck structures. The most severe torsion loads
occur when the craft heading issuch that it sustains quarteringL(bow or stern) seas. Class Rules provide
deterministic formulae for the calculation of primary loads for the examination of hull girder and global
strength.

Rigging-load
For sailing craft the loads imposed by stays and rigging may well be in excess of the loads imposed by
waves. For a typical 40 meter sloop rigged sailing yacht the bending moment on the hull may be well in
excess of the Rule wave bending moment, and consequently the sagging moment can be twice theRule
value. The stays normally are pre-tensioned to keep them in tension under all conditions. These tensile
forces are counteracted by the mast compression, putting the huilgirder in a classic simply supported
beam loaded by a force at half length loading pattern.
Traditionally Classification Societies consider the ngging as just an addition to the ship Rule
requirements aimed at minimizing thè:chance that failUre of the rigging would impair the safety of the
hull. Typically, the chain plate had to be stronger that the stay connected to it, and the chain plate
support had to be strongerthan the chain plate itself. The rig itself was deliberately left out of
consideration.lhe yard. the owner and the designer decided between themselves what was best for
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them,, and they had no need for a ClassificationSociety pökingaroundinto whatwas traditionally their
own domain. Should it cometo the worst, there was always the engine to takeover.
This situation is about to change. First reason is theemergenceof 'commercial yachts' in the market. A
commercial yacht actually is a luxury passenger ship The presence of passengers on board has lead
to regulationswith regard to yacht rigging. Classification societies bring in theirrequirement setsfor
sailing passenger vessels. [2], [3],
Second reason is the.development of new high strength materials and a desire for light construction
driven by the common availability of sophisticated calculation tools.
At this moment there is no published calculation procedure for rigging loads The existing construction
Rules for passenger ship rigs arebased on traditional materials, and they certainly need to be modified
for application on modem yachts. In dose co-operation with the yachting industry, Lloyds Register is
currently putting up a workgroup to develop relevant procedures.

Secondary and tertiary loads
The secondary and tertiaryloads which mustbe considered for structural design are:
Loads in a seaway dueto externalwater pressures, including slamming and shipping of green seas.
This category of loads is probably the most important from a local strength point of view, being the
dictating criteria for the design of the small to medium size craft. In general the loads can be further subdivided into the following compoñents:
Bottom slamming
Bottom slammingarisesasthe result of the pitching and heaving motiOn ofthe craftat speed
resulting in bow emergenceandsevere hydrodynamic impact loadings on re-entry. The impact
is usually rapid and intense generating a high pressure impulse on the bottom plating which
can be accompanied 'by aloud' booming sound; particularly apparentfor the largersize of craft.
The duration of this typeof impact force is, in general, less thanlOO milli-seconds. Bottom
slamming has been the commonest cause of hull structural damages and its magnitude and
duration dépend on, and are sensitive to, the angle and relative shapeof the hull to the water
surface, and the encounter velocity and frequency. This is a complex phenomenon and while
extensive researchhas beeñ carried out in the past, no complete physical description is
available yet. Worldwide this is one of the mostintensively researched topics. The main focus
has been in the domain of numerical motion and load computations. For now, classification
Rules use empirical formulae based on the vertical acceleration at the center of gravity.
Bow flare slamming
Bowflare slamming pressures are associated with the rapid immersion of the upper flared
portion of the bow into the sea. This isa more gradual phenomenon than bottom slamming,
usually without any sound unless the fiareis verycòncave, andlasting for less than a second
lt nevertheless imparts relatively sudden and intense forces on the forward part of the craft.
Bow flare slamming is an important consideration for high speed craft, especially for the
displacementtype craft. The main difference between bottom and bow flare slamming is that
bottom slamming is always associated with the emergence ofthe fore body, while'bowflare
slamming is not Expenence gainedfrom the design and operation of warships and fast cargo
shipshas provided someguidance for the formulation ofload criteria, however more
development work is required to becarried out making use this experience and data.
Cross-deck slamming
This type of slamming is an'important consideration in the design of cross deck structures for
multi-hull craft. It arises as a result of the heaving and pitching motion of the craft causing the
wave impact on the underside of the flat center body of the cross-deck structure. The loads
sustained can resultin large accelerations and related loadsacting on the craft's structUre,
which must 'be catered form the consideration of local and global strength. Classification Rules
give an estimate of pressures, but in general the craft should.be operated such as to avoid
wave to bottom contact.
Green sea loading
The shipping of green seas on the upper deck forward is another source of transient loading
that excites vibratory response and is caused primarily by the relative motion of the craft. In
many cases this type of loading may simply be the statichead of waterscoopedup by the bow
until itruns off The durationofthis load therefore is relatively long. However there may be a
dynamic componenti especially if the ship is moving forward at high speed into head seas. In
some instancés, the whipping stress generated can constitute a sizable percentage of the total
hull bending moment. Classification Rules provide deterministic formulae for thecalculation of
secondary and tertiary loads for design based on local strength considerations.

Loads due to impact with solid objects and robustness considerations. This type of load is very difficult
to estimate. Traditionally it has been taken care of by specifying minimum scantling requirements. lt has
been argued by many that existing requirements do not allow,the fulluse of advanced materials and
technology However it is not an easy task to find a satisfactory alternative
One aspect that could be taken in consideration is the potential consequence of failure What happens if
the plateis indented or ruptured locally When the structural and watertight integrity of the yacht is not
impaired and the damage can easily be repaired in short time it could be the owner s choice to agree
on an intensified survey and repair program.

Other loads Other types of secondary lòads, such as thermal loads, loads arising as a result of cargo
(weight and distnbution) craft motion and sloshing of liquids in tanks are important loading conditions
which are required to be taken Into account atthe design stage. However thesetypes of loading are
commonto all types of marine vessels and most of the calculation procedures for determiningtheir
values are relatively well established.

Classification Rules cannot replacegood engineering andoperating practice, and they generally take
duly notice of this. For example, the Lloyds SSC Rules say in Part 1, Chapter 2, Section 1. 1.2:
1:1.2 The Rules are framed on the understanding:

that the craft will at all times be propeily loaded. They do not, unless stated or implied in
the class notation, provide for'special distributions orconcentrations of loading associated
with the operation of the craft. LR may require additional strengthening to be fitted in any
craft, which,, in theiropinion; would otherwise be subjected to severe stresses dueto
particular features inthe design or operation or where ¡lis desired to make provision for
exceptional loading conditions. In such cases particulars and details of the required
loadings are lo be submitted for consideration;
that the craft will at all times be properly handled, with particular reference to 'the placing
'on board of persons andequipment and the reduction.of speed in heavyweather,
that compliance with the Rules does not 'relieve the designer of his responsibilities to his
client for compliance with the specification and the requirements for the overall design and
in service performance of the craft,

'that the craft will not be operatedoutside of the parameters specified in any operational
envelope 'which mayhave beenassigned, without the prior agreement of LR.
Classification Rules put upa formal framework for scantling assessment. The procedures account for
most of the load components listed above, many of which are textbook items.
The art of structuraldesign howeveris the translation from the loadsinto the structural responses.
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Working Load to Break Load:
Safety Factors in Composite Yacht Structures
Dr. M. Hobbs* and ME. L. McEwen*

ABSTRACT
The loads imposed on yacht structures fall broadly into two categories: the distributed forces imposed by the
action of the wind and waves on the shell of the yacht, and the concentrated loads imposed by the rig and keel to
their attachment points on the structure. 1'hi paper examines the nature of the latter set of loads and offers a
methodology for the structural design based on those loadings.
The. loads imposed on a rig attachment point vary continuously while the yacht is sailing. Designers frequently
quote "working load", "safe working load", "maximum load" or "break load" for a rigging attachment, but the
relatiönship of this value to the varying load is not always clear. A set of nomenclature is presented to describe
clearly the different load states from the maximum "steady-state" value, through the "peak,.dynamic" value to the
eventual break load of the fitting and of the composite structure.

Having defined the loads, the structure must be designed to carry them with sufficient stiffliess, strength and
stability. Inherent in structural engineering is the need for safety thctors to account for variations in load,,
material strength, geometry tolerances and other uncertainties. A rational approach to the inclusion of safety
factors to account for theseeffects is presented. This approach allows the partial safety factors to be modified to
suit the choice of material, the nature of the load and the structure and the method of analysis.
Where more than one load acts on an area of the structure, combined load cases must be developed that model
realistically the worst case scenario. In particular if the loading is quasi-static, the total loads on the structure
must be in equiibriwn. This is particularly important for Finite Element Analysis since an unbalanced load case
can lead to excessive reactions at the ponts of restraint of the Finite Element Model. A method is presented for
the development of a.balanced load»case for upwind sailing whichallows significant insight into the behaviour of
a yacht structure under "real" sailing conditions.. The keystone of this approach is a method' for constraining the
model in a statically-determinate manner, to avoid adding unrealistic stiffliess to the model.
Finally, once the structure has been built, it is sound practice to proof test it to give confidence in its reliabiity
The value of load for proof testing is a difficult choice but is made more straightforward by the rational approach
to load definition presented in the paper.
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This notice shall be marked on any reproduction of this document, in whole or in part. Any reproduction or
distribution of this document, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of SP Technologies is
prohibited

This document is intended only as a guide to choosing and applying safety factors in the analysis of composite.
yachtstructures. Following the procedures and using the information contained in this paper does not in any way
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the suitability or safety of the procedures described, nor any guarantee that the loads experienced by the structure
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INTRODUCTION

The loads imposed on yacht structures fall broadly into two categories: the distributed forces imposed by the
action of the wind and waves on the shell of the yacht, and the concentrated loadsimposed by the rig and keel to
their attachment points on the structure. The concentrated loads are relatively straighiforward to measure or
calculate, allowing engineering calculation of the structure required to cany them. The distributed loads are
much more difficultto define, so are usually dealt with by designing the structure to a classification society rule.
This paper examines the nature of the concentrated loads and offers a set of nomenclature to describe how the
loads vary as the yacht sails along.

This paper covers the reasons for using safety factors in structural design. Safety thctors used in marine
engineering, particularly by classification societies, are often hidden iii the formulae used. Furthermore, most
classification societies avoid defining the loads actingon the rigging. This papersuggests a clearer methodology
for incorporating safety factors into the loads and material properties used fór design, both by traditional methods
and by Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and for the subsequent testing of the yacht structure to check its strength.
2

TILE NATURE OF RIG LOADS

The loads imposed on a rig tting vary continuously while the yacht is sailing. Designers frequently quote
"working load", '!safe working load", "maximum load" or "break load" for rigging attachments, but the
relationship of these values to the varying load is not always clear. A set of nomenclature is needed to describe
clearly the different load states from the maximum "steady-state" value, through the "peak, dynamic" value to the
eventual break load of the fitting and of the composite structure. The system shown in Figure 1 has been used
successfully for two decades forthe design of composite yacht structures It can be summarized as follows:

WI

Maximum steady-state load (flat water)

W2

Peak dynamic load (due to waves, gusts of wind,
manoeuvres,sudden easing of sheets etc)

LIMIT

Elastic limit of composite structure,
Break load of riggingrod, fitting etc
Break load of composite structure

ULTIMATE

It should be emphasised that the Wi and W2 loads are the real or anticipated loads that will be applied to the
structure, in othçr words they are the inputs to the load calculation. The LIMIT and ULTIMATE loads are the
loads that the structure is designed to withstand, so are the inputs to the structural design, and are calculated from
the W2 loads.

Figure 1: The forces on a rig attachment vary continuously as a yacht sails along.
With a load cell in suitable weather it is reasonably straightforward to establish the
WI (maximum steady-state) load. If that load cell is connected to adata logger, after
many hours of sailing the W2 (maximum dynamic) load can be established.

The W 1 load is frequently reached but the real load varies continuously around it. However it is a convenient
the W2 load is more difficult to establish; eveiTU

the load is measured for several years, there is no guarantee that the highest measured load would not be
exceeded during the remaining lifetime of the yacht.

The most rigorous solution to this problem, pioneered by the aerospace industry, is to use statistical extrapolation
to determine a W2 load that is sufficiently unlikely to be exceeded in the lifetime of the yacht (or aircraft)Ll. The
more data is available, the closer this theoretical W2 load will be to the highest recorded peak load1 for a given
level of confidence. In the marine industry, years of load measurement would be prohibitively expensive and
time-consuming, so fewer measurements are taken and the W2 load is chosen to be significantly higher than the
highest recorded peak load.

SAFETY FACTORS: WHAT ARE THEY FOR?
3
Factors of Safety have also been called Factors of Ignorance. Their purpose is to account for all the reasons
that might make a structure fail if it was theoretically only just strong, stiff and stable enough to withstand the
expected loads. Thesereasons might include:
I Uncertainty in the load data: there is a small but real possibility that the load might exceed the chosen
W2 lòad during the lifetime ofthe yacht.
s Material variation: test values will always show some spread, but statistical methods can be applied to
material test data to calculate the minimum strength of a material with a certain level of confidence.
Composite materials in particularwillshowa widespread ofstrengths, due to variations in void content,
fibre volume fraction and resin mix ratio incorporated into the material during the manufàcflire of the
component.
Geometric tolerances: a certain geometry will be assumed for analysis, but building methodswill mean
that the real structure will be diffèrent to some extent. Analyses of buckling, and of Brazier (throughthickness tensile or compressive) stresses ra particular will be sensitive to small changes m geometry
.

e
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Accuracy of the analytical method: a well-executed Finite Element Analysis (FEA) may allow the
calculation of defiections to Within a few percent of the true value, but stresses will be less accurate.
Traditional calculation methods will usually give even larger errors, particularly for geometries that do
not readily simplify to cases with an explicit analytical solution. Stress concentrations due to features
not considered in the analysis (eg. holes for fasteners) are probably the most common cause of
inaccuraciesin thecalculation of stress.
Other effects that might not be considered explicitly in the analysis could include fatigue, creep,
environmental effects (ageing), pre-stress due to manufacturing methods, damage in service, and so on.
While these effects should be taken into account if they are going to have a significant effect on the
structure, often it isconsidered sufficient just to use a factor of safety to cover them.

Clearly the choice of safety factor is critical to ensure that the structure is stiff, strong and stable enough in
service throughout its design life withoUt being "over-engineered" to the point where its weight or cost
(performance or financial) becomes detrimental. In assessing this balance, the engineer is making a judgement
on the consequences of failure In the aerospace industry this process is taken to its ultimate conclusion: safety
factors are chosen to achieve an "acceptable" number of fatalities per passenger mile (hopefully a very small
nwnber)t'1.

In the yachting industry structural failures are more common, which is considered acceptable because they are
less likely to cause death or injury. In particular, rigging failures at a perhaps surprisingly high rate are accepted
because theperformance cost of making rigs "unbreakable" is too high and collapse of a mast is unlikely to result
in fatalities. Similarly, the consequences of failure depend on where the boat is sailing: collapse of the composite
structure is more life-threatening in the Southern Ocean than in the Hauraki Guli Thus margins of safety can be
pared down much more in an America's Cup yacht than in an Open 60 for the Vendée Globe.

HOW ARE FACTORS OF SAFETY APPLIED?
4
There are three common ways to incorporate safety factors in engineering analysisL2l, illustrated in Figure 2.
Global Safety Factor: the simplest approach. One factor of safety is applied that accounts for every reason why
the structure might be less stiff or strong in practice than in theory. Typically, engineers tend to use a factor
between 2 and 6, although factors of safety of 18 or more15' have been used for very safety-critical applications
where there was considerable uncertainty about loads or material strengths. The factor of safety can be applied
either to the loads (the "load factor" method) or to the material strengths (the "permissible stress" method)
Whilst being extremely straightforward to use, these methods take no account of differences in analysis methods,
material variability, load uncertainty or consequences of failure.

3

Limit State Design: the civil engineering indtistry often uses several "partial safety factors", each of which
accounts for a particular effect. Some partial safety factors are applied to the load and others to the material
strengths. The siructural design must meet two "limit states": the Ultimate Limit State and the Serviceability
Limit Sta&21.

.

The Ultimate Limit State requires that the structure must withstand the higiest applied load without
collapsing catastrophically. This includes material failure, buckling or overturning. The partial safety
factors for this limit state are relatively high.

The Serviceability Limit 'State requires that the structure must not suffer excessive deflection, cracking,
fatigue, vibration, fire damage or other degradation under its normal working conditions. The partial safety
factors for this limit state are lower.
For example, a bridge might be designed with safety factors applied as follows for the Ultimate Limit State:
Partial safety factor of 1.4 on the "dead load", le. the self-weight of the structure andany snow or ice on
it. This accounts for uncertainty in the load; as the bridge might end up weighing more than anticipated.
Partial safety factor of 1.6 on the "live load", i.e. the weight of the cars, lorries and people on the bridge.
This accounts for uncertainty in the load and for dynamic effects i.e. accelerations due to bumps on the
road suifäce, walking loads etc. Because of differences in dynamic accelerations, this factor might 'be

less for a train bridge than for a pedestrian bridge (especially in light of the problems with the
Millenium Bridge in London). If the live load tended to lessen the' likelihood of failure (eg. in the case
of a stone bridge where the load might stabilise the structure) a factor of 0.0 would be used.
Partial safety factor of 2.0 on the material strengths. This accounts' for ageing, fatigue, environmental
effects, strain-rate dèpendence of properties, pre-siress and damage in service. The factor might be
increased for materials with poor fatigue performance, poor UV resistance or for brittle materials.
Partial safety factor of 1.5 on analysis of strength and stability. This accounts for geometric tolerances
'and inaccuracy of the analysis method. The factor could perhaps 'be reduced if FEA was used instead of
traditional calculations
For the Serviceability Limit State, the corresponding factors might be
1.0 on'thedead and live loads
1.0 on the material properties
1.0 on analysis'ofdeflectionsand 1.5 on analysis of cracking of facings etc.
The loads and material properties used in the analysis would be "characteristic" values, i.e. chosen statistically to
encompassall but theworst5% orso of likely values121.

This approach is more precise than the "global safety factor" method in that it allows each influence on the
analysis to be considered separately. However it is relatively complex to apply in practice because each of the
safety factors have to be'applied to every calculation. Note that the total safety factor on strength at the Ultimate
Limit State is 1.6 x 2.0 x 1.5 = 4.8, similar to the global safety factor that might be used in the global safety
factor method.

Simplified Limit State Design is an approach pioneered' by the aerospace industry and now used in the 'marine
industry. It is less complex to apply than the fall Limit State 'Design method, because all of the safety factors
except those to cover the material variability are applied to the loads. This is done at the start of the project.
Thereafter, the safety factors need not be consciously considered again.
The expected loads on the structure are expressed as Wl and W2 loads (see Figure 1). The WI and W2
loads are not used for strength or stability analysis but areused tocheck the structure foradequate stiffliess.
Two (hopefully hypothetical) load states are. then defined for strength analysis, the LIMIT 'load and the
ULTIMATE load. At the LIMIT load there should be no degradation of the structure, in other words it
should continue to perform as designed. Beyond the LIMIT load, the structure is allowed to yield, buckle,
etc provided that it does not fail catastrophically until the applied' load reaches the ULTIMATE load
The LIMIT load is higherthan the W2 load (the highest load likely to be seen in service) by some factor which
accounts for all the issues raised above except the material variability. There is a further factor of safety between
the LIMIT and ULTIMATE load states. The purpose of this factor is to ensure that, while LIMIT failüres are
rare, ULTIMATE failures should occur much less often. This factor is normally constant for a given' structure,
although it might be higher for an ocean-going yacht thanan inshore racing boat.

The material properties used for analysis are "design allowable" values, which take into account the statistical
variations due to processing techniques, environmental effects etc. Thus these properties should be reliably
achievable in real structures built in a manufacturing environment (as opposed to a testing laboratory) and
maintainedoverthe expectedworking'lifeofthe structure.

4

The above methods are compared in Figure 2, below.

For the rest of this paper we will assume that the

Simplified Limit State Design approach is being used for the design of the yacht structure.
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SIMPLIFIED LIMIT STATE DESIGN IN YACHT STRUCTURES

The steps required to apply the Simplified Limit State Design approach to yacht structural analysis are described
below. The basic steps are:
define all the loads that will act on the yacht in a Load Table
define the material properties to be used for analysis as a set of Design Allowables
analyse the structure

Definition of loads
At the start of the design process, a load table is drawn up which gives the W!, W2, LIMIT and ULTIMATE
values for each loaded fitting (see Figure 1).
The starting point is the Wi (static working) load, which can usually be measured, estimated from
experience or calculated from first principles. The W i load is multiplied by a factor to get to the W2
(peak, dynamic) load. This factor varies according to the fitting under consideration. For instance it
might be around i .6 for a backstay chainpiate, but only i .2 for a forestay chainplate, since slamming
into waves tends to tigiten the backstay but slacken the forestay, and because sudden easing of the
mainsheet will momentarily increase the load on the backstay. Given sufficient time and money, the W2
load could be calculated by measurement and statistical extrapolation, but for most yacht projects the
only practical method is to fäctor up from Wi based on experience.
Whilst the W2 load is theoretically the highest load that the structure will see, it is prudent to specify
rigging and fittings that are somewhat stronger than this, to account for fatigue, ageing, and uncertainty
in the load data. Hardware suppliers (e.g. Harken) tend to use a factor of 2.0 or more above the steadystateÇWl) load161. Rig designers typically specii' rigging that is at least 2.5 times stronger than the Wl
load1 . The break load of the fitting or rigging rod can then be used as the LIMIT load for design of the
composite structure, since the rigging provides a "fase" which will break at a reasonably certain load.
In the case of a sheet or halyard, where the hardware and ropes might be significantly oversized for
stretch or handling considerations, their break load would be an excessive design load for the composite
structure. In this situation the LIMIT load used for the composite structure should be just some factor
above the W2 load, to account for geometric tolerances and inaccuracies in the analysis method or
assumptions. For an aluminium airframe this factor might be as low as 1.011]. Such a low safety factor is
justifiable only if the analysis methods are known from test results to be accurate and conservative. For
yacht design, the time spent measuring loads and designing the structure accurately enough to use such a
small safaty factor is usually not worth the weight saving, so the factor is usually much higher, perhaps
1.5 or more.
The load on the composite structure cannot usually be higher than the LIMIT load, since the rigging will
break at this load. For some structures therefore, it is sufficient to make the composite strong enough
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not to break atLIMIT load. In practice however, if the fitting does break (for some unforeseen reason),
one does not want to hàve to replace the hull siructure in case it has been degraded in anyway, even if it
did not actually break apart. Thus it is usually wise to design for no degradation e.g. resin
niicrocracking of composites, yield of metals, or othernon-catastìophic failure) at LIMIT load. This is
particularly important for composites as micro-structural damage is so difficult to detect.
An occasional local yield or niicrocracking failure is more acceptable than a catastrophic failure. To
ensure that the statistical likelihood of a catastrophic failure is even lower than that of a LIMIT failure,
some further factor of safety is required. The simplestway to do this is to design the structure not to fail
catastrophically at a hypothetical ULTIMATE load, which is greater than the LIMIT load by some

In an inshore raceboat, where the
factor. In aerospace, this factor is typically around
consequences of structural failure are less devastating than they would be in an airliner, the factor might

be reduced somewhat. On a blue-water cruiser, it might be significantly higher. Note that the
ULTIMATE load cannot theoretically be reached because the rigging should break first, but it is a
convenient toolfor design purposes.

Material design allowables
Test results will give a spread of values that can be assumed to follow some statistical distribution (Normalt21 or
Gaussiant) - see Figure 3. With sufficient test data, statistical methods allow material property values to be
chosen which it can be assumed that nearly all future samples will exceed (say 90% or 99%) with a reasonable

level of confidence (say 95%). in general, at least 5 test samples are required to give a reasonable level of
confidence in the results131. Of course, even if99% of thematerial ina real structure is stronger than assumed
1% will be weaker. Hôwever, even if a small percentage of the material is slightly weaker than the assumed

strength, the chances of this causing catastrophic failure are small, particularly where there are several

(redundant) load paths and if it can be considered that the ULTIMATEsafety factor includes a small margin to
cover under-strength materialUl.

Figure 3: Illustration of a strength-frequency diagram showing the statistical spread of strength values
of a hypothetical composite material
The strength of composite materials is more difficUlt to predict than the strength of metals, because the material
itself is made as part ofthe componentmanuthctuuing process. It isclearly important that the tested material is
made in a similar environment to the final component, ideally by the same people. Then the design allowable
material properties derived from the test data should be reliably. achievable in the boat yard.

Analysis
Having defined the loads and material strengths, the requiredscantlings of the structure can be calculated. Every
likely mode of failure should be considered, including:
Excessive deflection at Wl or W2 load
Resin microcracking or other non-catastrophic failure at LIMIT load

FibreÑ1lurebear1ngfatluremterlammarshearfaulurethroUgh4hIck11eS5 tensile-failure,-buckling,-shear-
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RESERVE FACTORS AND MARGINS OF SAFETY
6
A Safety Factor is a number that is chosen by the designer before the structure is designed or analysed. In
practice, structural materials come in discrete sizes: there are standard ply thicknesses, sizes of extrusions and so
on. Thus the analysis will show that if the structure is strong or stiff enough to satis1' the chosen safety factor, it
will in fact usually be slightly stronger or stiffer still, and this extra is called the Reserve Factor (R.F.) or Margin
of Safety (M.o.S.)141. These are defined as:
Reserve Factor
Margin of Safety

= (actual strength / required strength)
= (actual strength / required strength) - 1.0
M.o.S. is usually expressed as a percentage
Thus a structure with a Reserve Factor of 1.05 could be said to have a Margin of Safety of 5%.

Because all the required safety factors have been incorporated into the calculations, the designer should always
be aiming for a R.F. of just over 1.00 or a M.o.S. of just over (1%. The tendency to design for higher margins
than this should be resisted; if the designer feels more comfortable with a higher reserve factor, the safety factors
built into the loads were probably too small.
Any given structure will have at least two Reserve Factors: the Reserve Factor over microcracking or resin shear

at LIMIT load and the reserve factor over catastrophic thilure at ULTIMATE load. If there is a stiffness
requirement at WI or W2 load, there will be another Reserve Factor over this criterion. Likewise if the given
piece of structure is subjected to more than one load case (for instance a keel structure subjected to heeling and
grounding forces) there will be LIMIT and ULTIMATE reserve factors for each load case. All the reserve
factors must be greater than unity (see Figure 4).

Since the Ñctor between LIMIT load and ULTIMATE load for a given structure is usually kept constant, if the
LIMIT strength of the material (i.e. the yield strength for metals or the microcracking or resin filure strength for
composites) is low compared to the ULTIMATE strength, the LIMIT reserve factor will be the critical one. Thus
it is the material properties which determine whether the structure is LIMIT or ULTIMATE critical. Knowing
the ratio between the LIMIT and ULTIMATE strengths for each material saves doing both calculations, since the
critical case can be anticipated.
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Figure 4: Illustration of Reserve Factors and Margins of Safety for a hypothetical keel grillage structure
consisting of longitudinal and transverse beams. The deflection under 300 heeling load is critical for
the transverse members and close to optimum. The ultimate strength in grounding is critical for the
longitudinal members, and insufficient.
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COMBINED LOADS AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Combined load cases
With loads clearly defined in terms of W!, W2, LIMIT and ULTIMATE, it becomes reasonably straightforward
to specify combined load cases. For instance, a shroud chainplate with the Dl and Vi shrouds attached to itmust
be able to withstand the break load of either rod. When one rod breaks, there will also be some load on the other
Dl shroud when the V 1
rod, but probably not its break load. It would be reasonable to assume W2 load on the
Vi
shroud
load
(i.e.
the
break
load of the rod) plus
breaks, so the combined LIMIT load case would be LIMIT
ULTIMATE
be
factored
up
as
usual
to
get
the'
combined
W2 load on the Dl shroud. This LIMIT case can then
load on the chainplate.

Load cases for FEA
This approach can be extended to specify load cases for Finite Element (FE) models. A useful system is to run
steady-state sailing
one "realistic" loadcase which includes all the WI loads acting on the structure under some
with
the
greatest
global
bending
moment
on the boat.
situation, perhaps' sailing, upwind, as this is usually the case
loadcases
can
be
run,
with
LIMIT
load
applied
to
one
fitting or
In addition to this W 1 loadcase, several LIMIT
That
way,
the
stresses
due
to
the
LIMIT
load are
else.
rig attachment and W i loads applied to everything
of
the
boat,
the
rig
pretension
and
so
on.
superimposed on the basic stresses due to the global bending
These two types of load case are explored in more detail below.

W! Equilibrium Load Case
the
Because all the W i loads on the boat are maximum "steady-state" loads, they should all balance out so that
direction.
Thus
thesideforce
on
the
sails
should
balance
the
model is in equilibrium, i.e. not accelerating in any
This
lift from the keel, the mast compression should balance the tension in the shrouds and the sheets, and so on
load case could therefore be 'called an equilibrium Ioadcase.

Restraints
Finite Element models need to be restrained in space even if all the forces acting on them are in equilibrium.

There is as yet no FEA code that allows a yacht model to be restrained by putting it into a virtual sea and letting
it sail along until it reaches a steady state; in any case such a model would take a long time to converge on a
stable solution. In essence, what is required is a mathematical way to represent the force of the water on the hull,
such that the buoyancy generated exactly balances the "weight" of the model, the drag exactly balances the
driving force from the rig, and the lift of the foils exactly balances the side-force.

One way to achieve this is to represent the water by a number of spring elements connected between the yacht
model and the ground. As the boat is pulled forward and sideways by the rig forces and downwards by its own
weight, the springs will stretch to react against the movement, and if'there are enough springs, the net effect will
be something like the distributed forces due to buoyancy and drag. Howeverthe springs also add stiffness to the
boat, so as the forestay and backstay tend to bend the hull, the springs will resist that bending and give the
impression that the boat is.stiffer than she really is. Tomininhise this effect the springs must be made very "soft",
but the movement of the model in sink and pitch is then very large under the imposed forces.
A better way is to restrain the boat with just enough restraints to take out the six rigid-body degrees of freedom
(translation and rotation in each of the X, Y and Z directions). If only enough points on the model are restrained
to remove the six degrees of freedom, no stiffness will be added to the model. However, unless the applied
forces are perfectly balanced, there will be some non-zero reaction forces at these restraints which could lead to
unrealistic local stresses.
A successful solution to this problem is to restrain the model using the rigging (see Figure 5). It will be assumed
that the FE model consists of the hull and appendages, with the influence ofthe rig represented by forces applied
at the rigging attachments. Five of the six degrees of freedom can be eliminated by restraining:
The two Vi chainplates in the direction of the VI shrouds
e
The forestay chainplate in the direction of the forestay
The keel and rudder centres of lift in the direction of the lift vectors
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This leaves the boat unrestrained longitudinally. In reality the boat accelerates until its drag balances the net
diivingforce from the rig. The drag fórce when theboat is at full speed can usually be assumed to act evenlyon
the wetted surface of the boat. Since the keel top is approximately at the centre of the wetted surface fôr most
boats,, and the drag force is small compared to the other forces on the keel, restraining the keel top longitudinally
is a simple way to eliminate the remaining degree of freedom. The stiffliess of the keel structure means that the
small reaction force at this restramt causes only small additional stresses on the model

Figure 5: A statically determinate set of restraints for a yacht FEmodel

Once the sixdegrees of freedom.have been restrained, provided thatall:the fòrces on theboatare in equilibrium,
therewiIlbe little or no reaction forcesatthe restraints. Figure 6 shows the stresses on an FE modelrestrained in
this way.

Figure 6: Strains on a yacht FE model subjected to the Wi equilibrium loadcase, sailing
upwind on starboard tack. The strains on the foredeck are due to the global longitudinal
bending moment from the rig. The highest strains on the deck are due to transverse
compressive loads from the mast and chainplate bulkheads. The yacht is the Baltic 147,
designed by Reichel/Pugh and engineered by SP Technologies.

Water pressures
Restraining the model in this way allows the water forces to be applied to the model as pressures on the hull
surface. With the aid of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis, the pressure field can be calculated
accurately for a given speed and angle of heel and trim. However, while many yacht development budgets allow
for FE analysis, few can afford CFD.
Fortunately for the FE analyst, the pressure distribution on a yacht hull in fiat water is approximately hydrostatic;
the local variations due to dynamic pressure head make up a relatively small proportion of the net force. Thus
for the purposes of the FE model, the water can usually be represented by a hydrostatically varying pressure field.
The water plane must be inclined to a suitable angle of heel and trim to balance the assumed ng forces and at
sufficient sinkage so that the buoyancy balances the weight of the yacht.

Note that the water pressure distribution assumed can give a net force that balances the applied rig loads, but is
not locally an accurate representation of the water pressure. In particular, the yacht's own wave system will
reduce the pressure amidships and increase it towards the bow and stern, tending to increase the global bending
of the boat slightly. This should be taken ¡ato account by modifying the pressure field if it is likely to be a
significant effect compared to the global bending due to the rig (e.g. on a ketch or a schooner). Much more
serious for the hull shell itself are the slamming loads from external wave systems; these need to be analysed
separately and are beyond the scope of this paper.

lo

Limit load cases and restraints
In addition to the eqtülibnúm load case cisscribed above, to check the strength of:Iocal parts of the structure it
will usually be necessaiy to subject the model to a LIMIT load case This will almost by definition be a dynamic
i.e. non-equilibrium situation, so the systemoflòadsandrestraints used for the equilibrium load case will not be
applicable. However, St Venant 's principle181 states that, provided the model is restrained sufficiently remotely
from the area of interest, the method of restraint will have little effect on the local results. Thus it is usually
sufficient simply to "clamp" the model away from the area of application of load and ignore the stresses around
the restraints".
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PROOF TESTING

Demand for ever-higjier performancepushes designers towards using smaller safety fctors.and relying on testing
of the completed structure to check that the strength is adequate. Such testing allows weaknesses in the structure
to be detected under controlledconditions, with the minimum risk of consequential damage orinjury.
For â series production run Of aircraft, it is economically worthwhile' to test a prototype to destruction. For a one-

offyacht, this is generally not the case, so the structure must be tested to a "proof' load that gives reasonable
confidence in the structure's ability to support the anticipated loads, without damaging it during testing This
raises the question of what load to use for the proof test By defining the loads m terms of W!, W2, LIMIT and
ULTIMATE, the questión is more easily answered.

Clearly, to avoid damage to the structure, the prooftest load must certainly be less than the LIMIT load. To
guarantee that the structure can withstand loads in service,, it should betested tomorethan thehighest load it will
see, i e the W2 load Given that the factor between these two loads is generally small (of the order of 1 5) and
mtended to account for differences between analysis and reality it is prudent to err towards the lower end of the
range and proof test to W2.
There may be reasons why it is not possible toreach this load in a static proof test; for instance there may not be
a suitable way to react the load in a static test. it is also important to consider the safety implicatiOns of a
structural failure during, proof testing, particularly where long lengths of loaded rope mean that a sigríificant
amount of elastic strain energy is stored in the structurö.
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CONCLUSIONS
The concentrated loads exerted on yacht structures bythe rigging canbe defined preciselyin terms of the
steady-state component of the load (the W! value)and the max mum likely peak value of the load (the W2
value). This avoids the confusion caused by unclear terminology such as "maximum load" or"working
load".
Asystem ofsafety factors can be built into the loads used for structural analysis by the Simplified Limit
State Design approach, which is based on the methods used in the civil engineering andaerospace industries.
The resulting LIMIT load state ncorporates the safety factors required to ensure that inaccuracies in the
analysis method, geometric tolerances andother effects will not cause the structure to be damaged at the
highest load it is likely ever to see in use.
The ULTIMATE load state is moresevere than the LIMIT state by a factor that shouldensure that, even
considóring the statistical spread of load data, the likelihood of a catastrophic (i.e. life-threatening) failure is
acceptably low.
In conjunction with the load states defined in this system, the material properties for design must be based on
a statistical analysis of test data to ensure with reasonable confidence that the material in the structure is at
least asstrong as assumed for theanalysis. This is particularly important forcomposite materials due to the
variability inherent in the manufacturing process.
TheSimplified Limit State Design approachallows combined load cases to be deflned.for use in Finite
Element Analysis.
Restraining FE models of yachts without adding stiffness or causing spurious stresses is not straightforward.
A system of statically-determinate restraints at the rigging attachments has been proposed to avoid these
pitfalls.
The completed structureshould, wherever possible, be"proof tested" toa suitable load Usually this is the
W2 load.
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Abstract
This paper describes a research and development programme being undertaken in the School of Marine
Science & Technology at Newcastle University; which will explore the use of artfficial intelligence to
control a fr e_Surfacé antiroll tank in this paper the mathematical model of the system is described, and
the results of a series of computer simulations, experimental tests and prototype development work are
presented. The work is intended to enable the.design of a system able to fûnction to maximum effectiveness
at all times, despite changing loading and operating conditions and including the zero speed condition. The
outcome of this study will be an economical and innovative system that is capable óf greatly increasing the
safety and comfort of those onboard all types of motor vessels.

Introduction
The subject of roll stabilisation has been investigated for many years by Naval Architects. and designers.
The main reason for this continued interest is that for roll, unlike pitch or other degrees of freedòm, the
forces required to create a stabilising effect are relatively small, investigations into roll stabilisation date
back to thetime of William Froude (1 861) and the beginnings of the science of ship design. Froude carried
out investigations into liquid filled tanks as a means ofattenuating the roll motion of vessels. Over one.
hundred years later a notable study was undertaken by Van den Bosch and Vugts (1966). Their work
involved thorough investigations into the non-linear phenomena found in oscillating free-surface tanks.
These investigations were of an experimental nature due to the unavailability of an accurate numerical
model of the complex motion of the liquid inside a tank and the corresponding effects on ship motions.
Their results provided a guide to the dimensioning and locatiOn of free-surface tanks.

Research into roll stabilisation has continued up to the present day. Several recent studies, aided by the
availability of more powerful computational resources have focussed on improved modelling of the motion
of water inside tank stabilisera in order to increase the understanding of the constituent processes affecting
the motions of a vessel Research of note includes that by, Armenio (1996), van Daalen et al (2001), Kim
(2002) and Souto (2002) This modelling still remams a complex task due to the highly non-linear nature of
the oscillatmg water motion The mechanism by which the flowmg water can affect a vessel motion is a
combination of various wave phenomena, as shown in Figure 1. Firstly, and most importantly, the variation
in water mass from one side of the tank to the other can create an additional moment about the roll-centre
the phase difference between the motion of the water and the ship roll' determining whether the effect is to
increase or reduce the roll amplitude Secondly the turbulent flow of water within the tank can be used to
reduce roll by removing kinetic energy from the ship's motion. This is achieved by the formations of
hydraulic jumps and turbulence. The creation of hydraulic jwnps, or wave bores, within the tank at certain
depths and roll frequencies can also result in a considerable impulse when the bore hits the tank wall. This,
coupled with the mass of water moving harmonically across the tank can have a significant effect on the
ship motiOn.
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Figure 1: Waves types fOund in free surface tanks

There are a great number of roll stabilisation devices available for use on vessels today. Many of these were
initially developed for use on large ships but are increasingly being installed on smaller vessels where the

subsequent benefit to the vessel's motions is often more apparent. This is due to the relatively high
transverse stability, and short natural roll periods of smaller vessels, (Martin, 1994). The prevalence of
shorter waves also means that smaller vessels are more likely to encounter resonant wave conditions and
thus violent rolling.
For a roll damping system on a motor vessel to be effective it must be able to satisfy a number of criteria.
The following are some oftheseconsiderations:
Effective even at lowor zero speeds
Efficient for many loadingand weather conditions
Inexpensive to install and maintain
Trouble-free in normal use

The first thctôr'above is particularly important for vessels that are stationary for long periods of time, such
as fishing vessels, research vessels, and some recreational craft. For such craft some existing methods of
roll stabilisation are not appropnate Devices such as fin stabilisers, and to some extent bilge keels, have

degraded performance when a vessel's speed is reduced. They still provide hùll dampiñg but nôt the
dynamic lift which is the primary source of their effectiveness. For these craft' the natural choice for a
versatile and economical roll damping system is an anti-roll tank as these can satisfy all of the above
criteria, including therequirement for effectiveness at zero speed.
It is surprising that such systems are not more frequently installed on production hulls intended: for a market
of some size, such as recreational craft,, where 'the cost of tank design and model tests could be spread over
many vessels. On fishing vessels the need for an effective roll stabilisation system is widely recognised as
the crew are involved in some of the most gruelling work performed regularly at sea. The benefits of a
stabilisation device are clearz an increase in safety, higher individual productivity, and extended operational
windows for the vessel. An additional and unexpected economic benefit for a stabiised ship is the ability to

shut the propulsion plant down and drift (when unable to work in severe weather), this providing
considerable savings in fuel, (Martin, 1994) A recent review of developments in roll stabilisation of fishing
vessels was given 'by Helmore (200 1) In addition several studies have looked at the effect of water on the
deck of small vessels, a problem which is 'similar in nature to free surface stabilisation tanks, including
Spanos (2001) who modelled the water on deck as a point mass moving on a range of setpaths.
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Description of roll tanks, active and passive
The anti-roll tank is by its nature a simple device that takes advantage of the natural phenomenon of
oscillating water Waves; There are essentially two main types of anti-roll tank: the Free-Surface tank and
the U-Tube. A hybrid of these two types of tank also exists known as a partitioned or baffled tank. A
further distinction between anti-roll tanks is given by the degree of control over the motion of the water in
the tank, which can be either active or passive. In an active tank energy is transferred to the water, this
usually bemg via an immersed impeller or by air pressure acting on the water surface In both these
methods an additional force is applied to the water in order to move it in the desired direction. In a passive
tank no additional force is applied and the motion of the water m the tank is entirely due to gravity and the
accelerations produced by themotion ofthevessel. This is not to say there can be no control over the water
motion in a passive tank, as some control can beachieved via baffles or the geometry of the tank structure.
(For example van den Bosch investigated the use of a partially raised or curved bottom to the tank.) The
system being developed in this study, and reported on in this paper, is intended to be a controlled passive
system.

The U-tube tank consists of two water filled vertical tanks connected by anarrow water conduit at the base
and an optional air conduit at the top. Normally the tank structure is fitted around the inside of a vessel's
hull below the main deck. Passive control of the water flow is provided by valves or baffles in the two
conduits The angle of the water m the tank (p) is based on the difference in the height levels in the two
columns and the oscillating frequency is defined by the period of oscillation of the two columns; Since the
water in the U-tube is constrained and the motion of the water can effectively be defined by a point mass
moving on a set path, there exists a well-developed theory to describe its dynamic behaviour.

Free surface anti roll tanks are essentially a large rectangular box partially filled with sea water. They
normally span most of the beam of the vessel, and are usually located on' or above the main deck. On
fishing vessels they are found either under the wheel house or forward of the main working deck. Passive
anti-roll tanks are very effective m certain conditions and can be designed, and subsequently tuned by
varying the water depth, to reduce a vessel's roll motion dramatically. Bosch (1966) gives a full account of
passive free-surface tank design. However this type of tank is limited to reducing the roll motion at and
around theresonant roll period. Problems arise when the vessel is 'operating in changing sea conditions, and
possibly changing operational and loading, conditions.

In this study a U-tube configuration was discounted due to the large amount of space required to fit the
necessary tanks and conduits' in a new vessel, and the near impossibility (at least economically)' of retro
fitting this type of tank as the structure is located the inside the hull, where undoubtedly compartments or
cargo spaces will already be located. The free-surface and partitioned tanks on the other hand are located
on the main deck and can easily be accommodated within most vessels' general arrangement with little
difficulty.

The ideal water motion in a passive free-surface tank is shown in Figure 2, with the motion of water
leading the roll motion by 900, and therefore being in phase with the roll angular velocity. For a passive
free-surfhce tank this is not always the'case and the maximum stabilising moment may have a different, and
less satisfactory, phase relationship with the roll motion. The advantage of the system under development is
that via the artificially intelligent controller the tank can be constantly 'retuned' to the current condition,
thus giving a system that can work in wide range of conditions. Through the use of continually changing
valve settings it is intended that the phase ofthe stabilising moment can be controlled' so as to be as near to
the ideal situation over a greater range than has previously been possible.

Although this research is focussing on free-surface tanks in theory the concept is equally applicable to the
geometry and flow characteristics of U-Tube type tanks.
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Figure 2: Desired motion of water in relation to rolling motion of the vessel

Research Programme
The work presented in this paper is part of a two year'study to develop a new type of anti-roll system, the
prototype Of which will be installed on a working fishing vessel, the Forever Grateful. fle details outlined
here represent theprogress to date.

Simulation Studies
In order to develop the intèlligent controller a computer based simulator of the wave-ship-tank system has
been produced. In this computer model,. the different control strategies can be applied to the simulated
representation ofthe system to ascertain their effectiveness prior to any installation on a vessel.

The simulation studies are being carried out using the Matlab-Simulink software platform which has a
useful range of inbuilt control strategies. It is intended that the controller be extensively verified using
simülations so as to ensure the safety of the system prior to installation on the vessel. Simulations also
reduce the cost of the development work as many alternatives can be explored prior to any construction
work and vessel alterations. Figure 3 shows a representation of the system. It can be thought of as four
separate sub-systems with interdependencies. Namely the wave forces, vessel motions, tank status, and
control algorithm.

Figure 3: Schematic of the simulation programme showing the four sub-systems and their
interdependencies
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Wave' Forces

The waves currently modelled in the simulation are assumed to be regular sine waves. As the simulation is
developed irregular waves will be mcorporated to give a more realistic model of the waves encountered by
the ship. For all of the degrees of freedom considered, the wave forces and moments are assumed to be
based on the timedependant, sinusoidal variation ofa maximum force ormoment in the. form:

F, = F,0Cos(o1 + y,)

kNor'kNm

(1)

where F,.,,0 is the amplitude of the force or moment and is the corresponding phase relationship for each
degree of freedom. For roll this moment.amplitude is defined as:

M40 = ¿GZga0

(2)

kNm

where A is the ship displacement,. GZ is the rightinglever,. is' the wave slope amplitude and g is the
acceleration due to gravity 'The variation of waveslope with time for regular sinusoidal waves can be
expressed as:

Cos(oi)

(3)

radians

=
where Hw is the peak to peak wave heightand Lw is the, wavelength and w is the wave encounter frequency.
It is assumed that the wave length is' long compared to the beam. of the ship. The instantaneous wave
induced roll moment is therefore given by:

M4 = tGZga0Cos(wt + y)

(4)

Vessel Motions
The motionof the vessel is defined by the following secondorder equation:

J

±B

=F, +M,

(5)

where, .J is the inertiá term which incorporates the added mass of the. entrained water. B, is the damping

term. In the case ofroll this is defined by the non-linear expression:

B = B1

(6)

± B2 k4411x44

C is the restoration term. In the case of roll this nonlinear term is the product of the righting lever GZ and
the vessel's displacement in Newtons The GZ curve is defined in the simulation as a look up table of
known values, which can be interpolated The GZ curves have been calculated for the test fishing vessel
the' Forever Grateful, in a previous hydrostatic analysis. This was done for 20 loading conditions that
represent the workmg cycle of the fishmg vessel, startmg from departure from port, steammg arriving at
the grounds, trawlmg, steammg to port, and amvmg at port The permutations involve different amounts of
fish onboard and take nto account differing length trips andthe effect of icing.
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Tank Status

Accurate simulation of the water moving in the tank is a challenging problem, and could only be precisely
achieved by the useof CFD(cOmputational fluid dynamics) methods which included the complex sloshing
phenomena The resources required to develop such a programme are beyond the scope of this project, and

since the desired outcome is a working system, and not an improvement of the sloshing simulation
algorithms, a simplified representation ofthetank water behaviour has been used.

The model of the water motion consists of four sub-models which simulate the interaction between the
volwne of water on each side of the tank, the air pressure above 'the water, the water surface angle and the
distribution of water mass.

The watervoluine sub-model calculates the vulume of water:on each side of the tank by integrating the rate
at which water is flowing through the holes in the partition. To simplii' the calculation of finding the flowrate through irregular shaped holes, each hOle in the partition is divided into vertical segments of height
(Y2 - Y1) and the' flòw though each segment calculated separately. In the section of the segment which 'is
submerged the flow-rate from the high water side (h) tothe low'water side (1) will be:

Qsub = W..Jg'Hh -

(7)

)(Y2 - Y1)

where, Y2 and Y,1 are the top and bottom of the submerged section. W is the equivalent width of the
segment, calculated so that the rectangular area (W. (Y2 - Y1)) is the same as the segment area; The
equivalent gravity term (g') along the central partition is defined as

g'=gCos(6)GOÒ2

(8)

where GO is the distance from the ship centre ofgravity to the base of the tank.

In the section of the 'segment which has water on only one side the flow from the high to low water levels
will be

Qfree

=w1_

jL;J[(2gHh

2g'Y2)

- (2g'H

2glYi)%]

(9)

The free andsubmerged flows through each segment of each hole are then added to give the total flow rate
through the partition

The discharge coefficients are based on data from Brater & King (Rawson & Tupper l994) For free
dischargeover a weir, with dimensions as shown in Figure 4, the discharge coefficient is:

Cd = 0.6 + 196.6(fr)2

95e,) 10

Ï000D

If'the top'oftheorifice is submerged, the' discharge coefficient 'is modifledto
0.385

Cd=

i_l&I

Cd
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Figure 4: Dimensions relating to discharge coefficients of Weir Flow

The model for the water slosh approximates the surface angle of the water on each side of the tank, based
on the assumption that the surface remains relatively flat during oscillation. Experiments on the model ship
showed that the assumption was valid for cases where the water depth was no less than a quarter of the
width (b) on each side of the partition For the geometry of the tank used on the test fishmg vessel this
translates to about one third of the height of the tank Therefore if the tank is operated half-fill, the water
surface should remain comparatively flat, although this is still a Siniplif'ing assumption.

The calculation of the surface angle formed as a fluid is accelerated is based on the assumption that the
acceleration is constant. However, when the ship is rolling about its centre of gravity (G), the water in the
tank will experience constantly changing radial and tangential accelerations. The dynamic surface angle
wastherefore calculated by flñding'the steady-state angle for the current acceleration, and then passing'this.
through a first-order lag transfer fuflction. For water of depth (Hw) in a tank situated a vertical distance
(GO)' above the centre of gravity, thesteady-state surface angle (I3) is approximately:

Tan(fi8)

(GO+Hw)ögSin(9)

(12)

= (Go Hw)t2 - gCos(0)

where O is the roll angle. The dynamic surface angle (13') is' then fOund from
(13)

where () is the damping coefficient and (we) is the natural frequency of oscillation of the tank, found from
the formula:

(ü

=Tanh(7th1M'J

(14)

A model of the simplified water distribution is' used to find the volumetric distributiOn of water on each
side of the partition, from which the corresponding moments arecalculated For a rectangular tank there are
four possible modes in. which the water can be dispersed depending on' the surface angle (4), the tank height
(H1) and the width on each side of the partition (b), as illustrated in Figure 5.

'Figure 5: Water distribution in tanic and corresponding.modes
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The modes aredefined by. where the water surface touches the tank, summarised as

Wall-Wall
Floor-Wall
Roof-Wall
Floor-Roof

Mode 1:
Mode 2:
Mode 3:

Mode4:

and are found from the logic státemerfls
W

HT >bITan(

AND

V, >Hbfb2JTan(q

Then

Mode=3

HT > bJTan(

AND

V <f b2ITan(

Then

Mod=2

Else

Modenl

Then

Mode=3

Then

Mode2

Else

Mode=4

HT > blTan(qS

IF

H

bTan(çb(

AND

V >

H

bJTan(çb

AND

V,

Hb

H
2Tan(q

<2lTan

HT bITan

Once the water mode has been identified the centre of mass of the water on each side of the tank is easily

found, measured vertically from the deck (Y) and horizontally from the central partition (X). The
stabilising momentexerted by the water on the ship iscalculatedby assuming thatthe wateron each side is
equivalent to a mass (M) located at the centre of gravity of the water mass. Taking into account the.
acceleration which would be experienced by this equivalent mass, the horizontal (Fx) and vertical forces
(F) acting on the mass are:

F

-

MR[Cos(a) O2SIn(a)]_ MgSin(0)

(15)

= MgCos(9)_MR[Sin(a)+ Ò2Cos(ct)]

(16)

=

where,

+ (YCG ± GO)2

R=

I'

Tana)

X
CG +GO

M = F XCG - F (YCG ± Go)
Control Algorithms

As with any innovative engineering system there is always the possibility that during the design
development what was initially thought possible proves to be unattainable. Taking this possibility in to
account, tWo different control strategies are being considered, utilising different aspects 'of the partitioned
tank behaviour. The first method will incorporate proportional valve control, using artificial intelligence
imbedded in programmable computer chips. This strategy will require the controller to learn the optimum
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settings of the valves for given conditions during an initial training period. These settings can then be
recalled by the controller to improve the roll performance of the vessel by altering the natural period of the
tank and the phase relationship of the roll motion and stabilising moment. The learning of the valve settings

involves the use of Fuzzy Logic and or Artificial Neural Networks to store the settings in a relational
database. This more easily attainable method should result in a viable and effective system. The second
more ambitious method is to use On-Off or Bang-Bang valve control, with the focus being on the flow of
the water and thus the anti-roll moment over each half cycle. This involves using fuzzy neural networks to

acquire the flow characteristics of the system. Once this has been achieved the valves can then be
controlled to optimise the relationship between the velocity of the water flow and the roll angle, in order to
maximise the stabilising effect.

Fuzzy systems have been used to control many applications that involve nonlinear uncertainties. These
uncertainties are often the due to the unpredictability of the environment, in our case the irregularity of the
waves encountered by the vessel and the induced motions. Fuzzy systems are ideally suited to controlling
nonlinear systems, as like humans they involve the use of qualitative (fuzzy) reasoning or logic to make
decisions in order to reach certain objectives. The conversion of qualitative data into quantitative fuzzy data
allows the uncertainties of the system to then be logically manipulated, and through defuzzification output
data can be obtained about the system. The concept behind this method of control is to reproduce some
processes of abstract logical thinking, or in other words to make the algorithm 'think' as a human does.

Mechatronic Analysis
The preliminary design of the valve mechanism is based on an array of four inter-connected butterfly
valves, to be actuated in tandem and with operating angles between O and 90 degrees. The complete system
will involve a frame, four pivoted flaps, four pivot bars to be directly attached to the flaps, a connecting bar
and an actuator, either linear (as shown) or rotary. For a linear actuator the opening angle of the flap will

depend on the positioning of the actuator and the angle at which the flap is connected to the pivot bar.
Housing the valves within a single frame is intended to ease installation and improve the flexibility of the
system. A single frame (with four valves) can be installed by cutting a rectangular hole in the tank partition
and bolting or welding the frame into it. Depending on the size of the tank, additional frames can then be
added as required. An initial representation of the valve system is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Initial valve and actuation arrangement

Actuator Analysis

The construction of the prototype valve mechanism is intended to clariQ,' the selection of the type of
actuator to be used - whether pneumatic, hydraulic or electrical. The primary issues concerned with the
selection of the actuator are the availability of a suitable power source on-board ship, operational
efficiency, reliability over extended periods of use, maintenance requirements, ease of sealing against
seawater ingress and the power/torque capability.
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The calculation of the torque and power required to rotate the flaps through the water is based on
elementary dynamic analysis. The torque (T) to rotate a body with angular inertia (I) at an angular
acceleration (9 ) is

T=Iö-

(19)

and the instantaneous power (P) is

P TO =199

(20)

where (0) is the current angular vetocity.
By taking into account the geometry of the flaps and actuator; the mass moment of inertia of the flaps and
an approximation of the added mass of the disturbed waterthe power requirements for the actuator can be
found. A profile oftheangle, velocity and acceleration of the idealised valve motion is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Idealised valve motion profile
Model testS

A number of model tests have been undertaken during this project. To date initial tests have been carried
out to investigate the behaviour of a passive anti-roll tank mountedon a simple box-barge The results of
these tests have been used to validate the initial simúlations studies prior to the implementation of any
control algorithms. In collaboration with Johnson & Smart Projects Ltd (Aberdeen) a series of model
fishing vessels have been constructed to further validate the simulation programme and to gain a fuller
understanding of the motions of the vessel on which the prototype system is to be installód on.
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Results
Physical models
A replica of the passive stability tank installed on the Fishing Vessel Forever Grateful has been constructed,

with a range of sensors installed inside the model tank to measure the various physical parameters,
including height of tank water, air pressure, water flow velocity and differential water pressure. The model
stability tank was mounted on a box barge of the same beam. A range of experimental runs were carried out
in regular waves, for different water depths, and baffle and air vent configurations. Figures 8 and 9 show
the experimental setup of the test barge and the model anti-roll tank.

Figure 9: Model Anti-Roll Tank
during forced roll motion

Figure 8: Anti-Roll Tank experiment
in regular beam waves, wave height 4 cm

The results presented in Figures II, 12, 13 and 14 are for different water levels in the tank. Each figure has
six plots: tank empty, but with an equivalent solid mass on the deck; a free surface tank with no baffle

(Baffle O); and four alternative baffle designs (Baffle

i

to 4). Figure lO shows the various baffle

configurations used in the experiments. Note that Baffle 3 has no openings, and is a solid subdivision of the
tank.

As can be seen in the Figures the effect of the stability tank is dramatic even without any active control.
The results show that for all lower filling a purely free-surface tank (Baffle O) gives the best response near
the vessel's natural period. With 8 and 10 litres of water though, the purely free-surface tank shows a
characteristic double peak phenomena above and below the vessel's natural period. This is an increase in
the roll amplitude due to the violent sloshing at the resonant periods of the tank.

I

2

3

Figure 10: Baffle designs used in model stability tank experiments
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Figure 11: Experimental results for 4 litres of water in tank & 4 kg solid mass on deck
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Figure 12: Experimental results for 6 litres of water in tank & 6 kg solid mass on deck
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Figure 13: Experimental results for 6 litres of water in tank & 6 kg solid mass on deck
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Figure 14: Experimental results for 10 litres of water in tank & 10 kg solid mass on deck
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Application of intelligent controller to simulation programme
The intelligent control strategies are still under development via the simulation studies. Through these
studies the logic of the control algorithm can be developed, however it will not be possible to simply
transfer the controller developed through simulation to the actual vessel This is because the artificially
intelligent control algorithms have to 'learn' the behaviour of the actual vessel and tank, so a training
process has to take place, in situ, for every tank and corresponding vessel. This stage could only be avoided
if accurate motion data for the vessel and tank were available to train the controller prior to installation.
During the training period an extensive relational. database of valve settings for a wide range of conditions
is created and stored by the controller.

Design Development
Vessel Monitoring

To ensure thorough validatión of the final system än extensive progrhm of vessel monitoring is being
undertaken; Over the period of approximately one year detailed vessel and wave motions are being logged.
These measurements are being taken for ten minutes every hour to ensure that the full range of operational
and environmental conditions are recorded. This monitoring is intially of the vessel with a purelypassive
free-surface tank installed, and will include periods without the existing tank in operation. The monitoring
system incorporatesan MRU (Motion Reference Unit) motion sensor and a microwave wave sensor. These
electronic monitoring devices are being used in collaboration with a Microsoft Access and paper based log
that is completed by thecrew at regular intervals. Figurç 15 shows the Access format of the log.

Implementation of prototypeon a working vessél
The completed prototype system will be installed on the fishing vessel the ForeverGrateful. The vessel is a
56m Sterñ Trawler operating from the port of Fraserburgh, and shown in Figure 16. The vessel's main
particulars are shown in the Table I, and the vessels geographical operational constraints are shown in
Figure 17. h the photograph (Figure 16) the top of the existing stabilisation tank can be seen just aft of the
foreward mast. Prior to the vessel being released for general operations it must undergo aperiod of trials to
enable the intelligent controller to be trained. As previously mentioned the optimum valve settings will be
stored in the control circuitry. These will then be implemented during the system's operation. The vessel

will continue to be monitored up to the completion of the study to ensure the system has achieved a
substantial improvement. This monitoring will also point to any areas of improvement for future
installations.

Fail Safe Considerations.
The presence of an anti-roll tank of the type proposed in thisstudy means there is an additional free-surface
acting to reduce the effective metacenttic height of the vessel. When the system is operating under normal

conditions this additional free-surface would not pose a threat to the stability of the vessel and indeed
should be acting to reduce the roll response. However, in the case of a complete power black out on the
vessel the free-surface tank may act in a way that worsens the motions of the vessel. Under these
circumstances it must be possible to remove the free-surface and thus increase the vessel's stability.
Although this may produce more severe accelerations the vessel will be man inherently safer condition.

For the above reasons it is essential that the system be rendered inoperable in the event of power loss. This
can be achieved in a number of ways. Firstly closing the central valves within the tank, and thus reducing
the area of the free-surface by half, will have the effect of quartering the free-surface effect on the vessel's
stability. This could be achieved by having a spring mechanism on the valves which would automatically
closethem in the event of power loss. Secondly, andmore importantly, the watçr should only be held in the
tank if power is present, i.e. water dumping valves on the tank should be held closed underpower, and open
automatically due to the weight of water if power is lost. With the tank drained the detrimental free surface
is removed entirely. Once power has been restored the tank could be refilled and normal operation restored.
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Figure 16: Fishing vessel Forever Grateful
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55.950 m

Length Overall
Length.B.P.
Breadth Mid.

47.400 m
11.500 m

Depth M1d (Main Dck)
Depth Mld (Shelter Dk)
Keel Depth
Displacement at deepest.draft
GM at this condition

6.000
8.400

m

0830

m

m

3138.972 t
0.736 m

Table 1: Principle particulars of fishing vessel Forever Grateful.
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Figure 17: Operational boundaries of the Forever Grateful

Conclusions
The proposed anti-roll tank system, controlled by artificial intelligence, is intended to be operated with
minimal human intervention. However, in orderthat the device is not ireated as a black box that the crew
neither Irust or use, a visual computer interf'ace is being developed that will provide stability information to
the master ofthe-vesseki?his will display the tank's current mode'ofoperation and relevant information
such as depth of water. It will also indicate estimates of the vessels effective metacentric height, and the
impact of the system on the vessels motion.

In this study the initial findings of:a to year research and development, programme have been presented.
In relation to alternative stabiliser designs the approach adopted shows significant merit. The intended
ability of the system to adapt to any anti-roll tank geometry provides a solution to the problem of retro
flttmg effective stability tanks to existing vessels It will also allow the performance of existing stability
tank installations tobe improved with the addition of this system.

The ability of:the proposed tank system to account for changing loading and operational conditions by
constantly re-tuning the tank's configuration overcomes the shortcomings of existing free surface tanks,
with their operational effectiveness confined to a relatively small operational range. it is hoped that this
enhanced anti-roll device willbe widely adopted firstly on fishing vessels, but in due course across a wide
range of vessels, including recreational craft.
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"On the balance of large sailing yachts"
by:

A. Keuning'
J. Vermeule&
AbstracL
The size of the sailing yachts now a day's is strongly increasing. The "scaled" draft of these large
yachts, desirable for a good performance under heel and leeway, becomes more and more prohibitive
for sailing in favored sailing areas, for entering harbors and mooring places of interest This leads to
owner stipulated draft restrictions for most of these larger yachts, resulting in a low span and so less
efficient and less prominent keels and rudders. Also the "total" sail area tends to be distributed ofmore
and smallersails hoisted at more various rig layouts. In addition the classic designs are becoming more
and more popular for the large cruising yachts, with their very different appendage and rig layouts.
As a result of all this the prediction of the "balance", i.e. the equilibrium in the yaw motion, under
various sailiuig conditions becomes more and more a challenge in the early design stages. Knowing

how much rudder has to be applied under given conditions to keep the yacht on a desired course
without loosing too much on the performance is an essential design issue. In addition it is a safety
aspect to know "how much rudder (yaw moment) is still available for maneuvering" under those
conditions.
The present paper describes the results of a study carried out to improve the frequently used prediction
method for the longitudinal position of the Center of Lateral Resistance (CLR) of a sailing yacht hull.
Use is being made from the extensive database of the DeIft Systematic Yacht Hull Series (DSYHS)
containing this kind of measurements undervarious conditions with respect to speed, beeliñg angle and
leeway. This data has been used to formulate additional procedures and formulations for the existing

method as presented by J.Gerritsma (1971) and K.Nomoto (1979) respectively. The outcome of the
modified procedure iscompared with theexperimental results óbtained both within the DSYHS and the
Delft Systematic Keel Series (DSKS). In the DSYHS one keel and rudder have been tested under a
variety of hulls and in the DSKS a variety of keels have been tested under one particular hull.
By matching these hydrodynamic data with the wind tunnel results on the position of the Center of
Effort (CoE) of the sails and it change due to heeling angle a better analysis of the 'balánce of the yacht
can be made.
In the present paper the resultsof this study' and the analysis of the results will be presented.

i - Introduction
One of the challenges the designer has to deal with in the design process of a sailing
yacht is fmding the best longitudinal position of the sail plan with respect to the under
water body of the ship. The problem is introduced by the fact that from "simple"
calculations neither the exact position of the Center of Lateral Resistance (CLR.) of
the forces on the under water body nor the longitudinal position of the Center of
Effort (C0E.) of the aerodynamic forces on the sails is known. The problem is even

further aggravated by the fact that both the CLR and the CoE may change

considerable under the influence of variations in the forward speed, the heeling angle,
the angle of incidence of the sails and the leeway angle of the hull.
In particular the heeling angle has a considerable influence on the yaw equilibrium of

the yacht. From the well known picture of the physics and forces involved, as
depicted in Figure 1, it is clear that the working lines of the driving force on the sails
and the resistance force on the hull move away from each other when the yacht is
I Shiphydromechanics Department Delft University of Technology

i

Figure 1. Defmition of forces

heeled over and rotates along a longitudinal and horizontal axis. Through thi a
considerable yaw moment is introduced. In addition also the CLR and the CoE change

due to the asymmetry introduced by the heeling angle in general bringing a further
increase of the yawing moment. The yaw equilibrium may now only be "restored" by
either changing the sail settings (and so most likely infroducing loss of propulsive
power) or by a controlled (and limited) application of a rudder angle. In the case of
"simple" rigs and efficient underwater shapes this generally does not introduce
overwhelming problems and yawing equilibrium may be achieved with limited sail
and rudder adjustments. With the recent increase of yacht size,, the desire for limited

draft and the complexity of rig layouts both these yawing moments and the
possibilities to counteract with the rudder become more and more limited. This calls
for an early assessment of the possible yaw (in)-balance of the sailing yacht under

consideration in view of the desired performance (speed) as well as the safety
(maneuverability).

Up till now a more or less "exact" determination oì the CLR and the CÒE cän
probably best be obtained with the aid of towing tank tests with the hull and wind
tunnel tests on the rig. These can be carried out in a large number of different
conditions and the resulting, driving- and side-forces and the associated yawing and
heeling-moments determined By equating these forces and moments generated by the
hull and the sails the final equilibrium situation may be obtained and evaluated for
thir applicability. These tests however will probably only be carried out in a later
stage of the design process. An extensive change in appendage design and appendage
layout is often carried out during these tests in order to optimize the final design. In

particular wind tunnel tests may be necessary for those conditions in which large
separation of the airflow over the sails will occur (i.e. broad reaching and running)
In other cOnditions a more theoretical solution may become available through the
extensive use of Navier-Stokes solvers, which may yield sufficiently reliable results
now or in the foreseeable future. The use of these Navier-Stokes solvers is made
necessary by the inevitable and relative important contribution of the viscous effects
involved in both the CLR and the CoE. This approach however is certainly at present
not particulwly fasiblefrItheearheristagesof thesailmg yachtdesigzr process, in

which a relatively large number of design variations have to be considered in a
relatively short time. Probably an experimental validation of the results obtained from
these calculations will be necessary or asked for,
Both methods are generally time consumptive and expensive. So for most designs of
competitive or performance orientated sailboats frequent use is being made of simpler
and more easy to use assessment methods for both the CLR andthe CoE.

In using these methods, for instance,, the CoE of the complete sailpian may be
approximated by calculating the geometric center of a standardized set of simplified
sails. For instance often only the 100% fore triangle is used.
For assessing the CLR different methods' are used. By far the simplest one is taking
the geometric center of the underwater profile of the boat. This will certainly not
coincide with the actual one. A more sophisticated method is the one introduced by
prof. J.Gerritsma in 1971 best known as the Extended Keel Method, in which the foils
are isolated and calculated using general wing theory and the contribution of the hull
is accounted for by extending the keel to the undisturbed waterline. This yields very
good' results for the calculation of the sideforce versus leeway relationship, but the
CLR is less well predicted, in general it tends to be too far aft. This was attributed to a
not proper representation of the yaw moment generated by the hull. So to improve on
this calculation of the CLR prof. K.Nomoto introduced in 1979 an improvement on
Gerritsma method in which he separated the forces on the foils (keel and rudder) and
the sideforce and yaw moment of the hull. This showed a significant improvement on
the calculation of CLR when compared with measured data. For non standard hull
forms and appendage layouts however still a relevant discrepancy between measured
and calculated CLR was found. In particular for deeper hulls and shallow drafts the
discrepancy still existed.
The first challenge therefore lies in a more correct prediction of the CLR or the yaw

moment of an arbitrary sailing yacht with arbitrary hull geometry and arbitrary
appendage shape and layout in the upright position as function of leeway 'angle and
forward 'speed.

So the present study is aimed at formulating a still empirical and easy to use
assessment tool of the CLR or yaw moment but for a larger variety of underwater hull

and appendage shapes as an extension Of or an addition to the already existing
methods.
In the present paper a short summary of a few of the fore mentioned methods is given
in combination with some of the results obtained. Then a refmement of this method

using the results of the DSYHS is presented. The results here of will be compared
with the measured data of some of the models tested in the DSKS.

2 Calculation methods.
In 1971 Prof J. Gerritsma presented a method to asses the hydrodynamic efficiency of
sailing yacht hulls usingthe formulations used for lift and lift curve slope arising from
This method is generally referred to as the Extended Keel Method (EKM). In wing
theory as presented among others by Whicker and Fehler in 1958, Reference [4]. this
method he considered the primary lift generating devices of a sailing yacht to be the
keel and the rudder. If these were of a large enough aspect ratio then he proposed to
calculate the hydrodynamic effectiveness of the sailing yacht, i.e the lift generated
per degree leeway, using this wing theory concept. To take into account the end plate
effect of the hull on the hydrodynamic performance of the fins the actual planform of
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the keel and the rudder is mirrored with respect to the endplate :to obtain an Effective
Aspect Ratio (ARe) in the lift curve slope formulations. To take into account the side
force production of the hull itself Gerritsma suggested to mirror the foils (keel and
rudder) with respect to the waterplane at rest and to take the effective aspect ratio of
this new "double" fin into the fonnulations for the determination of the. lift curve
slope and the (induced) resistance coefficients. In the actual lift the area of the foils
used irr the lift calculations is taken to the waterplane also. By doing so the part of the
fin area extendèd "inside" the hull was considered to take account for the side force
production of the hull. In order to be able to account for the dównwash (sidewash)
effect of the keel on the rudder a correction on the effective angle of attack of the
rudder with 60% of the leeway angle was suggested by Gerritsma. This correction
coefficient was obtained from tests with yacht hulls having a "normal" separation
(distance) between the keel and the rudder as used in the DSYHS. An additional
reduction for: the ruddér lift was proposed, due to the wake of the keel, by using only
90% of thefree stream velocity on the rudder.

The outline of this procedure and the definition of the quantities used in the
formulations are specified in Figure 2. The lift curve slope of the two foils is
determined using :
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Figure 2. Defmitions in the Extended Keel Method
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Cl = ift coefficient
a = angle of attack
A = sweep back angle of quarter chord line
ae = effective aspect ratio offoil

The yaw moment is obtained by combining the moments produced by keel and rudder

taking as moment arm the distance between the midship section and the center of
effort on both foils situated on the quarter chord line at 43% of the total draft. A full
description of the method is presented in Reference [1].

In general this method yields very good results for the side force production of sailing
yachts with a variety of under water body shapes and appendages The CLR however
is generally predicted too fär aft even with the 60% reduction applied on the rudder
force.
K.Nomoto e.a. (1979) considered this difference in the calculated versus the measured
CLR to be primarily caused by the fact that the side force produced by the underwater
body of the hull was not properly taken into account. He therefore proposed to add to

J.Gerritsma's method the 'hydrodynamic forces acting on the fore body of the
underwater hull. These forces and moment were calculated using the so-called
"slender body" theory. In the literature this potential contribution to the side force
and yaw moment is known as the Munk Moment. This Munk Moment arises from the
fact that in an ideal (nonviscous) fluid an elongated 3 dimensional body at an angle of

attack experiences a pure couple, which tends to increase its angle of attack. This
couple is composed of two equal but opposite in direction forces acting over the bow
half and the stem half of the ship. This implies that in an ideal fluid there is no
resulting force but a significant moment. This situation is depicted in Figure 3.

4'4

Figure 3. Force distribution on slender body in oblique flow

This physical explanation of this Munk moment is based on the assumption of an
ideal, potential flow calculation and thus with an inviscous fluid. In a real and thus
viscous fluid, vortices and a certain amount of flow separation will occur downstream

along the body, which will result in a reduction of the pressure on the aft body as
depicted in Figure 3.
In the slender body theory, which is used by Nomoto to calculate the Munk moment,
the basic assumption is that of the "dynamic displacement" effect. Static displacement
produces buoyancy and dynamic displacement induces a change of momentum of the
(incoming) fluid, which in turn leads to a force on the body under consideration. The
same idea is used by Wagner to calculate the hydrodynamic forces (lift) on surfaces
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penetrating the free surface such as the hydrodynamic lift on planing surfaces and to
calculate the lift on very low aspect wings.
Consider now a slender body, i.e. a body of which the beam and draft are many times
smaller than it's length, moving in a oblique flow. This makes it possible to simplify
the physics to observing a 2-D flow in each cross section of the body. Considering the
hydrodynamics involved it can now be stated that the lateral momentum of the fluid in
a plane perpendicular to the body axis is equal to,: vA'(x) in which y is the velocity
perpendicular to the. body axis and A(x) is the added mass of the cross sectiOn at

length x of the body. The rate of change of the lateral momént of the fluid then
becomes:

uvf A(x)

.

This is depicted' in Figure 4

2-D plane
Alpha

V= velocity of body
Particle of fluid at
perimeter of body
in 2-Dplane

Figure 4. Slender body theory fluid momentum
Nomoto simplifies the formulátion for the added mass of the cross section by taking
the formulation for an elipsoide, i'.e.: A(x) = irph2 (x) and so the formulations for
the lateral force and the yaw moment become:

Y=,rpuJvh2(x)dx

i.

and

N=slrpuJvxfh2(x)dx

When these integrations are being. carried out (over the entire length. of the 'body) no

lateral force is found but a significant moment. This moment is called the Munk
Moment. In a real viscid fluid the 'flow around the bottom of the body will generate
vortices and these will reduce the. effect of the cross flow when going more to the
after body of the underwater 'hull and will therefore reduce the transverse velocity
component ufi. Nomoto adapts this assumption and deals with it by taking 'both the
integrals onlyto the deepest section of the hull , with depth h,, located probably close
to the midship. This' results in the following expressions

Y=,rpu2ßh
N=

_2fl {x h, + Jh2(x)d x}

The lateral force is now no longer zero and the yaw moment is smaller than the
original Munk moment.
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The results found with this method showed a good agreement with the towing tank
measurements carried out by Nomoto on two models of contemporary yacht hulls
Similar results were found by D.C. McMillan in 1991, Reference [3], who carried out
extensive model experiments in the wind tunnels of Auckland University in New
Zealand. He concluded that the methods of Gerritsma and Nomoto yielded by far the
best results when compared with several others, at least for the geometries tested by
him. His conclusions were based solely on sideforce production. His restrictive
remark on the generai conclusions concerned the ratio between the canoe body depth
and the total draft of the models he tested, which was rather large, i.e. deep keels with
a geometric aspect ratio larger than AR1> 0.8 placed underneath relatively shallOw
hulls
McMillan however did not validate the results of the predictions fòr the yaw moment
or the CLR with his measurements.

Considering the results obtained by Nomoto himself it is concluded that the yaw
moment is still being under predicted, so CLR is generally too far aft. The
improvement in the prediction in this respect, when compared to the results obtained
with the method introduced by Gerritsma, however are still significant.

3 Present Method
For the present study it was decided to validate the results obtained with Nomoto's
method with the results obtained in the towing tank with the models of the Delft
Systemátic Yacht Hull Series. The results in this report are restricted to the upright,
zero heel condition at different forward speeds of the models.

Some twenty models of the DSYHS bave been used for this validation The models
used come from Series 1 (model #1 till #22), Series 2+3 (model #23 till #39) and
Series 4 (models #42 till #50) of the DSYHS. These three are sub-series within the
complete DSYHS, each sub-series having it's own parent model. A selection has been
based on variation in Beam to Draft ratio, Length Displacement ratio,, Longitudinal

Position of the Center of Bouyancy and Prismatic Coefficient. For a complete
reference to the geometry parameters of these models reference is made to Keuning
and Sonnenberg, 1998, Reference [5]. A bodyplan of the three different parent
models of each sub-series is depicted in Figure 6.
It should be noted that each of the models in Series i has the same midship section
coefficient CM, i.e. 0.646. In Series 2+3 this CM varies between 0.67 and 069 and
Series 4 between 0.71 and 0.77.
When calculating the side force and the yaw moment fór these 20 models of the
DSYHS using both the Gerritsma method and the Nomoto method and comparing the
calculated with the measured results, obtained within the DSYHS, it showed that in
general Gerritsma's. method yielded better results for the side force and Nomoto's
method for the yaw moment. This method in general still under predicted the yaw
moment of the yachts but over predicted in general the side force production of the
yachts. So a slightly different procedure was adopted:
The basic idea, adopted by Nomoto e.a., is to carry out the integrations only over the
forebody of the slender body, because the lateral flow at the aft body is considered to
be too strongly influenced by shed vortices forward and subsequent flow separation.
This assumption is frequently used and it most probably originates from experience
with maneuvering (naval) ships and fully submerged bodies, such as submarines.
7

When maneuvering these vessels operate however in general at much higher angles of
attack (drift angles) than is to be expected in the case ola sailing yacht hull.

J

w,iii
SERIES ¡

IL 1111)1
SERIES 2+3

SERIES t
Figure 6. Body plans of the parent hulls of the DSYHS
Within the naval architecture community this is not without debate. Others stich as
Crane, Eda and Landsberg in Principles of Naval Architecture Reference [6], pomt
out that a general accepted simplification in naval hydrodynamics is that the potential
flòw effects (idëàiflùid) and the viscous flow effects, at least in dealing with the
maneuvering forces, are to be considered as independent of each other. Hence they
assume that the lateral force in the idealj fluid, as approximated by the slender body
theory, is independent of the lateral force caused by the vorticity in the real viscous
fluid. The total yawing moment on the body in a real fluid is than to be taken as the
sum of these two components. The real fluid viscous lateral force is related to the
cross flow drag over the under water part of the hull. From the published data on this
cross flow drag force it may be considered, as a first approximation, to contribute very
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little to the side force and the yaw moment on a sailing yacht hull operating at relative
small leeway angles. So the following modification is adopted toNomoto's method:

Modification 1:
In this study we adopted the approach to carry out the integration of the change in
lateral fluid momentum over the full underwater length of the hulL As a result this
yields very little change in the side force actually zero, but a signflcant change in the

yaw moment. The side forces and their contribution to the yaw moment are
considered to originate solely from Gerritsma 's assumptions in the Extended Keel
Method.

To compare the results of the calculations with the measurements of the DSYHS, the
following procedure was used:

The forces on the keel and the rudder were determined using Gerritsma's
Extended Keel Method. In the calculation a correction factor on the rudder
force due to downwash and wake effects was applied of 0.4.
The resulting yaw moment was calculáted from the fins, taking the CE on the
quarter chord line on 0.43 times the draft of the (extended) fins.

The resulting side force and yaw moment were subtracted from the
measurements carried out in the DSYHS yielding the side force and yaw
moment contribution of the hulls.

The yaw moment was càlculated using Nomoto's method but with an
integration over the entire waterline length.

The results obtained with this procedure have been plotted as side force divided by the
dynamic pressure q = '/2 pV2 and as yaw moment divided by q*l = '/2 p V2"!.
From the comparison it showed that the side force was very well predicted for almost

all hulls with B/T ranging from 2.5 (DSYHS hull number 27) to 11 (DSYIIS hull
number 24)

It also however showed that for Series 2+3 and Series 4 the results for the yaw
moment were worse than those obtained in Series 1. This lead to an investigation into

validity of the approximation of the yaw added mass as used by Nomoto. To
investigate this a little further all DSYHS hulls were checked on their sectional sway
added mass and it's distribution over the length of the hull with the aid of a 2-D strip
theory computer program. The computer program used for these calculations was
SEAWAY, as developed by Journee, Reference [7]. The sectional sway added mass
was obtained by using various methods, among which several 'Lewis transformations
and a Close-Fit procedure.

The results so obtained have been compared with the same results using Nomoto's
assumption. From this comparison between the two calculations it turned out that the
assumption made by Nomoto for the calculation of the yaw added mass, based on the
ellipsoidal shaped body, was an over simplification! It was shown that the sway added

mass was strongly dependent on the area coefficient of the section under
consideration. For a sailing yacht hull this may vary considerably over the length of
the yachts hull. So the following modification was adopted:

Modification 2:
A correction coefficient, as function of the sectional area coefficient, on the assumed
"canoe body draft squared" assumption for the sway added mass was adopted. This
9

correction coefficient was established by regression on the relation between the

calculated results for the sway added mass with SEAWAY aid Nornoto 's
approximation. This coefficient ¡s shown. in Figure 7.
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- Figure7. Swayaddedmass correction coefficient.
This type of approach was choseii for in the content of this study because the goal was
to deliver a designers tool. Using. a correction on the depth squared assumption makes
it still possible for the designer to use the proposed method without the necessity to
run a 2-D strip theory computer program.

For the twenty models. or so selected from the DSYHS the cakulations according to
this adopted procedure have been carried out The results of the calculations have
been compared again with the measurements of the 'DSYHS. Due to the limited space
available in this paper not ali these results can be shown here, but a few characteristic
results are shown for four models with different sections shapes and Beam to Draft
Ratio's.
In general however it may be stated that both the side. force and the yaw moment are
rather well pre4icted by this new approach and in general it yields more accurate
results than the original Nomoto method.
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To check the. applicability of the method on other hulls and appendages .a calculation
is performed for three of the keels tested in the Delfi Systematic Keel Series.
In this series a variety of keels have been tested under one and the same hull. The hull

was the hull of the "Yonder" a design from Dutch designer Jac de Ridder from
Vollenhove. The main particulares may be found in the report of J.Gerritsma and
J.A.Keuning from 1985, Reference [8].
The three keels selected for !the present comparison are:
The standard TOR Keel
A Shallow DrafiKeel (without the Centerboard),
e A Shallow Draft Keel according to a Design 'of H.Scheel
The main particulars of these keels are presented in the Figure 12.

plain deep kee' Cl)

plain;ahoal d4te keel
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Ii
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Figure 12. Layout and M in Parameters of Three Keels tested in the DSKS
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In Figure 13 the results of the calculations for the yaw moment are presented and
compared with the measurements of the DSKS. For the sake of the comparison
between the respective methods the calculated results using Gerritsma's, Nomoto's
method are presented together with the present method.

4 Conclusions.
A comparison is made between two existing methods to calcuate the side force
production and yaw moment of a sailing yacht. Based on a comparison with measured
results in the DSYHS an addition to these methods is formulated.
From a comparison of the results from these methods, it may be concluded that for the
variety of keels presented in this study, the changes in the calculation procedure, as
suggested in this study, yields an improvement in the prediction of the yaw moment
when compared with the other two.
In the present study the comparisons with the measurement is restricted to leeway

angles of circa 6 degrees. Since only the upright condition is concerned (or small
heeling angles) this seems a justifiable restriction so far. For the assessment of the

yaw moment at higher leeway angles an additional approach will have to be
formulated. The same h lds true for the assessment of the forward speed inflüence,
which so far has not been taken into account by any of the fore mentioned methods.
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SUMMARY
Over the last five years De Voogt Naval Architects has seen a growing number of applications of hybrid
propulsion concepts, such as waterjet-propeller combinations. The main reason for this is the growing number of
high-speed requirements for megayachts. In designing such megayachts, it is a challenge t combine the
advantages of individual propulsors intO an efficient propulsion system for the whole speedrange.
However, other important matters might be compromised. In this contribution to the HISWA symposium we'd
like to address the impact on the overall design :ànd the design considerations that have to :be made, especially
regardingthe specific hydrodynamic aspects of these concepts. Within that process the accuracy of performance
predictions needs to be increasingly better and therefore De Voogt Naval Architects works together with
MARIN from very early stages. Some examples ofrecent deliveries are given as well.

INTRODUCTION
There is a growing interest in ultra fast megayachts, a new breed in a rather conservative yet high-demanding
industry. It is imperative that fast Feadshipscombine high-speed with seaworthiness and reliability, without
compromising current standards of comfort and quality.
In general, new propulsion concêpts Were implemented as a substitute for more conventional ones. However, in
most cases De Voogt Naval Architects decides to combine several propulsion systems, balancing the pro's and
con's of each system for specific challenges in the design, leading to so-called hybrid propulsion concepts.

In this paper the impact of the designchoices to be made on the design is discussed. The design process itself is
described when it comes to speed-power predictions in several stages ofthe design, where De Voogt Naval
Architects and MARIN jOin forces Moreover, examples are given of the implementation of a twin-screw
booster jet concept for a specific motor yacht. This paper will end with conclúsions.

DESIGN APECTS
2.1 GeneraI design requirements

I

En designing a megayacht, at De Voogt Naval Architects the general arrangement and the styling are by far the
most determining aspects for the design. As soon as the Owner's requirements are translated into a design
briefing, preliminary main dimensions are chosen based on reference yachts to start the design. The lay-out is
dominated by the most efficient use of the yacht, the routing of guests and crew on board. Secondary, and that is
why Feadships are completely custom-built, the technical andsafety issues are addressed. In general, in this
stage of the design process (sales) the main dimensions are more or less set, because of styling and budget.

It is clear that in order to go fast, a vessel needs tohavethe right hull form, be very lightand have ample
propulsive power. However, the high standards with regardto sound levels and vibration impose heavy
insulation, as construction and materials are of very high quality. Moreover, current flag authorities' regulations
on structural fire protection also have significant weight consequences. Thus besides the high sound insulation
f
level the choice country of registration and classification society also is very determining for the yacht's'
dimensions and perfòrmance.
Moreover, although hardly ever quantified, the yacht's overall seakeeping qualities, which ar in fact
determining the level of safety andcomfortat sea, are also important design matters. This meansthat one has to
focus on the (expected)acceleration levels and controllability of motions. The latter are mainly determined by
the main particulärs, the weight distribution and of course the selection of appendages
In many cases a long-distancerange is required, sometimes even within a draft limitation, but anyhow a larger
fuel capacity. More weight means more power, more power means (more) heavier engines and again bigger fuel
tanks, which again increases displacement.
Given the mentioned items that influence our process and decision-making, for fast megayachts the longitudinal
center of gravity (LCG) and thus the longitudinal center ofbuoyancy (LCB) might not be optimal for speed and
seakeeping. In one case the weight distribution was improved by putting the tender under the dodger (i.e. the
roof of fore deck store, an unusual tender position). This improved the styling as a secondary effect, and
therefore it was allowed.
Concluding, within the-above mentioned constraints minimising weight and obtaining a desirable weight
distribution is one of the most important chúllenges when designing a megayacht. Obviously lightweight
materials are selected for high-speed yachts in order to keep their weight as low as possible and to influence the
weight distribution as much as possible. It will be easy to understand that not only the costs of materials will rise
considerably, building with lightweight materials implies higher labour costs as well In the designprocess
weight budgets are set, and a harsh weighing regime during the construction stage is necessary to control the
weight, so that measures can be taken if budgets are exceeded.

2.2 Hull form

Already in an early stage the hüll form concept is chosen. Previous deliveries included hard chines, round bilges
(Bailey-derived) and of course a combination of the two, mainly depending on the Froudenumber. All hulls
have V-shaped sections with rather small waterline entrance angles, reducing resistance but also limiting the
available interior space. All hulls have deadrise, for reasonsofseakeeping and positionmg of thepropulsors. For
the really high Froudenumbers the V-shape with deadrise andspray rails iscontinued aft, while for the
somewhat less high Froudenumbers the bilges are rounded. ¡n general the transom immersion for a V-shaped
hull is more than fora round bilge, which is favourable for the relatively high speeds.
¡t is only in the stage where the propulsors are chosen that a more detailed linesplan can be made. Onecan
imagine-that the application of a water et has a tremendous impact on the linesplan Mentioned are trim wedges,
propeller tunnels, spray rails, waterjet position, draft limitation, bilge keels, stabiliser fins, etc. It shall be clear
that this information, the preliminary lines, is soon needed for the general arrangement.

2.3 Propulsion engines
The choice of types of engines to be applied highly depends on whether or not there is a long-distance range
requirement besides the high-speed requirement. That would require a well balanced fuel efficient design
covering the whole speed range. In addition to these engineering arguments, from an manning pointof view it is
interesting to realise that for engines larger than-3000 kW special licenses for the engineers are required
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Regarding engine choice the options are gas turbines, diesel engines' ora combination of the tWo. Diese lelectric
propulsion concepts have been considered for larger motoryachts, but not yet for fast designs.

Recent deliveries were a 46.6 m yacht with twin diesel and single turbine arrangementand a 49.5 m yacht with
twin diesel and twin turbine arrangement, capableof respectively 34 kn and46 kn speed. Currently under
construction is a 86 m yacht with quadruple diesel and single turbine arrangement. The latter should be capable
of a 30+ kn speed.
Obviously gas turbines have the best power to weight ratio compared to, diesel engines, although some of this
weight advantage is partly 'lost by the customised gearboxes necessary to reduce the high number of revolütions.
The application of hollow carbon fibre shafts by turnpartly compensate this loss in weight advantage

A large disadvantage of turbines and lotsof installed power anyhow is the enormous air intake andexhaust
casings. These affect the available interior space and' layout and are always a special area of attention regarding
styling. Moreover, from an owner's point of view it can be mentioned that gasturbines will require more
specialised engineers. However (comparable to the aviation industry)repair work on the gasturbines will most
probably be carried out by the manufacturer itself and will therefore not be the concern of the engineers of the
yacht and will require minimal additional education.

2.4 Propulsors
At this moment there are three dominant propulsion systems for these type of vessels: propellers, podded
propellers and waterjets
Propellers are the conventional solUtion, using two propellers in an open shaft configuration with a V-bracket
and none, one or two I-struts. For the propellers either Controllable Pitch Propellers(CPP).or Fixed Pitch
Propellers (FPP) are used. The choice mainly depends on manoeuvring requirements by the owner because
constant rotation rateconditions are usuallynot an issue; When taking care of the shaft-configuration, propellers
are the most efficient propulsion configuration when power densities are low, meanmg low speeds and relatively
large propeller diameters; (See' also [1 1).
Waterjets are usually considered when the 'power density on alternative propeller configurations become too
high as a result of a restricted draught in combination with a demand for high top speeds Waterjets become
especially more efficient the moment cavitation causes thrust breakdown limiting increase in thrust for the
already largely cavitating propellers. Waterjets can be applied as booster jet or steerablejet.
For a designer, podded propellers are interesting when the demand for electric power is already high on the
vessel. Using pulling pods, the nice wake field is interesting from an hydrodynamic point of view. This will
reduce the risk of cavitation erosion and high pressure pulses. Furthermore manoeuvrability will be improved
with steering,pods. Moreover, depending on the pod design the appendage resistance could be lower asa result
of the lack of a shaft configuration and rudders. Podded propellers.are currently considered for yachts in some
recent studies of diesel electric propulsion concepts.

2.5 Appendages
At higher speeds, especially above the main hump, the resistance and cavitation risk of the hull appendages
become more important for the overall performance. However, comfort and controllability (at anchorand at'sea)
are also very important issues. Therefore for many megayachts combinations of bilge keels with non-retractable
stabilisers' and relatively large rudders are used to have good controllability and a good compromise in roll
stabilising performance at zero-speed and forward speed.
Thanks to the ship's size, the previous mentioned 86 m megayacht has a more favourable solution to roll
stability by means ofa combination ofretractable fin stabilisers for forward speed and an Anti-roll tank (ART)
for zero-speed. Another advanced solution is implemented on the mentioned 46 kn yacht by means of active
trim tabs in order to control the rolling motion. Furthermore, it has to be noted that Feadship is currently
investigating rudder/roll stabilisation systems.
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As mentioned, to have good manoeuvrability at low speeds, usually relative large rudders are applied on
megayachts For a fast vessel however, the appended resistance is significant at high speeds while the risk of
cavitation increases rapidly, resulting into smaller sized rudders with optimised profiles
2.6 The overall design process

The:design processconsistsof several stages, from preliminary to optimisation. Already in the earliest stage
many important decisions have to be madè,suchas which type of propulsQrs and engines to apply, or
combinations of the both.
As soon as the main particulars are set, the general arrangement.starts. Choice of hull shape and appendagescan
be made somewhat later. lt is clear that as a designer/builder there is not yet a very large database of ultra fast
megayachts, so that many decisions just have to be mademainly on qualitative basis (a first principle),
supported by generalised quantative characteristics. The need for supportive methods for accurate predictión of
resistance and power in these early stages of the design: is thus very large ancFtherefore forces are combined with
MARIN. The same is the case for seakeeping and manoeuvring, however these matters are not discussed in this
paper.
When the design is tuned for the best possible routing and checked on structural fire protection, stability and
etc., it is sufficiently detailed to start the hull form design. De Voogt and MARIN together review the chosen
main dimensions and the initial lines in combination with a prediction of the speed power relation Depending
on the results of the prediction the design concept hull form type of propulsors etc is reviewed and if
necessary modified The moment the concept looks feasible in all aspects, with defined hull lines and propulsion
configuration, CFD calculations can be performed to further pre-optirnise the hull lines prior to the model tests.
Whether CFD is. used or not of course is also a matter of budget. However, when it is desired:to optimise the
hull lines, using CFD calculations in stead of model tests will be far more economical and moreover lesstime
consuming.

The next and final step, for fast hulls designedto go to the limit, model tests on the pre-optimised hull lines and
with the final propulsion configuration are performed. The results of the tests are judged and translated into a
more accurate prediction of the full-scale performance and into optimum settings for the appendages. MARIN's
database will then be updated for even more accurate future predictions in the first stage.

lt goes without saying that during thesea trials, awhile later, the yacht's actual performance is demonstrated
Numerous measurements are taken, compared with model test results and processed in order to update the De
Voogt's Concept Design Program (an in-house developped designtool with underlying databases).
In every step mentioned above, a certain number and level of considerations, assumptions and decisiOns arises.
The available means to assist in the design, predictions based onstatistics, CFD calculations and model tests, all
have their constraints, which also has implications for the design process. In the next chapters these matters are
discussed w more detail.

3. IMPORTANT PROPULSION CONSIDERATIONS
One can imagine that many combinations can be made from the available propulsor (and engine) options. Each
propulsor and each combination will be able to reach specific objectives and therefore the following important
issues have to be considered at the start ofthedesign:

o

At which conditions does one benefit from each propulsor?
How is the combination of propulsors operated at eachcondition?
And what arethe limitations or risks for each propulsor at each condition?

To illustrate these issues, we will discuss the design of a motor yachtwith a combination of two propellers and a
booster waterjet. The most important reason for the selection of this hybrid propulsion system was the
requirement to have a long range at cruising speed with low pressure pulses at 85% MCR, combined with a
guaranteed top speed of about twice the cruising speed. With twin-propellers the yacht is efficiently propelled at
cruising speed while theaddìtional booster jet is the best choice for the additional thrust required to guarantee
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high top speed. This is the basic answer to the first issue mentionedaboveand the propulsion concept is chosen
at this stage.
The second issue of how to operate the combinationof propulsors is a little more difficult. For instance, should
the propellers only beusedat lower speedsand the waterjet only at high speeds or-shouldthe booster jet provide
additional thrust in the higher speed range? Should the impeller of the waterjet be locked or windmilling or
should the outlet be closed in the propellers only mode9 And when either fixed pitch (FPP s) or controllable
pitch propellers (CPP's) are used, should they be windmilling at the high speeds or should they be locked? When.
FPP's are used throughoutthe speed range, is it-acceptable to run the-engines in overspeed at high speeds
together with a quick decrease in propeller loading and increase in risk of cavitation erosion? When CPP's are
used is it possible to put them in a -filly feathered pitch setting when they are not in use or should they be in
operation over the full speed range with increasing pitch to-deliver maximum thrust at a given maximum power
and rotation rate and' reduce the risk of cavitation erosion? These questions have to be dealt with at thestage of
pre model testing.
With respect to the third topic especially the risk of cavitation on the struts and propellers and the cavitation
limit for-the waterjet in the high-speed rangeare important issues. Whatever-is decided on the operation of the
propellers auhigh speed the risk with respect to cavitation erosion increases and should be carefully
investigated.

4. POWERING PREDICTIONS
4.1 Predictions using experience and statistical data
-In general-every prediction can be divided jnto a prediction of resistance and one of required propulsive power.
This is very convenient when several propulsion combmations have to be analysed An accurate prediction of
the resistance in combination with an estimation of the total thrust deduction as good as possible is required
for a reliable predictiOn of the total calm water peilorthance of the yacht.

4.1.1 Resistance-prediction
Long experience with the hydrodynamic design of motor yachts confirms -the correlation of the bare hull
resistance for motor yachts with statistical data published by De Groot [21 This means that in general we
assume the length/displacement ratio to be dominant for the basic resistance level. Differences in trend over the
speed range relative to De Groot [2] are based on the trends in model test results for comparable hull lines. Of
course, dèpending on the speed range of interest, more recent series such as the SDS [3] can also be used to
estimate these trends This prediction is followed by a prediction of the appended resistance based on model test
data on bare hull and appended resistance for comparable vessels.

4.1.2 Power prediction
The next step is- to introduce the propulsion system. The issues mentioned in the previous -section become of
sigmflcant importance m this stage Depending on the choice for a specific propulsion configuration several
important hydrodynamic issues have to be taken into consideration For instance when both propulsion systems
are. working, the total thrust deduction fraction Will not be the same as-the sum of the individual thrust deduction
fractions for each propulsor When the propellers are working without the waterjet the resistance of the waterjet
-has to be considered, and vice- versa.
-

-

The- twin screw and waterjet propelled yacht is-operated as.a twin-screw yacht with controllable pitch propellers
(CPP's) until maximum power on the propellers is achieved. At this point the booster jet will start operating
with the two propellers working at- maximum power-and approximately optimum pitch setting. Thus there- are
two operational conditions: a twin-screw condition and a twin-screw with booster waterjet condition

4.1.2.1 Condition one: propulsion with two CPP's
For-this condition a resistance prediction is - made fora conventional- twin-screw yacht taking into account the
additional resistance mentioned in the previous section. Furthermore, a maximum propeller diameter is given or
assumed, the total available shaft -power and number of blades are givenand because CPP's are used' the
maximum blade area ratio is fixed. Based on the predicted resistance together with an estimated thrust deduction
fraction, wake-fraction, relative -rotative -efficiency and given shaft power a preliminary B-Series propeller
design-can be made for a given design.point. The values for thrust deduction fraction, wake fraction and relative

rotative efficiencycan either be statistically determined or be based on test data of comparable configurations.
On the. basis of this B-Series design the speed-power relation can bedetermined together with theattainable
speed for the twin-screw propulsion condition.
4.1.2.2 Condition two: propulsion with two CPP'sand booster waterjet
Once the attainable maximum speed in the twin-screw propulsion condition is known, the additional speed
range for the second condition is determined. The calculations for this speed range can be divided intotwo
steps:

-

At each speed the maximum thrust (pitch setting) of the two .CPP'shas tobe estimated While operating at a
known maximum power and rotation rate.
Using the maximum thrust, an estimated total thrust dedûction fraction and the determined total resistance,
the remaining resistance to be overcome by the booster waterjet can be determined.
Forthe combination of speed and power/thrust a suitable jet can be selected from the manufacturer's product
information. For the required waterjet thrust orpower at design speed a rough estimation of the thrust deduction
fraction or propulsive efficiency of the waterjet has to be made Usually a waterjet is selected operating below
the cavitation limit. However, depending on the operatiOnal profile of the yacht, some cavitation may be
accepted for a certain amount of time. in that case a smaller and thus lighter waterjet mightbe selected. Of
course these design choices have to be discussed with the waterjet manufacturer and the owner. This propulsion
condition isdiscussed in detail by Verwoest in [4].

4.2 CFD CALCULATIONS

When the predictions indicate that the requested performance inattainable, CFD calculations can be carried out
to reduce uncertainty with respect to the correlated resistance level. Please note that, in most cases, the vessels
used as comparison for the prediction are modified or optiinised to attain their performance. To avoid
unexpected wave patterns etc. a RAPID calculation can be reassuring. CFD calculations can be used to judge the
complex and detailed interaction of wave systems prior to manufacturinga ship model.
By means of the non-linear potential flow code RAPID MARIN can judge the hull lines on the basis of the
calculated non-linear wave profile, pressure distribution and velocity field. These calculations give the
opportunity to make quick modifications to the hull lines at relatively low costs and observe the effect of the
modifications on wave resistance and pressure distribution. This way the hull lines can be pre-optimised for the
model tests.

4.3 MODEL TESTING

It is clear that a lot of assumptions are made during the prediction in the preliminary stage of the design.
Important uncertainties are the prediction of the resistance and the interaction coefficients. To minimise these
uncertainties, model tests with a self-propelled ship model are required. The main goal during these tests is to
determine the speed-power and speed-thrust relation for the motor yacht around the design point of the
propellers and waterjet as good as possible. Additional to this main goal, tests could:(depending on the budget)
be carried out to minimise the required power and thrust by optimising hull lines and appendages.
There are some important aspects that complicate the actual simulation of each condition and for reasons of
completeness. In the sectionsbelow these issues will be discussed.

Propellers selected-from-MARIN's stockhave main particularscomparable to the preliminary design but cannot
easily be operated as controllable pitch propellers. An accepted propulsion test approach for controllable pitch
propellers in twin-screw condition is tocarry out the modeltests as if fixed pitch propellers were used with an
estimated pitch setting for the-design point of the propellers.
The twin-screw with booster waterjet condition leads to an additional challenge because the speed-thrust
relation for the propellers must be simulated as accurate as possibleto have an as accurate as possible speedthrust relation to be used in the waterjet design. When the same pitch setting is used as in the twin-screw
condition, the propellers will have to be operated at veryhigh rotation rates to provide the thrust comparable to
the full-scale thrust with a larger pitch setting. Depending on the budget a number of testscan be carriedout
differentpitch settings
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Furthermore, propulsion tests are carried out by making runs at constant speed, propeller rotation rateand
towing force. To achieve constant speed, the total thrust of the propulsors has to be in balance with the
resistanceand the applied towing force (model frictional resistance correction). The rotation rate of the
propulsors is the only way to control this balance. This means that the required poweris a result of measurement
and cannot easily be used as an input value to simulate constant power conditions.
4.3.1 The twin-screw conditiOn
For the ship model sailing as aconventional twin-screw motor yacht, the stock propellers are set in the estimated
smaller design pitch. By controllingthe rotation rate of the propellers the balance between thrust, towing force
and resistance is achieved Because power and thrust are equally distributed over both propellers they can
operate at equal rotation rate Holtrop gives a complete description of the propulsion test approach at MARThA
together with the extrapolation in Manne Technology Vol 38 No 3 [5]

4.3.2 The twin-screw with booster waterjet condition
The major difference with the previous condition is that two different types of propulsors have to be controlled
at not yet known and not equal rotation rates. Keeping in mind the waythe full-scale propellers will be operated,
the basic approach during the hybrid propulsion tests is to keep the power fòrthe model propellers constant
while providing additional thrust with the waterjet toachieve the balance between resistance, thrust and towing
force.

4.3.2.1 The propellér part
During propulsion tests with propellers, ship modelsare equipped with hubs in which the propeller model thrust
and torque can be measured in combination with the applied rotation rates. Becausethe pitch setting of the
propellers cannot be changed during the propulsion test and the power must be constant, propeller rotation rates
will vary to control the power absorption of the propellers. To keep relations between power, thrust and
propeller rotation rate around the top speed as realistic as possible, the propellers are set in the estimated
maximum pitch at top speed, absorbing maximum power at about maximum rotation rate. Moreover, by chosing
this pitch setting too high model propellerrotation rates are avoided
4.3.2.2 The waterjet part
Another aspect is thepractical problems arising with respect to for example the determination of the model scale
characteristics of the waterjet pump. In this paper we will not further discuss this matter.
4.3.2.3 The combination
For the combination of propulsors a correct balance between the resistance of the ship model the towmg force
and total thrusts delivered by all propulsors is most important As written by Holtrop thrust corrections have to
be carried out correspondmg with the correct full scale loading of each propulsor By means of a matrix of
relations between the applied towingfOrce and the required thrust for each and the combinatión of propulsors,
these corrections can be made. Other information required for the analysis:
The open water characteristicsof the propellers, expressed in a polynomial relation between KTO, KQO and J0
The waterjet characteristics
Based on the measured torque and rotation rate, the full-scalepower of the model propellers can be calculated.
In most cases it should be possible to keep the error between theapplied power and the maximum available
power less than 5%.
The waterjet thrust also has to be corrected forthis difference in thrust to keep the correct balance between
thrüst, resistance and applied towing force. Itshould be noted that the redistribution of thrust is basedon the
assumption that these small redistributions in thrust of about 2% to 5% maximum, will not influence the
interaction between the propulsors.
The final step is then the extrapolation from the model test results to full scale.

4.3.3 The future in model testing
The present developments in the implementation of the quasi-steady model propulsion test techniques make it
possible to further improve the present model test techniques resulting into the possibility to test morecomplex
operational profiles at a high accuracy. Furthermore, further integration of controls during model tests will allow
a simulation of more realistic full-scale conditions thus enabling us to investigate such typical operational
conditions more accurately. For more details see [4].
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In the designprocess of an ultra-fast megayacht there are .a lot of opposed requirements to be met. Lay-out and
styling are determining aspects and within those constraints theinaval architect is challengedto deliver a non
compromisingdesign. Oh the hydrodynamic part ofthedesignthe hybrid propulsion concept is a good approach
to combine difficult and almost conflicting speed-requirements. However, asja result of the increasing
complexity, during the design much thought should be given to the operatiónal profile for the combinatiOn of
propulsion. Throughout thedesign process De Voogt Naval Architectsand MARIN join forcesand work
together to achieve a high-speed design that is seaworthy andreliable, and does not compromise Feadship's
standards ofcomfortand quality. Thereby, on the basisofmodèltests and full-scale speed trial results for
comparable yachts it is proven thatpredictións based on the model test results are sufficiently accurate and
reliable.
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Abstract
The present work forms part of a broader study into the performance of large sailing yachts. The study is driven
by developments in commercial shipping projects and environmental conservation projects. The vessels of these
projects require a (high) continuous speed, large operating range, low crew numbers and of course low fiel
consumption In many situations sails and engmes are used simultaneously In addition to this the sheer size of
the rigs is increasing although it is required that these can be handled by a minimum of crew. Due to these
factors, th optimal main, dimensions and rig type differ from conventional designs. In order to be able to
compare the designs mutually, an Excel-based computer program has. been developed in which the performance
of these vessels can be evaluated.

PerfOrmance calculation is split into a velocity prediction while sailing and a thrust prediction while sailing
engine assisted Velocity prediction is done. in the conventional way; force and moment equilibrium are solved
for specific wind circums*ances. Thrust prediction while sailing on engine and sails is done by an adjustment in
the VPP; force equilibrium is calculated at constant speed. Needed engine power and fiel rate can then be
computed based ori the propellerand engine properties.
With the aid'. of this program and a routing sheet, four different rigs are compared: Aerorig, Dynarig, 3-mast
schooner and a 'sloop. Thecriteria are minimal fuel conswnption and minimal voyage'time.
The. described program makes it .possible'to evaluate various designs man earlierdesign stage and'to get a better

insight into aspects of the sail assisted mode. It is suitable for a broad range of designs and by its flexible.
structure, the user can easily adjust several aspects tohis own requirements without being a programmer.

I

Introduction

In the past years, the trend in big sailing yachts led toother design requirements The vessels often use sails and
engines simultaneously. In addition to this the sheer size of the rigs is increasing although it is required that these

can be handled by a minimum of crew. Therefore; the optimal main dimensions and rig type differ from
conventional designs. The consequence is that requirements sometimes exceed the designer's experience and
knowledge-based sense for dimensions and that.the optimization of main dimensions is more and: more a topic of
the earlier designs stages.

Until now only rather simple calculations were done on propulsion by engine and sails together. Hansen (1996)
gives anoverview of wind ship activities and research over the past 30 years. These past researches aimed most
of the time on big cargo vessels rather than sailing vessels 'that are designed in the
first place to be propelled by sails. There was no systematic tool that could deal with a whole wind range and
that could easily comparedifferent rigs or hulls. Furthermore with respect to velocity prediction while sailing, it

was desirable to have a more flexible calculation method in which for example measured resistance and
propulsion data or deviating resistance parts 'could be added by the user himself. To meet these demands, an
Excel-basedprogram has been developed at Gerard Dijkstra & Partners.

The main purpose of this paper is to describe this Excel-based calculation method for performance comparison
of a vessel that makes use of sails or sails and engine together. Performance is defined as a velocity prediction
while sailing and a thrust prediction while sailing engine assisted at a constant speed. It will be explained how
performance of different designs can be computed and how these designs could be compared Furthermore, to
show thepossibilities of the program, four different rig types suitable for'large yachts are.compared.

GraduateStudeni, Deift University of Technology
Gerard:Dijkstra & Partners
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One of the starting points of the developed program is thatresistanceis calculated according the Deift
Polynomials, although hull ratios exceed the DSYHS (DeIft Systematic Yacht Hull Series) dimensions. Some
attention will be paid tothis in the description of the VPP (Velocity Prediction Program). Furthermore, added
resistance due to waves (R0) is not included yet. Calculation of Raw with the polynomials results in an
overestimationofthis resistance part and is thereforeomitted. Which, at this time, is not of major importance
because the main goal of the program is touse it forcomparative purposes and not to prodüce absolute numbers
The first part of this paper describes both the VPP and TPP (Thrust Prediction Program). Attention is paid to the
solved equilibrium, the build up Oftheprogram and to the validationof the results. The second part gives a short
descriptiòn of the calculation example with the VPP-TPP. The fourdifferent rigs are placed on one and the same
hull and are compared for one specific rOute. Passage tinìe and fuel consumption are computed where average
speed is kept to a required minimum. Finally, some conclûsions and recommendations:are made on the program
and the rigs comparison.

2 Build up of the calculation tool
The VPP-TPP has been developed on a normal PC in an Excel-Visual Basics environment. This combination
lends itself excellently, for a visual check of the calcùlations and intermediate steps. It is simple to use and also
flexible, allowmg for user input of for example deviating resistance polynomials or other relations in the
equilibrium equations (see also Martin, 2001) During the development of the program, more people have been
working on it, one after each other lt was a must that the structure of the program would not be too complicated
and that new applications could be easily added. The present structure of the prograinmakes that possible
The program exists of a VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) part and an Excel part. The latter is used as the
interface with the user; it contains input and output sheets. The actual velocity prediction and thrust prediction

calculations are done by the VBA part. Velocity and thrust prediction are separated and can be run
independently.

Main features of the velocity prediction
The VPP is, based on force and moment equilibrium in x direction. The formulation is based on the equations
used in WinDesign (see Wolfson Unit, 1995). Figure 1 outlines this equilibrium. The rudder balanceof'the yacht
is not taken into account.
F'

fS

course
heading

Vow

f%'.'

fs

Figure 1 Force and moment equilibrium of the VPP

Equilibrium can by simply formulated as:

'1righl,ng = ''1heeIing
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With:

F111 = F5 + R,

F8, = D5 + L5

Mrighlìñg =VpgGZ
'"hee1ing =

(Zce + Zcir)

With:
FH,

F,
R,
F5,

L,
D,

Z

Total fOrce on the hull
Side force on the hull
Total resistance of the hull
Total force on the sails (windage of hull and rig included)
Lift force Of the sails
Drag force of the sails
Vertical center of effort of the sailplan
Vertical center of láteral resistance

A schematic flow chart of the program can be found in the appendix, figure '1. The program is built up in .such a
way that all resistancecalculations aredóne in the Excel part, so there can be easily checked whether the various
resistance parts show a normal trend The VBA part of the program loads all data from the mput sheets mto the
computer memory and then solves the equilibrium of hydrodynarnic and aerodynamic forces and moments. It
varies reef and flat to find the bestboatspeed. The program solvesthe equilibrium by meansof a simple iteration
module in which boat speed and heel are varied., The aerodynamic model in the program is based on the same as
used in the Wmdesign VPP (Wolfon Unit, 1995), the hydrodynamic model is based on the DSYHS (Keunmg
1998). The found optimum values fôr reef, flat, boat speed and heel at the concerned wind speed and wind angle
are plotted in the Excel output sheet.

Validation of the VPP
Three parts should be validated to check whether the program is usable for comparative studies. These are the
aerodynamic module, the.hydrodynamic module and the "solver" module. The aerodynamic module is based on
simple equations derived from aerodynamics and are commonly used in yacht design, see also Wolfson Unit

(I 995) No close validatiOn exists for this part.

As afready stated, theconcerned hull dimensions and ratios exceed the range of hull parameters tested in the
DSYHS, so it is questionable Whether the polynomials can be applied. In Nijsten (2002), there is done a
comparison for the various resistance parts (frktional,, residual' etc.) with model tests of the "Athena hull" (3
mast topsail schooner,. Lh,,J = 80 m). From this, it became clear that the calculation according the polynomials.
give a good fit with respectto the upright resistance without leeway (see figure 2). As for the heeled and yawed
cases, the tested andcomputed values show a good match. The mean difference ¡s about 3 %.
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Tested and computed resistance components compared (no heeland leeway)
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Figure 2 Uprightreszstance comparison ofahulithat exceeds the rangeof hull parameters tested ¡n the DSYHS

To validate the method ofsolvingthe equilibrium, the velocity prediction. with the TPP-VPP is compared with a
prediction according the Windesign VPP. This program is chosen because it uSes the samé aerodynamic module
and has got various hydrodynamic modules, including the DSYHS polynomials. Furthermore, it is commonly
used and application of it showed already that the program is suitable for comparative studies, which is also the
goal of the VPP-TPP A detailed explanation can be found in Nijsten (2002) There is concluded that, m spite of
a few differences, the velocity prediction accordingthe 'Excel-VPP is suitable forcomparative purposes It must
be emphasized that any agreement with 'another VPP does not imply that the program yields accurate absolute
prediction of the perfonnance. No comparisonhas yet been made with actual boat data.

Main features of the thrust prediction
The build up ofthethrust prediction' partòf the program is similar to the VPR Figure 3 showsthe forces in xand
y direction. Total driving forceFx is nOw a summation of sail driving force and engine force. The TPP calculates
the needed "engine force" for a required constant speed. There is assumed that the added' engine thrust only
affectsthistotal drivingforce in x direction and that nodifferences occur inthe momentequation. So:
R, = "x,sails + Fengme
With:
F55115

F engines

R,

Sail force in x direction
engine force, assumed to be in x direction only
Total resistanceof the hull
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f9

Figure 3 Force and moment equilibrium of the TPP

A schematic flow chart of the TPP is included in the appendix, figure 2. It is required to adopt desired Vs in the
input sheet. During the calculation, this speed is kept constant and iteration is done with heel only. The output is
a minimal needed thrust for the concerned wind speed and wind angle. A negative equilibrium thrust, which
means that driving force by sails is bigger then the resistance at the required speed, results in zero engine thrust.
In this case, equilibrium speed lies above the required boat speed, which is calculated in the VPP. In some cases,
a minimum thrust is calculated at less then the minimum flat and reef values, for example in case of a really
small true wind angles. Consequently, the program sets sail power to zero (the sails are down) and the total thrust
is equal to the total resistance.
Polar Thrust diagram at constant boat speed
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Figure 4 Example of a polar thrust diagram at constant boat speed of 15 kts.
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The figure above shows.a typical thrust diagram, required boat speed is 15 kts. Because the TPP is based on the
same calculations and modules as the VPP, it can be assumed that the, calculated thrusts are of the same size as
the forces in the VPP, and thus should be useable for comparative purposes. It must be emphasized that this
does not imply that the prograzii yieldsaccurate absolute prediction of theperformance. No comparison has been
made with actual boat data. The structure of the program is such' that TPP and VPP run totally independent of
each other so they couldbe run separately and calculation timecould'be kept toa minimum.

The calculated engine thrust can be expressed in a fuel rate per hour by means of simple relations. 'For one
specific engine and propeller, a relation between needed thrust (T) and propeller efficiency (1k) is derived
(Nijsten, 2002). Here, the propeller characteristics of the controllable pitch propeller are approximated with a
propeller diagram of a B series propeller. For every wind circumstance (thus needed thrust), the pitch of the
propeller is adjusted so that the working point of the engine lies on the p-curve of the engine This results in a
linear relation that is used to express the force (to be delivered by the engine) in a braking power (PB) at the shaft
and:a,fuel consumption rate (4mb).

Route calculation
The route sheet is based on a Trans-Atlantic crossing, New York to Laiidsend. The 'Sheet is used to eventually
quanti fy the performance of the rigs m terms of crossing time and total amount of fuel consumption The beneath
calculation is based on the study on an action vessel for Greenpeace In this study, a minimum boat speeds was

required during a certam crossing and fuel consumption should be kept to a minimum Fuel consumption
consists of fuel used for propulsion'only and isan indicator for'the perfórmance ofaceEtain rig.

In the route calculation, data from Pilot Charts is put into a spreadsheet. For a certain month; the course time
percentage for a range of wind speed and wind angle combinations is calculated (see table I). With this matrix
and a calculation according the VPP-TPP, crossing time and total' fuel consumption can be calculated. For every
wind speed - wind angle range, an average maximum boat speed and fuel rate is computed.

'S.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

48 . 55
55 - 35
65 . 75
75 . 55
55 - 95

1.26
1.67
0.52
0.37
1.04

0

95.105
105-115
115-125

0.71
0.33
1.04

125 - 135
135 - 145

0.82
0:82

145. 155
155 -165

'3.01

0
2.97
0.63
0.74
0.33
0.41
0.56
0.63
0.30
0.30
2.23

o

O

O

165 - 180

o
11.6

O

o
10.3

44 4

9.1

0
0

2.45
0.56
0.41

0.74
0.48
0.78
0.78
0.59
0.67
2.82

0
0
0

0

0

0

O

0

0

0
2.75

0

0
3:68

0156

0.22
0.48
0.89
0.48
0.45
0.71

0.63
2.30
0
o
9.5

2156

0.82
0.74

0:82
0.56
0.59'
0.74
0.78.

014

074

0.52
0.74
2:64
0
o

1.08
1.30

0.63
0.56
0.71

3.60
0

o
13.9

10.7

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

1.34
2.08
0.85
0.37
0.93
1.19
0.97
0.63
1.15
1.23
1.93
2.27

0.93
0.19
0.33
0.30
0.48
0.52
0.33
0.15
0.52
0.82
0.33

o

1.52
0.63
0.33
0.45
0.74
0.45
0.82
0.74
0.85
0.67
1.19
2.71
o

0.1.1

'0.28
0.04

0

0

14.9

11.1

6.5

2.5'

145

0.11
0.11
0.11

0.15
0:07
0.19
0:15
0.19
0.26
0:26

059

00
00
0.4
5.1
19.1

5.3
4.1

6.2
6.3
6.0
6.1

6.7
7.4
20.3
7.0
0.0
100.0

Table I Coursetime percentage during a Trans-Atlantic crossing (2765.nm), New York -Landçend

3 ApplicatIon of the calculation tool
With the aidof the VPP-TPP and the routing dàta, 'a calculation example 'is done on several rigs. In thisexample,

four' different rigs aïe placed on one and the same hull and performance during a transatlantic passage is
calculated. Main goal is to show the possibilities of a program such as the VPP-TPP and to illustrate the
broadnessof its.application.

To find out which rig is most suitable for the given route, two parameters are adopted as a performance
indicator: voyage time and amount of fuel consumption. Hereby is assumed that a minimum boat speed of 15 kts
is sustained. So sailsandengines are used simultaneously at lower wind speeds.

Description, of the. hull::and.rigs
The hull is derived from a preliminary study on an 85 m action vessel for Greenpeace. The main dimensions are
stated in the. followingtable.
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Canoe body:
Volume
Displacement, totäl

lmax(Ttotal)
Lwl
Bwl
Cb
Cp
Cm
LCB
LCF

waterplane area
wettedsurface

Ruddcr:

Keel.
Volume
Span
Croot

8453' rn3
4.15 m

82.301 rn

ttip

21.02 m

12.290m

Crnean
thickness

941.53 m3
1054726 kg

657m
0.384 0.528 0.727 45.256 m
48.304 ni
682.571 rn2
780239 m3'

Vertical center of buoyancy

wettedsurface

Volume
Span
Croot
Clip
Cmean
thickness

2429 m

2265 m

154m

2.95 m3

473 m

380m
2:78 m

329 m
0:36 m

1.94 m
197.40 m2

Table 2 Hull dimensions of the 85 m'vessel

The rigs, see figure 5, are 'still in development or afrady appliedt sloop rig, 3-mast schooner'rig,3-mast Dynarig
and 2-mast Aerorig. The 3-mastschoonerrig isderived from forthe Athena design. The Dynarig was developed
in the 60ties by Mr. W. Prölls. lt was. inthe oil crisis that he believed the Dynarig could be used as additional
propulsion. The Dynarig is actually asquarerig. lt has a freestanding mast with yards directly fixed to the mast.
Theyards already have camber in them unlike the traditional straight yaids The 'sails are furled onto 'a mandrill
'inside the mast. Trimming is done by rotating the entire mast. The Pynarig does not bavethe-disadvantages of a
traditional square rig; no limits 'in bracingangle becausethere isn't any ngging, sails have better'shapedue'to the
curved yards.and higherefficiency because there areno gaps betweenthe sails so that they work as one. More on
theAerorig:can be found 'in McDonald (1996).
3,MAST 5cHOON

DYNARIG

(\LLL
7

AORIG Sci400i*R

-7

SLOOP

Figure 5'Schema:ic sail plans, equal sail area = 2000 m2

For simplicity, all the rigs are scaled tO the same sail area, 2000 m2. The tOtal displacement (thus the draught) of

the vessel is kept constant by reducing ballast for the heavier ngs The stability of the vessel is also adjusted
accordmg to the weight and center of gravity of the ng This means that for example the stability of the sloop rig
drops.due to reduction of the ballast andalso due to the high VCG. oftherig.

Calculation results
Table 3 sums the total crossing time and fuelconsumption for the four rigs. Figure 3 and in the appendix show
the polar boat speed and polar fuel rate diagram for 8 and 19 kts true wmd speed It is clear that the Aerorig
performances the best for the given 'route. Both crossing-time and fuel consumption are lower then with the other
together (resulting in O % of the time on engine alone), although the otherrigs show a percentage around 7 % on

Propulsion Aspects of Large Sailing Yachts

engine alone. This is caused by the wind'speed- wind angle distribution and the fact that the sloop performs best
on sails and engme together Only at really small wind speed high wind angle combinations it is optimal to sail
on engine alone. The high fuel consumption of the 3-mast schooner is mainly caused by the huge. amount of
windage and also by its low up wind performance. Because the Dynang and Aerorig produce less side force and
have a low center of effort, they are characterized by a big sail carrying capacity when reaching, which suites the
given crossing weather profile.

Again theremust be emphasized that added resistance in wave isnOt inc1údedinthecalculàtions

Transatlantic crossing
average time

average distance
total fuel consumption
minimal sustained boatspeed
percentage of time:
sails:
engine and sails:
cnr ¡ne

3 mast sch. Dyna rig

Rig

2000 m2
175.36

irs
days
tini
tons
kts

7.31

2765.00
17L52

15.00

O/
O/

2000 m2
172.94
7.21
2765.00
15.12
15.00

Aero

i

Sloop

2000 m2
170.28
7.09
2765.00
12.05
15.00

2000 m2
176.62
7.36
2765.00
15.51

15.00

26
65

32

39

61

55

26
74

8

7

6

0

Table3Total crossing lime andfuel consumption during the transatlantic crossing

4 Discussion
Although figure 2 shows a match for a hull that exceeds the DeIft-series, more model tests should be done on
yachts with higher length-beam and length-displacement ratios Until now only few test data is available and
uncertainties exists between.the calculated values and actual boat data Füture research should furthermore aim
on a polynomial description of the added resistance in waves for bigger yachts. This could be done in the same
way as is done for the present DSYHS; a polynomial is derived from added resistanceas calculated with the strip
theory program "Seaway".
A further optimization of the program could lay in the use in a standard Excel solver as in Martin (2001). This
could reduce calculation time further. This solver could also be used for the build in of an. optimization tool,
which could optimize the main dimensions of the rig and hull.
With respect .totheexample, results depend totally on thechóice of weather profile. The example is not meant to
quantify the rigs but purely meant to show the possibilities of theprogram.

For the sail-assisted mode, the used linear reiation between propeller efficiency and propeller load is only valid
in the circumstances as given. This means only valid for the adoptions with respect to the propeller diagram
interaction coefficients and efficiencies ofthe propulsion installation. A broader derivation and a better insight
into the adoptions could make theprograin more flexible.

With this in mind, a program like the VPP-TPP could eventually be used for prediction of the actual boat
performance instead of for comparative studies only.

5 Conclusions
The described program makes itpossible to evaluate various designs in an earlier design stage and to get a better
insight into aspects of the sail-assisted mode. Although the concerned hull ratios exceed the present DSYFIS,
relatively good similarity exists between measured and calculated resistance of a hull that exceeds the series.
This, and the match withan existing VPP, makes the Excel-VPP TPP suitable forcomparative studies.

The program is suitable for a broad range of designs and by its flexible structure, the user can easily adjust
several aspect to his own requirements without being a programmer. The calculation example with the four
different ngs shows thattogether with routmg-dataa-good quantification can be made of the performance of a
(engine-assisted) sailing yacht.
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Appendix
Schematic flow chart, velocity prediction
START

Getinputdata:
geometry hull and ng, sail
coefficients, starting vs.
heel

ITERATION MODULEBoatSpced:
ITERATE
equilibrity

1

Hand Vs

Starting value:
Reef=1

ê

Starting value:
FIa =1

I!

t

Il

ITERATE
equilibrity

InpUt data:

HéelandVs

Hee!

II

Flòt= i -Flat step

-

Btw,Vtw,FlatReef
II Starting values for Vs and

I

Reef =

ir

- Reef step

CalctilateSaitdnving force,

A

sail:side force and heeling
moment

Calcûlate optimal Flatfrom
Flat-Vs matrix

Ir
.Ij

Cälcutatèdnew Heelfrom
heelingmomentand
stability curve

CalcUlate resistanceiparts.
dependend on heel etc:

FALSE

lt
Ii

TRUE

Calculate optimal Reef
fromReef-Vs matrix

I

CalculatenewVs
dependend onupnght
deltaresistance part

Is Vs:equal
to input Vs?

ITERATE
equilibrity
Heel and Vs

TRUE
Flat =
Flàt_min?

FALSE
FIat i - Flat_step

Is HeelequaI
to input
Heel?

TRUE

Calculateoptimal Flat
fromFlat-Vs matrix

TRUE

4.-.-.-.

ITERATE
equilibrity

Heel andVs

Plot Va, heel; leeway etc.

inExcel sheet
END

Figure ¡ Schematic flow chart of the VPP

Io

FALSE
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Schematicflow chart, thrust:prediction
at constant boat speed
START
Get input data:

requlred:Vs,geometnjhull
and ng, sailcoefficients,

ITERATION MODULENeeded Thrust:

starling heeI

ITERATE
equilibrity Heel

u:

Startingvalue:

and neededthrust

Reef =1

4
V

Starting value:
FIat =1

ITERATE
equilibrity
Heel

Input data
Btw,Vtw,EIat,Reef,
required Vs andstarting
valuesfor Vs and 'Heel

II

FIat=

Reef

j -:Flat step

i -Reefstep

Ji
I'
Calculate Sail driving force
sail side forceanàheeling
moment

Calculate optimalFlat from

FlatNeededthrustmalsix

F

Calculated new HeeIfrom
heeling momentand
stabW curve

ITERATE
eqùilibrity Heel

Changeinput
Heel

andneeded thrust

Calculateresistanceparts,
dependend oh heél etc.

Calculate Needed thruSt.to
sustain required Vs

Calculate optimal Rèef
fromReefLNeeded,thnjst
matrix

FAI

ITERATE
equilibrity Heel
nd needed thrust
TRUE:

Calculate:optlmal'Flat
from Flat-Needed thrust
matrix

--.4.-.ITERATE

equillbrit Heel
and'neededthnjst

:_._._.f._._._:
Plot neededthrust heel;
leeway etc. inExcel:sheet

END

Figure 2 Sche,natic flow chartof the TPP
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Polair diagram for 4 rigs at 2 wind speeds
22

a-- Sloop Vtw=8kts
20

-*-Aero Rig Vtw=8kts

18

e---3 mast schooner Vtw=8kts

16
14

--- Dynang Vtw8kts

12

u-- Sloop Vtw=29k1s

lo

+Aero Rig Vtw29kts

8

u--3 mast schooner Vtw29kts

6
4

-A-- Dynarig Vtw29kts

2

o

-2

-4
-6
-8
-10
-12
-14
-16
-18

-20
-22

170

160

Figure 3 Polar diagram of the rIgs, 2 n'ue wind speeds
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Polar fuel rate diagram at constant boat speed, 4 rigs, I Vtw

Fuel Rate (LJh)

ll Sloop Vtw=8 kts

--Aero Rig V1w8 kts
0-3 mast schooner Vtw8 kts
A Dynang Vtw=8 kts

140

-230 150
160

-280

170

Figure 4 Polar fuel rate diagram of the rigs, 1 true wind speeds, Vs = 15 kis
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Introduction
The higher yacht building is the initiator of the lecture for this symposium . Today
are usually for ship insulation as state of the art known foams on polyurethane
basis, heavy layer mats on basis polyolefine and mineral filled bitumen masses
as well as mineral fibres of glass and rock wool.
In the nineties for the first time therm ofor ed Ìmpedanz-absorbers with very good
acoustical performance were used On heavy layers and heavy layer elastomer
material one did not want to give up however traditionally In the course of the
attempt for improvement of the acoustival effectiveness and the fire safety, as well
as the weight reduction, heavy layers of any kind were not, however, anymore
conceivable1

Heavy layers are often thermoplastic polyolefins with melting ranges of 70°C 120°C and therefore pronounced unsuitable for fire-resistant applications

3

Introduction
The lightweight construction on basis sandwich cOnstrúçtiòfls and Composits
in many industries as "state of the art" should serve as an example. For the
professional acoustician it is hardly conceivable that the noise damping,
damping, insulation is without heavy layer. Until therefore aU activities without
heavy layer were designated than hardly not suitable.
What is introduced now as a final result of an innovative ship-insulation is the
essence from numerous pretests, product designs and the courage to lead
new ideas and procedures to production standard With the passed
examinations to 1MO Resulotion A 754/1 8, A-0 and A-60 is created the basis, to

go differing from the known insulation new ways in the insulation of ships As
a.synergy effect for the future we hope for realizing this for all ship types.

Successfully a sailing yacht was insulated until now a further one is at this
time, in work and others in negociation.
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Innovative material selection
Criterions
Performance efficiency and resistances
-not burnable
-heat resistant 280°C
Melamine formula

-Hydrolysis resistant
-Media resistant, oil,petrol

NH2

-Thermoformable

AN

-Corn pati ble

-Able to bond
-Able to recycle

I

H2N

NH2

5

Innovative material selection
Next to the performance potentials the fibre diameter field ¡s a challenge to the
typical nonwoven production methods.
Among other things the flame retardent of the fibre material in connection with the
toxis behavior of the fume gas growth was assumption for the decision to melamine
fibre.
iAnteII%)
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Innovative material selection
Production of volume nonwoven and needled nonwoven as a basis
for ¡mpedanz-absorbers of melamine fibre.
BikoFibre material

ir

Melamine fibre bale

Needled nonwoven processing

Volume nonwoven processing
7

Innovative material selection
Thermoformability of the semi-finished products
Thermoforming results by
Temperature
Pressure
Time
Needled nonwoven

1

Volume nonwoven

Needled nonwoven
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Innovative material selection
Thermoformability of the semi-finished products to Impedanz-Absorbers
(illpedanz-absorbers)

After removal from the tools the ready
done
impedanz-absorbers
were
stored for cooling.

This is one example of a product
application

t

4.

9

Inñovative material selection
Acoustical comparison of melamine fibre to polyester fibre (PET)
absorber. Same weights per square inch were used as a starting point.

o PET-fibre nonwoven

Melamine-fibre nonwoven

lo

Innovative material selection
Acousticai effectiviness of the System components:
-Melamine fibre
-Polyster fibre absorber

Absorptionsmessung in der Alpha.Kabjne
llhowo N+Vnjchthba Absoxber
13x3 Obi-lift lilnowo

l.S8kg/ni2

4*..Iflpedance

:

:.i
i

100

_

T±:%
125

l60

200

IIIR liii

1111111111.
250

315

400

500

630

800

1000

P250

Fiequenz 1Hz;

1600 2000

2500

3150 4000 5000 6300

8000 10000

From Base material to Composit
Melamine foam:
volume weight 1OkgIm3
1m2 Thickness: 100mm 1kg
Foam finishing: hydrophobic

d
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From Base material to Composit
ilitec (Melamine resin foam) ¡s outline cut and for the insulation of frame
sections in the hull, as well as used in the constructions. The cover occurs
with ¡linowo N ( neddled nonwoven of melamine fibres).
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Pre-Test of the composits
Production of different Composits and their pre-tests
according to IMO-Resulotion.

15

Pre-Test of the composits
Oven for the pre-test for 1MO A 754/18 test

Temperature increase table

16

Pre-Test of the composits
Typical pre-test panel 550 x 550 mm

-,

.__.__;__.
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Acoustical pre-test
The comfort-requirements in the yacht building receives new dimensions
through the use of impedanz-absorbers in combination with melamine foam.
The noise levels to be reduced lie for the drive and supply aggregates preferably
at 125-500 Hz.

Transmission Loss Test

L

18

Acoustical pre-test
Transmission Loss Test
0 Testing on tightness of the installation groove

Microfon for taking up the passing noise
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Acoustical perlormance from A-OIA-60 Insulations
liansmission loss Test
Einliigungsdämmung gemessen im Fensterprüßiand

I_1H11 111uM
SchiflisoIa1ionen div. Aulbauten Fenslergröße 800 x 1000mm

_i11i=IUp111

i1111iI!
/
¿

b

q3

ç

¼

ç

\c:P

r

G)

r

f\

b

Cf

1S-"Staridait'

-44AO 1801.02
- -41MO 18.01.02

f

'b

FÌqi.nz lIIzI

These values have been realized with weights of appr. 3,8kg/rn2 for the A-O system
(System passed also the A-60 requirements), and appr. 7,0kg/rn2 for the A-60 engine
room insulation.
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Acoustical performance of A-O corn posit
Absorptionsmessung in der Alpha.Kabine
Platten material I ,2m2
1,2

'u_

0,8

o

0,4

0,2

100

125

160

200
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400

500
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800

1000
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1600

2000
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10000

Aluminium test piece for A-O/A-60 test
Test panel in the 1MO resolution dimensions before insulation
Bulkhead

Deck

t
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Deck for A-60 test

Bulkhead for A-60 test
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IMO-Res.olution A 754/18 A-O Test results
Test at: TNO Fire and Burning Test-Center, NL-Delft
Deck insulation

Bulkhead insulation

Tést A-O AßO passed

Test: AO A40 passed

Test according to 1MO resolution A754118 A-O

Test accordmg to 1MO resolution A754118 A-O

COnditions
Test piece size
Area
Testing time
Temperature oñ Aluminiumoutside

Target
fuilfihied

actual
3120x2720mm

fulifilled

8,5m2

60 Min
<180°C
+RT°C

63 Min

T1 99°C
T2= 97°C
T3= 98°C

Conditions
Test piece size
Area
Testing time
Temperature on the backside
testpiece insulation

Target

actual

fulifihlèd fulifihled
60 Min
<180°C

TI 17=

+ RT °C

40-50°C

180°C

<124°C

3020 x 2460mm
7,5m2

61 Min

T4= 93°C

T5=99°C
T6= 109°Ç
T7= 107°C

emperature of the
Aluminium'Panel after 60Mm

+RT°C
Temperature in burning chamber 960°C

Temperature in burning chamber 960°C
26

lMOResolution A 754/18 A-60 Test results
Test at: TNO Fire and Burning Test-Center, NL=DelftDeck insulation

-

Tfst according to 1MO resolution A754!18 A60
Conditions
Test Piece size
Area
- Testing time
Temperaturi on Akimanium-

outside

Target.

- -----actual

fulifilled
fuilfilled

3120x2720mm
8,5m2

60 Mm

66* Min

<1 80°C

T1 9275°C

+RT°C

T2= 88,77°C
T3= 95,85°C

Bulkhead Insulation

Test according toiMO resolution A754/18 A60
COnditions
Test piece size
Area
Testing time
Temperature on the backside
testpiece insulation

Target
fullfluled

actual
3020 x 2460mm

fuilfilled

7,5m2

60 Min
<180°C
+ RT °C

67* Min

T4 103,5°C
T5= 103,4°C

Temperature Of the
AluminiUm-Panel after 60Mm

*lnterpted after this time, the test pieces were all stili intact

180°C
+RT °C

T1 42,32°C
T2= 32,72°C
T3= 29,05°C
T4= 31,38°C
15= 32,75°C

Ca. 86°C

-
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Insulation Examples in Yachts
Still as a handcrafted model: the "Cecilie Marie" that as the first sailing yacht is equipped with the new
ilibruck ultralight perlormance insulation . Compared to other insulation materials we have
accomplished a weight reduction of 20-50%.
/
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Insulation Examples in Yachts
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Upshot
The systems set up by illbruck Insulation fulfill the severe test criteria of
the lMO-Resulotion 754/18 after Â-60 and A-O. The system reached rules

of the test conditionsThe equivalent certificate by Lloyd's is

in

progress.
Acoustical wide band absorption, especially in the low-frequency range.

.

The used Composits are, according to application profile, lighter than
known systems. Weight reduction of appr. 20-50% compared to usual:
insulation material.
Excellently to ¡nstall and removable well.
High insulation function against temperature and moisture.
Hydrolysis-resistant
Fulfill highest standards on design and aesthetics with best
functionality.

Remark;
The Composits are applied for patent.
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